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INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM AREA
OF THE INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS & CHALLENGES
(In4RI1
EVA SYSTEMS SUPPORT
- FLEXIBLE EASY TO USE, HIGH PRESSURE EVA GLOVES.
- EVA SUIT MAINTAINABLE ON - ORBIT / IN - SITUBY CREW.
• LIFE SUPPORT
- AIR RECYCLING AND WASTE (LIQUID, GAS, SOLID) PROCESSING
AND RECLAMATION OF 90+%.
- RADIATION SHIELDING TO DOE PROTECTION STANDARDS.
- AUTOMATED LIFE SUPPORT SENSORS & CONTROL SYSTEMS.
___-. _o
g
• CREW STATION DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- REAL TIME RESPONSE TO VIRTUAL REALITY ENVIRONMENT WITH
<.01% MOTION LAG AND ,50 MS. VISUAL LAG.
- TRANSFER HUMAN - COMPUTER INTERFACE DESIGN GUIDELINES
TO INDUSTRY.
• FIRE SAFETY TECHNOLOGY
- CONTINUOUS MONITORING TECHNIQUES FOR INCIPIENT EVENT.
- FIRE EXTINGUISHING, DISPERSAL, & CLEANUP FOR FIRE EVENT.
11,'14_11
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS & CHALLENGES
• ACCELERATED DEVELOPMENT OF KEY, HIGH-PAYOFF CAPABILITIES
EVA GLOVES
VISUALIZAllON TECHNOLOGIES
EFFICIENT LIFE SUPPORT
• ENABLE DEMONSTRATiONs I IH-FLIGHT_ _F_: _-_ "
- EVA & LIFE SUPPORT CONTROLS AND SENSORS
- VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT WORKSHOP
• AUGMENT R&T AREASTHAT ARE MINIMALLY FUNDED
- DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HUMAN-INTELLIGE_SYSTEMS
- PLSS COMPONENTS (BATTERIES, CO2 PROCESSING)
EVA DISPLAY AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES
- LIFE SUPPORT SENSORS & CONTROLS
- BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT (ZERO FUNDED)
FIRE SAFETY (ZERO FUNDED)
ADVANCED ECLSS & HABITAT THERMAL CONTROL
TRANSFER MATURING TECHNOLOGY TOFOCI.JSEO __
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE DESIGN GUIDELINES
EVA SUIT MOBILITY (JOINT) AND MATERIALS (HARD & SOFT)
DISPLAYS FOR PROXIMITY OPERATIONS
BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT MEDICAL OPERATIONS
- IMPROVED REFRIGERATION / FREEZERS
- HEALTH CARE TECHNOLOGY
- LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
OBJECTIVES ::::i::i_:-_
II
i
PERFORM FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN FOUR MAJOR AREAS OF
HUMAN SUPPORT_TECHNOLOGIES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF NASA'S
SPACE PROGRAMS, THE MAJOR SUBELEMENT TOPIC_ARE: _! :_
EVA SYSTE_PpORT TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE.
SUPPORT & BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT TECHN=OLOGiES. :=::
- CREWSTATION DESIGN TECHNOLOGY.
- FIRE SAFETY TECHNOLOGY,
- HABITAT THERMAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGY.
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
BENEFITS
I_ASE R & T
• INCREASE SAFETY, EFFECTIVENESS, AND RELIABILITY OF HUMAN ACTIVITIES IN SPACE.
• SPACE HUMAN SUPPORT KNOWLEDGE BASE ESTABLISHED.
• INCREASE DESIGN OF CLOSURE OF FUTURE SPACE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS.
• ENABLE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE MONITORING OF CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS.
• ENABLE EFFICIENT, NON - TOXIC THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS.
BENEFITS FOR OPERATIONS THRUSTS:
EXTENSION OF MISSION LIFETIME AND RELIABILITY FOR SPACECRAFT AND SUPPORT
CREW, REDUCED HUMAN ERROR DUE TO FATIGUE AND ISOLATION EFFECTS, AND
INCREASED CREW EFFICIENCY.
BENEFITS FOR EXPLORATION THRUSTS:
- INCREASED MISSION RELIABILITY DUE TO LIGHTWEIGHT, ADAPTABLE SURFACE EVA
SYSTEMS AND CREW WORKSTATIONS MATCHED TO MEETMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND
HUMAN LIMITATIONS FOR A FAMILY OF MISSIONS OVER A WIDE VARIETY OF LUNAR AND
MARTIAN SURFACES.
ELIMINATE RESUPPLY, MAXIMIZE SELF - SUFRCIENT UFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS.
BENEFITS FOR PLATFORM THRUST:
CAPABILITIES FOR SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN NUMBER OF EVA EXCURSION, ELIMINATION
OF PREBREATHE REQUIREMENTS, AUTOMATIC SERVICING OF PLSS AND SUIT UNITS, ON -
ORBIT REPAIRABLE EVA EGRESS, DON AND DOFRNG.
REDUCE RESUPPLY REQUIREMENTS & INCREASE MISSION DURATION.
PROVIDE IN - SITU SENSOR & CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT.
- UTILIZE SSF AS IN - SPACE LIFE SUPPORT TESTBED.
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
ORGANIZATION
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THRUST & W.B.S / FOCUS
HUMAN SUPPORT
-ZEEO_:_Q_E_
CHEMICAL PROCESSING
BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT
SENSORS & CONTROLS
(;,REWSTATION DESIGN
THERMAL CONTROL
EXPLORATION
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
_;PACE HUMAN FACTORS
REGEN. LIFE SUPPORT
PLATFORM
_E_
ZERO - _; LIFE SUPPORT
OPERATIONS
OPERATOR SYSTEMS
& TRAINING
HUMAN FACTORS
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HUMAN SUPPORT STATE-OF-THE-ART
MAJOR ELEMENTS:
• EVA
- SHUTTLE SUIT: PREBREATHE & GROUND SERVICING HIGH PRESSURE, ZERO
PREBREATHE SUITE DEMO IN LAB (AX- 5, ZPS, MOD I/I)
- SHUTTLE PLSS: NON-REGENERATIVE, G-ROUND SERVICE (OVERALL STATEMENT).
LIFE SUPPORT
- RE-SUPPLIED AIR AND WATER AND REGENERATIVE CO2 REMOVAL
- THERMAL: CURRENT HEAT PIPES & RADIATORS GROWTH LIMITED, LOW
EFFICIENCY.
- SENSORS: GC / MASS SPEC; MANUAL SAMPLING & CONTROLS.
- BIOMEDICAL: LIMITED S - O - A TE_NOLOGY APPLICATION.
CREWSTATION DESIGN
- MODELS: PRELIMINARY KINEMATIC MODELS OF HUMAN MOTION IN ZERO-G.
- INTERFACE: INTERFACE DESIGN GUIDELINES, NASA - S'I'D :_000 CHA_ER FOR SSF.
FIRE SAFETY
- LIMIT MATERIALS TO NON - FLAMMABLES . _ _
- FLAMMABLES ISOLATION.
- HALON, CO2 FIRE SUPPRESSION
l ml
HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
RECENT ACC_OMPL!SHMENTS
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• AX-5 HIGH-PRESSURESPACE SUITDEVELOPMENT
• VISIONMODEL DEMONSTRATION FOR DATA COMPRESSION AND
MA_CHJNE_=VISION _ _ _i_ _i i_ _i_: _: _
• HUMAN GRAPHICS SYSTEM DEVELOPED TO SUPPORT
¢ONQEPTUAL DESIGN OF HUMAN !SYSTEM/NTERFACES.
• HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERAC!IQN GUIDELINES ADDED TO
MAN-SYSTEM INTEGRATION STANDARD.
• DEMONSTRATED EXPLORATION OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE USING
VIRTUAL WORKSTA_rlON. _ _
• EVA METABOLIC RESEARCH LABORATORY COMPLETED AND
_¢ERT!_FIE_-- _:_ __--_:_-__ .....
• RIGOROUS SYSTEM ANALYSIS METH(_)DOLOGY DEVELOPED FOR
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM TRADES & OPTIMIZATION.
LIFESUPPORi SENSOR & CONTROLS RESEARCH. ::_IN!T!ATE_D
• EXTENDED DURATION ORBITER BASELINED REGENERATIVE SOLID
AMINE C02 REMOVAL SYSTEM.
HS1.4
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OTHER GOVERNMENT SUPPORT TO
HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM
LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION, OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCES APPLICATION
- LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH DATA IN HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.
- LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FOR CELSS TO IDENTIFY
SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
- HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELS FOR MILITARY SYSTEM
APPLICATIONS.
- ADVANCED HUMAN -CREWSTATION INTERFAGEI:)ESIGN GUIDELINES.
- MODELING TOOLS FOR CREWSTATION DESIGN UNDER NASA - ARMY
AIRCRAFT AIRCREW INTEGRATION (A31).
- LIFE SUPPORT RESEARCH- WASTE MANAGEMENT RESEARCH FOR
SHIPBOARD & SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS.
- LIFE SUPPORT SENSORS &CONTROLSFORSUBMARINE &
SPACECRAFT CLOSED ENVIRONMENTS.
! |I
HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
PRIORITIES
6124/91
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SSTAC COMMrI-I'EES:
• HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG DURATION SPACE
--_ MISSIONS (SEE ISSUES)1989 ' i991.
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• LIFE SUPPORT- 1990-1991.
- PLANTOREPORTOUTJULY
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RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE SSTAC AD HOC COMMII-rEE ON
HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG - DURATION SPACE MISSIONS
_,
1. EVA PRODUCTIVE OPERATIONS FOR FUTURE MANNED MISSIONS NEED NEW GLOVE ....
TECHNOLOGY, ON-ORBIT / IN-SITU SUIT MAINTAINABiUTY CURRENT SUITS INCOMPATIBLE
FOR LUNAR OR PLANETARY SURFACE OPS.
a) DEXTEROUS GLOVE=S.
b) HIGH RELIABILITY, LOW MAINTAINABILITY SUIT SYSTEM.
c) LIGHTWEIGHT COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS FOR PLSS & SUIT.
d) FLEXIBLE COMMUNICATIONS.
e) MOBILITY.
f) MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAYS.
2. TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGY TO MAINTAIN EFFECTIVE LEVELS OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE UNDER ZERO-GRAVITY OR MICRO-GRAVITY MISSIONS, AND TO COUNTER
DEBILITATING EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATION EXPOSURE.
a) MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH AND COORDINATION BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY &
MEDICAL DISCIPLINES.
b) COUNTERMEASURES OF PREVENT DEBILITATING EFFECTS.
C) COUNTERMEASURES OF AMELIORATE DEB!LJTATIN__. ==
d) HUMAN PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS, GIVEN RESTRICTED HUMAN--CAP),B|LmES.
3. LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS (INTEGRATED PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL AND CLOSED CYCLE) FOR
SPACECRAFT AND LUNAR / PLANETARY HABITS .....
a) SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNIC_____'_S+_DTN_SY_J_ DESIGN.
b) DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED TEST ANl)E_-ALU_l_-A15_BIILrrIE_. _
c) LOW WEIGHT, REDUCED VOLUME, LOW POWER, HIGH RELIABILITY COMPONENTS, LOW
MAINTAINABILITY IN-SITU / ON SITE.
in4/¢I
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE SSTAC AD HOC COMMITrEE ON
HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG - DURATION SPACE MISSIONS
4. HUMAN WORK ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS FOR PLANETARY
SPACECRAFT AND LUNAR / SURFACE HABITATS AND WORK AREAS.
a) HUMAI_kSYSTEM FUNCTION ALLOCATIONS, PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT METHODS AND
PREDICTIONS FOR SAFETY AND PRODUCTIvrrY.
b) HUMAN TASK, TOOLS AND JOB AIDS.
c) DEFINITION FO TELEROBOTiC MANAGEMENT AND METHODS.
d) CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS DUE TO HARSH WORKING ENVIRONMENT, I.E.,
flADIATION, DUST, PARTIAL GRAVITY, TEMPERATURE EXTREMES, COMMUNICATIONS,
SAFETY.
5. HUMAN UVING ENVIRONMENT DERNMON AND RELIABLE METHODS FOR QUANTITATIVE AND
QUALITATIVE EVALUATIONS OF ENVIRONMEiCrAiYI_/_C-T(_RS.
a) PHYSICAL.
b) HUMAN FACTORS STANDARDS.
c) PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS.
d) INTERFACES BETWEEN HUMAN-SYSTEM AND HUMAICHUMAN.
6. DESIGN SUPPORT METHODS AND TOOLS.
a) REQUIREMENT ANSAN_D_Q_U_IDELINE_FOR USE OF DESIGN SUPPORT TOOLS AND
CAPABILITIES, (CAD, CAM, CAI=,MiD_._ _ : " _ _
7. IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE cAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS (HUMAN ERROR)
FOR SAFE, EFFECTIVE AND PRODUCTIVE HUMAN PERFORMANCE FO_ LONG DURATION
SPACE MISSIONS, INCLUDING LUNAR AND PLANETARY SURFACE OPERATIONS.
a) DEVELOPMENT OF A HUM;AN PERFORMANCE DATABASE AND LESSONS FROM
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES.
b) DEVELOPMENT OF DATA STORAGE, RETRIEVAL, AND ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY.
c) DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE WORK BREAKDOWN
STRUCTURE TO SPECIFY HUMAN CAPABILITIES AND HUMAN ERROR. _+
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rRECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE SSTAC AD HOC COMMII-rEE ON
HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG - DURATION SPACE MISSIONS
8. DEVELOPMENT OF ARTIFICIAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY AND COGNITIVE AIDS FOR
APPUCATION IN FIELDS OF SPACE EXPLORATION, MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS AND
IMPLEMENTATION, TRAINING, AND HUMAI_SYSTEM DESIGN.
a) DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS TO ACCOMMODATE
DATABASES FOR VIRTUAL REALITY GRAPHICS, ICONS AND INTERACTIONS.
b) LOW COST HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAYS WITH HIGH RESOLUTION, STEREO, COLOR, AND
WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW.
c) HUMAN-CENTERED INTERFACES AND INTERACTIVE AIDS.
d) DATA HANDLING TECHNIOUES FOR REAL-TIME VIRTUAL REALITY INTERACTIONS.
9. SIMULATION AND TRAINING TECHNOLOGY METHODS FOR SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE
DEVELOPMENT AND RETENTION FOR LONG DURATION MISSIONS.
a) SPECIAL AND PART TASK MISSION SIMULATION.
b) EMBEDDED TRAINING METHODS.
c) INTELUGENT TRAINING SYSTEMS.
10. PHYSICAL AUGMENTATIONS AND WORKSTATION DESIGN CONCEPTS TO ENHANCE
PRODUCTIVITY.
a) ENHANCEMENT OF HUMAN SENSORY AND MOTOR CONTROL CAPABILITIES THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY AREAS INCLUDING TELEROBOTIC INTERFACES, EVA WORK AIDS END
EFFECTORS, COMPUTATIONAL VISION METHODS AND ADVANCED IMAGING SYSTEMS.
b) CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES, EMBODIED IN
NASA STANDARD 3000, "MA_SYSTEMS INTEGRATION STANDARDS".
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM: ISSUES
8n4_I
1. RESPONSIVENESS OF EXISTING AND PLANNED PROGRAM TO SSTAC
RECOMMENDATIONS IN HUMAN PERFORMANCE REPORT (5.91)-
RATINGS:
A- FULLY RESPONSIVE B - MINIMALLY RESPONSIVE C- NOT RESPONSIVE
.RECOMM=MI_A_ON_:__,._.._ . -_ -= .....
1 -A 6-A
2-C 7-A
3-A- -8-A-
4-B- 9-B
S-A- 10-A-
2. DEGREE TO WHICH THE REDUCED PROGRAM IN EXPLORATION HUMAN
FACTORS IS CONSIDERED RESPONSIVE TO AGENCY REQUIREMENTS.
3. DEGREE TO WHICH EXISTING AND PLANNED HUMAN SUPPORT
PROGRAM MEETS NEEDS DESCRIBED IN "SPACE TECHNOLOGY TO
MEET, FUTURE NEEDS", NRC / NAC, 1987 (SO-CALLED SHEA REPORT)AND HUMAN FACTORS IN AUTOMATED AND ROBOTIC SPACE
SYSTEMS", COMMII-rEE ON HUMAN FACTORS, NRC/NAC. 1987.
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MILESTONES
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CREWSTATION - HUMAN SUO__PRT
m
n
gl- COMPLETEANALYS!SAND_TESTAN COGNITIVEMODELSFOR
HUMAN- COMPUTERINTERFACES. (JSC) .........
92- COMPLETEAVALUATIONOF FORCE- TORQUE DISLPAYFORMAT.
(ARC)
93- cOMPLETETESTSOF 3 - D MOTIONANALYSISFORVISUAL
HAZARDDETECTION.(ARC0
m
m
i
n
i
94 - COMPLETE DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HUMAN - COMPUTER
INI"E_RFACE WITH INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS. (ARC) •
95 - REVISE NASA - STD - 3000 TO INCLUDE NEW SECTION ON
TELEROBOTICS INPUT / OUTPUT. (ARC) _ .........
96 - COMPLETE DESIGN OF VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS OF IN SPACE
COGNITIVE AND PERCEPTIONAL METHODS. (ARC)
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
FISCAL
HUMAN SUPPORT
R & T (RTOP 506-71)
HUMAN SUPPORT
EXPLORAllON
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Remnlcotlon
Life Support
ReKllatlon
Protection
Extravehicular
Activity Systems
Explor,=Uon
Human Factors
TOTALS:
.9 2.0 8.0 12.0 18.0 20.0 24.0
-- 0.53 3.0 6.0 6.5 7.0 6.0
0.5 1.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 11.0 12.0
_0.9 -- : _: 1.0 1.0 • _ i.0 i.0 3.0
U 7.g 21.2 29.o 3.W 44_ s2.6
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
RESOURCES "3 X"
FISCAL FY1991 FY1992 FY1993 FY1994 FY1995 FY1996 FY1997
HUMANSUPPORT 4.4 5.2 5.9 7.7 8.8 9,4 10.6
R &T (RTOP506-71)
HUMAN SUPPORT 3.8 160 21.3 29.5 35.5 39.0 42.4
EXPLORATION
Rersnoratlon 1.9 8.0 I0.0 15.0 17.0 17.5 18.0
Lifo Support
Redlatlon 0.5 3.0 5.8 6.5 7.0 8.0 8.4
Protoction
Extrsvohlculer 0.9 4.0 4.5 7.0 8.5 9.5 11.0
Activity Systoms
Exploration 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Human Factors
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SPACE STATION 4.0 g.0 15.6 18.0 18.0
_o O Ufe SuppoM 1.8 4.7 8.2 10.0 13.0
_ro G EMU 2.2 4.3 7.4 8.0 5.0
TOTALS: 8.2 21.2 _ 46.2 59.9 66.4 710
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HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM:
RESOURCES STRATEGIC
FISCAL _ _ _ FY1994 _ FY1996 FY1997
HUMAN SUPPORT 4.4 5.2 7.3 9.4 11.1 12.8 14.8
R & T (RTOP 506-71)
HUMAN SUPPORT 3.8 1E.0 25.9 38.9 • 50.9 60.3 65.8
EXPLORATION
Reronoretlon 1.9 8.0 12.0 18.0 20.0 24.0 25. I
Lifo Su_
Radiation 0.5 3.0 6.9 7.8 8.5 9.7 10.0
_otocUon
_mvehlculer 0.9 4.0 5.0 8.0 11.0 12.0 12.5
Activity S_to_
Explor_lon 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.1 5.8 6.3 6.7
Human F=clom
Artlflcal Gmvlly 1.3 1.4 3.6
Medical Support Sys. 2.0 4.3 6.9 7.9
SPACE STATION 8.4 18.1 24.2 27.5 24.6
_ro O Lifo Support 2,5 6.4 9.2 15.5 16.3
Zero G EMU 3.0 5.3 8.2 9.6 8.3
Adv. Refdg. S_tem 2.0 3.2 1.5
StaUon-Kee_ng _. 2.9 4.4 3.6 0.9
TOTALS: 8.2 21,2 41.6 E6.4 86,2 100.6 105,2
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wINTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM AREA
OF THE INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
Dr. JAMES P. JENKINS
JUNE 24 - 28, 1991
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546
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HUMAN FA_C_TORSDESIGN;
TECHNOLOGYNEEDS AND CHALLENGES
DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS TO AUGMENT HUMAN SENSORY,
MOTOR AND INTELLECTUAL CAPABILITIES.
PROVIDE GUIDANCE IN WORKSTATION DESIGN AND EVALUATION .
PROVIDE RELIABLE TECHNIQUES AND METHODS FOR EVALUATION
OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE , WORKING AND LIVING ENVIRONMENTS.
NEW TRAINING METHODS AND APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENDED
DURATION IN SPACE FOR SPACE CREW AND GROUND SUPPORT
STAFF.
HS2-1 6/2_
HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN:
.... BENEFITS
• INCREASE SAFETY, EFFECTIVENESS AND RELIABILITY OF CREW
AND GROUND SUPPORT STAFF.
• MORE EFFECTIVE WAYS TO FUSE HUMAN AUTOMATION
INTERACTIONS.
UTILIZE AERO TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES TO SPACE DOMAINS BY
EXTENSION OF COCKPIT DESIGN AND CREW INTERFACE.
• BENEFITSOF FOCUSED PROGRAMS.
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HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN"
OBJECTIVES
117 71 ]I
OBJECTIVE: TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES, METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
TO ASSURE THE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF HUMAN: ::
IN-SPACE. GOALS INCLUDE:
DEVELOP THE HUMAN FACTORS INFORMATION AND DATABASE TO
SUPPORT ALL TECHNOLOGIES NEEDED FOR HUMAN EXPLORATION
OF SPACE ......
• SUPPORT NATIONAL DECISIONS REGARDING THE HUMAN FACTORS
ISSUES IN MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND ARCHITECTURES.
• DEVELOP THE HUMAN FACTORS KNOWLEDGE TO MAKE POSSIBLE A
RANGE OF MISSION OPTIONS. ........ _............
• PRODUCE RESEARCH PRODUCTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN THE
1990 DECADE TO SUPPORT MISSIONS FOR THE HUMAN
EXPLORATION OF SPACE _CISIONS. _............
• CREATE INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND APPROACHES TO PROMOTE
EARLY AND SUBSTANTIVE U.So TRANSFER OF HUMAN FACTORS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS AST_Ot_CUR..
6/2. _
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HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM:
ORGANIZATION
THRUST & W.B.S / FOCUS
HUMAN SUPPORT:
CHEMICAL PROCESSING
BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT
SENSORS & CONTROLS
CREWSTATION DESIGN
THERMAL CONTROL
EXPLORATION:
EXTRAVEHICUL. ACTIVITY
SPACE HUMAN FACTORS
PLATFORM
OPERATIONS:
OPERATOR SYSTEMS
& TRAININ_
HUMANFACTORS
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
EVA SUIT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
PLSS
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
FIRE SAFETY
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HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN STATE-OF-THE-ART
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
MODELS: 1) PRELIMINARY KINEMATIC MODELS OF HUMAN
MOTION AND STRENGTH IN ZERO-GRAVITY.
2) GRAPHICS (PLAID) MODELING OF HUMAN IN
SHu'rrLE AND SSF.
CREW ........ ""_';_i)_'D'E,_i_"_Oi-__°N"A_z3_I'b "- 3=000 _ :_: "'" ' _'°__:
INTERFACE: 2) HUMAN COMPUTER INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORY, JSC VISION LABORATORY, ARC.
.::-: _;; .' ; :_ i.:.. _:;_ _ _- " c_-:__:_ #_:_ _.:_-_:_ -_ ":_- ._ :_: i'_ : T _-
HUMAN -
AUTOMATION -
ROBOTIC
SYSTEMS:
1) VIRTUAL INTERFACE ENVIRONMENT
WORKSTATION DEVELOPED AND IN USE (NON-
REAL TIME).
2) DATABASE OF MARTIAN (SELEC'_)_UR_EI _
HS2-3 6/25 '
HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN:
RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
VISION MODEL OF HUMAN vISUAL SYSTEM USED AS ALGORiT_ T0 :
DEMONSTRATE DATA COMPRESSION AND HUMAN VISION
OPERATIONS.
. GRAPHICS SYSTEM DEVELOPED TO SUPPORT CONCEPTIONAL
DESIGN OF HUMAN - SYSTEM INTERFACE.
• HUMAN - COMPUTER INTERFACE GUIDELINES ADDED TO "MAN -
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION STANDARDS" NASA - STD - 3000.
DEMONSTRATED EXPLORATION.... OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE BY
VIRTUAL WORKSTATION USING ANALOG STUDIES IN DEATH
VALLEY.
• ESTABLISHED A SPACE OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE DATABASE OF
HUMAN PERFORMANCE.
6/25 i
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OTHER GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
TO HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN
_}-_ .... _i i i _:ii_i_ ' _ _-!_ _
• DOD- DESIGN OF HUMAN COMPUTER INTERFACES FOR MILITARY
Ei[]
m
m
• FAA- sTUDIES OF FLIGHTCREWPERFORMANCE; COAUTHOR OF
FAA - NASA NATIONAL PLAN FOR AVIATION HF, C_OOR_INATED _-
THROUGH FAA - NASA COORDINATION __- _ Bl
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION - PERFORMANCE OF HUMANS IN
ISOLATED (ANTARCTICA) ENVIRONMENTS.
CODE SB - TRANSFER AERO RESEARCH RESULTS IN CIRCADIAN
DERGNCHONOSIS TO ASTRONAUT CONDITIONING.
CODE RC - TRANSFER OF AVIATION HUMAN FACTORS
TECHNOLOGY IN CREW TRAINING AND FATIGUE
COUNTERMEASURES.__._ .. _-_._ _, _ _ _, ;_; _:___._:_ __ ,.__- ,_
=.
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HUMAN FACTORS N DESIGN:
PRIORITIES
w
SS TAC COMMII-rEE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG DURATION SPACE MISSIONS (1989-
1991)
1. HUMAN WORK ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS FOR PLANETARY
SPACECRAFT AND LUNAR / SURFACE HABITATS AND WORK AREAS.
a) HUMAN-SYSTEM FUNCTION ALLOCATIONS, PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT METHODS
AND PREDICTIONS FOR SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY.
b) HUMAN TASK, TOOLS AND JOB AIDS.
c) DEFINITION FO TELEROBOTIC MANAGEMENT AND METHODS.
d) CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS DUE TO HARSH WORKING ENVIRONMENT, I.E.,
RADIATION, DUST, PARTIAL GRAVITY, TEMPERATURE EXTREMES, COMMUNICATIONS,
SAFETY.
2. HUMAN LIVING ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION AND RELIABLE METHODS FOR QUANTITATIVE AND
QUALITATIVE EVALUATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS.
a) PHYSICAL.
b) HUMAN FACTORS STANDARDS.
c) PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS.
d) INTERFACES BETWEEN HUMAN-SYSTEM AND HUMAN-HUMAN.
3. DESIGN SUPPORT METHODS AND TOOLS.
a) REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES FOR USE OF DESIGN SUPPORT TOOLS AND
CAPABILITIES, (CAD, CAM, CAE, MIDAS).
6/25
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HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN:
PRIORITIES (cont.)
4. IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS (HUMAN
ERROR) FOR SAFE, EFFECTIVE AND PRODUCTIVE HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG
DURATIONSPACE_SiONS, INCLUDING' LUNAR AND PLANETARY SURFACE OPERATIONS.
a) DEVELOPMENT OF A HUM;AN PERFORMANCE DATABASE AND LESSONS FROM
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES.
b) DEVELOPMENT OF DATA STORAGE, RETRIEVAL, AND ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY.
c) DEVELOPMENT AND APPL1CATIONOFHUMANPERFORMANCE WORK BREAKDOWN
STRUCTURE TO SPECIFY HUMAN CAPABILITIES AND HUMAN ERROR.
5. DEVELOPMENT OF ARTIFICIAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY AND COGNITIVE AIDS FOR
APPUCATION IN FIELDS OF SPACE EXPLORATION, MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS AND
IMPLEMENTATION, TRAINING, AND HUMAN-SYSTEM DESIGN.
a) DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SYSTEMSANDNETWORKS TO ACCOMMODATE
DATABASES FOR VIRTUAL REALITY GRAPHICS, ICONS AND INTERACTIONS.
b) LOW COST HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAYS WITH HIGH RESOLUTION, STEREO, COLOR, AND
WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW.
c) HUMAN--CE_Rr:D i_R FACES ANb |NTEFtAC_E AJDS.
d) DATA HANDLING TECHNIQUES FOR REAL-TIME VIRTUAL REALITY INTERACTIONS.
. SIMULATION AND TRAINING TECHNOLOGY METHODS FOR SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE
DEVELOPMENT AND R_E-I_FiON=_R __I_A_I-O:N MfSSiON_S/ ...............
a) SPECIAL AND PARTTASK MISSION SIMULATION.
b) EMBEDDED TRAINING METHODS.
c) INTELLIGENT TRAINING SYSTEMS.
H+S+.5
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HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN:
PRIORITIES (cont.)
7. PHYSICAL AUGMENTAllONS AND WORKSTAllON DESIGN CONCEPTS TO ENHANCE
PRODUCTiVe--- _ _ . _ _
a) ENHANCEMENT OF HUMAN SENSORY AND MOTOR CONTROL CAPABILrTIES THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY AREAS INCLUDING TELEROBOTIC INTERFACES, EVA WORK AIDS END
EFFECTORS, COMPUTA11ONAL VISION METHODS AND ADVANCED IMAGING SYSTEMS.
b) CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES, EMBODIED IN :
NASA STANDARD 3000, MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRAllON STANDARD_". .........
° IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE CAPABILFrlES AND LIMFrATIONS (HUMAN ERROR)
FOR SAFE, EFFECTIVE AND PRODUCTIVE HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG DURA13ON
SPACE MISSIONS, INCLUDING LUNAR AND PLANETARY SURFACE OPERATIONS. " .......
a).DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE WORK BREAKDOWN
STRUCTURE TO SPECIFY HUMAN CAPABILmES AND HUMAN ERROR.
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MILESTONES
HUMAN FACTQR$ - EXPLORATION
92- COMPLETE VALIDATION OF HUM ANARM STRENGTH IN O- G
94 - COMPLETE REQUIREMENTS FOR CRE_ ACCOMMODATIONS ON
97-
LUNAR SURFACE (TRASH MANAGEMENT, FOOD, STORAGE _
REQUIREMENTS). (JSC) .............................
COMPLETE DEMONSTRATION OF VIRTUAL WORKSTATION WITH
TELEROB_iC COMMANDS__((LARC) __ _ _: _ _:_-_"
ESTABLISH GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR
OPERATOR'S VISUAL ACCESS, VIA SYNTHETIC VISION
METHODS, AND IMAGE ENHANCEMENT (LIGHTING, CAMERA;_ _'
POSITIONING, FIELD OF VIEW). _ .......... _ _ ..... _ _ :_ _
COMPLETE GUIDELINES FOR AUTOMATED SYSTEM DISPLAY,
CONTROLS AND PROXIMITY OPERATIONS. (ARC) =_-::__::_ _ _ : "
98- coM-PL-ETEiNTEGRATION OF LABORATORIES FOR H_-
PERFORMANCE TESTING. (ARC, JSC)
HS2-6
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MILESTONES
r_
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HUMAN FACTORS - OPERATIONS
94 - COMPLETE ADAPTATION OF TRANSPORT CREW TRAINING
(CRM) TO SPACECRAFT CREWS. (ARC, JSC)
94 - COMPLETE ADAPTIVE COGNITIVE MODELS OF SPACE FLIGHT
AND GROUND CREW (ARC).
95 - VALIDATE CIRCADIAN RHYTHM SHIFTS AND METHODS /
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS (JSC) AND DEVELOP
INSTRUCTION MODULE (ARC).
96 - COMPLETE VIRTUAL REALITY CAPABILITIES FOR ON - BOARD
SPACECRAFT TRAINING (ARC, JSC).
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EVA PROGRAM:
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS AND CHALLENGES
• FLEXIBLE EASY TO USE, HIGH PRESSURE EVA GLOVES WITH LOW
COST TO PRODUCE AND INCREASED VERSATILITY.
• EVA / EMU DISPLAY AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES.
• MAINTAINABLE ON ORBIT/IN SI_ EMU BY CREW. _
• RELIABILITY INCREASE TO MATCH MISSION REQUIREMENTS.
• FLIGHT WEIGHT COMPONENTS IN PLSS AND SUIT MATERIALS FOR
SURFACE OPERATIONS IN 1/3AND 1/6 GRAVITY.
• ZERO PREBREATHE REQUIREMENTS TO REDUCE OPERATIONAL
OVERHEAD.
• AIR RECYCLINGA_WA_;TE (LIQUID, i_AS,-SOLID)PROCESS|NG AND
RECLAMATION.
• RADIATION SHIELDING FOR PERSONNEL.
• DUST RESISTANT.
• EMU MOBILITY OVER ROUGH TERRAIN.
• FLEXIBILITY IN DESIGN / SINGLE DESIGN BASE WITH MULTIPLE
MISSION ADAPTATION
HS2-7
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EVA PROGRAM:
OBJECTIVE
TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY BASE FOR ADVANC_ EVA SUIT, GLOVES,
PLSS, SUIT INTERFACES, MOBILITY AIDES WHICH ARE RUGGED,
RELIABLE, AND CAPABLE OF HIGH USE RATES FOR ORBITAL AND
SURFACE MISSIONS. GOALS INCLUDE: .....
• DEVELOP ROBUST EMU FOR SPACE STATIONFREEDQM
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT. : _
• DEVELOP LUNAR AND MARTIAN SURFACE SUIT coMPONENTS.
• PROVIDE EASY TO USI_=AND HIGHLY MAINTAINABLE PLSS.:=
• ACCELERATE DEVELOPMENT OF KEY, HIGH - PAYOFF
CAPABILITIES FOR EVA GLOVES.
• TRANSFER MATURING TECHNOLOGY TO FOCUSED THRUSTS AND
TO MISSIONS FOR EVA SUIT MOBILITY (JOINTS) AND SUIT
MATERIALS, EVA DISPLAY AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES.
6/25_
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BENEFITS
INCREASE ON - ORBIT EASE OF USE, EFFECTIVENESS AND
MAINTAINABILITY OF EMU SYSTEM. _-_'_ _ _;; :_:_ _ i:_,_
• APPLICATION OF R & T BASE TO THRUST (ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
FOR ALL ASPECTS) _;--:_ _:-_ -_:i_ : _-_ _ _ _ __ _ " •
PLATFORM - EXPLORATION (SURFACE SUIT)
• ORDER OF MAGNITUDE INCREASE IN EVA SYSTEM CAPABILITY.
• TRANSFER OF EVA TECHNOLOGY TO TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
HS2-8
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EVA PROGRAM:
ORGANIZATION
THRUST & W.B.S / FOCUS
HUMAN SUPPORT
CHEMICAL PROCESSING
BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT
_ENSORS & CONTROLS
(_REWSTATION DESIGN
THERMAL CONTROL
EXPLORATION
EXTRAVEHICUL. ACTIVITY
SPACE HUMAN FACTORS
PLATFORM
_EMg
OPERATIONS
OPERATOR SYSTEMS
& TRAINING
HUMAN FACTORS EVA SUIT
X
X
X
X
PLSS
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
FIRE SAFETY
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EVA STATE-OF-THE-ART
• SHUTTLE EMU OPERATION AT4.3 PSIA;
REQUIRES EVA PREBREATHE 100% 02 FOR 4 HRS. OR;
DEPRESS CABIN TO 10.2 PSIA - 24 HRS. WITH 40 MINUTE PREBREATHE PRIOR TO EVA
OPERATIONAL "R" FACTOR = 1.65 (HIGH BENDS RISK)
• SHUTTLE EMU CURRENTI.Y CERTIFIED FOR 3 EVA'S PER FLIGHT
TWO PLANNED EVA'S; ONE CONTINGENCY EVA
DELTA CERTIFICATION IN PROCESS FOR 25 EVAS PER FLIGHT
i SHUTTLE EMU REQUIRES MANUA L SERVICINGAFTER EACH EVA
SHUTTLE EMuREQU!RES GROUND TURNAROUND FOR MAINTENANCE
R A I H"
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT SUPPORT; NON - MODULAR PLSS
• UMITED RESIZING ON-ORBIT ............. _ ........
• HIGH LIFE CYCLE COST DUE TO LOGISTICS_qEQUlREMENTS
• VA' S HED DF RSPECFICSHUTT F I HT "N
• GLOVES ARE CUSTOM MADE AND EXPENSIVE
pAPER DISPLAYS OF PROCEDURES
HS2-9
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mEVA PROGRAM:
RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• AX,5_HIGH P_RES_cUR_SUIT COMPLETED AND EVALUATED WITH MARK !!1
AND CURRENT SHUTrLE SUITS.
• EVA METABOLIC RESEARCH LABORATORY COMPLETED AND CERllFIED.
• EVALUATION OF A PROTOTYPE THERMAL CONTROL CONCEPT
COMPLETED. _ _
• ANALYSIS OF HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY CONCEPT AND ELECTRONIC
WRIST MOUNTED DISPLAY CONCEPT COMPLETED.
• IDENTIFIED INITIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SURFACE SUIT. _ _
• OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE DATABASE TAXONOMY ESTABLISHED.
• EVALUATION OF POLYMER MATERIALS AND GLOVE MANUFACTURING
TECHNIQUE FOR GLOVES COMPLETED.
PHYSICAL METHODS TO MEASURE 1/6 GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN
METABOLIC RATESCOMPLETED.
• DATABASE STRUCTURED FOR HUMAN STRENGTH AND MOTION IN MICRO
GRAVITY.
6/259
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TOEVA PROGRAM
NO OTHER U.S. GOVERNMENT EFFORTS, BESIDES NASA _ _.=-_z_;_
EUROPEAN AGENCIES UNDER EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
=
DEVELOPING EVA TECHNOLOGY FOR HERMES. _ i= _ _ _ _ |
SOVIET MIR / SALYUT SUIT OPTIMIZED FOR ON - ORBIT ADJUSTMENT
AND MAINTENANCE. _ _ _ _i_ _ _ __! _ _: _ :_ i
CODE S - EVA MINOR MODS.
- NO SSF DEVELOPMENT. IB
6125/9'
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EVA PROGRAM:
PRIORITIES
SS TAC COMMI'n'EE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR LONG DURATION SPACE MISSIONS (1989 -
1991)
1. EVA PRODUCE OPERATIONS FOR FUTURE MANNED MISSIONS NEED NEW GLOVE
TECHNOLOGY, ON - ORBIT / IN - SITU MAINTAINABILITY CURRENT SUITS INCOMPATIBLE FOR
LUNAR OR PLANETARY SURFACE OPERATIONS.
a) DEXTEROUS GLOVES.
b) HIGH RELIABILITY, LOW MAINTAINABILITY SUIT SYSTEMS.
c) LIGHTWEIGHT COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS FOR PLSS & SUIT
d) FLEXIBILITY COMMUNICATIONS.
e) MOBILITY.
f) MULTI - FUNCTION DISPLAYS.
2. PORTABLE SUPPORT SYSTEMS,.
a) LOW WEIGHT, REDUCED VOLUME, LOW POWER. HIGH RELIABILITY COMPONENTS, LOW
MAINTAINABILITY IN SITU / ON SITE.
3. COMBINE BEST FEATURES OF AX-5 AND MARK III SUITS INTO AN HYBRID SUIT FOR SUPPORT
TO OPERATIONS ON SPACE STATION FREEDOM.
6125:9
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MILESTONES
EVA - EXPLORATION
92- COMPLETE IDENTIFICATION OF LUNAR SURFACE
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS (DUST EFFECTS, THERMAL
RAYS, MOBILITY) (JSC).
93- PROVIDE RECOMMENDATION FOR PLANETARY EMU
CONFIGURATION (ARC).
94 - LAB DEMO OF THERMAL.MANAGEMENT CONCEPT FOR
LUNAR OPERATIONS (JSC).
95 - COMPLETE SELECTION OF DISPLAYS FOR LUNAR SUIT AND
GLOVES.
96 - COMPLETE FABRICATION OF ADVANCED PLSS (ARC).
98 - DEMONSTRATE BREADBOARD OF LUNAR SUIT / PLSS IN
SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT.
i
6/25:9
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EVA- PLATFORM
93- COMPLETE DESIGN CONCEPT FOR H_yBI:IID SUIT,:- _ :_.=- .......
_ 94 -_C_OMPL'EYE i"EST|_G_OF_B-RE-ADBOARD FOR _I.IPGFiADED PLSS.
95 - COMPLETE TESTING OF ADVANCED DISPLAY CONCEPT.
97-coMPLETE FABRiCA:F,__IO_:_-_/_)__ _U_'
98 - COMPLETE TESTING OF HYBRID PROTOTYPE SUIT AND
COMPONENTS.
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HUMAN SUPPORT
I
INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
HUMAN SUPPORT:
LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY
!J,
i
PEGGY L. EVANICH
JUNE 24 - 28, 1991
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546
6124tcJ
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS AND CHALLENGES
m
h _
ELIMINATE (OR MINIMIZE) RESUPPLY OR EXPENDABLES
FOR LONG DURATION MISSIONS.
_ I
= :
w
m=li
WATER AND ATMOSPHERIC SUPPLIES CONTROLLEI;
WITHIN MICROBRIAL AND CHEMICAL CONTAMINANT
LIMITS.
i
= =
,=_=
• MINIMIZE CREW I_A_i_N/iNTERVENTiON WITH LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM OPERATION.
HS3-1 6/24
L
OBJECTIVE
• DEVELOP A REGENERATIVE PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL LIFE
SUPPORTSYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY BASE TO ENABLE :
HUMAN EXPLORATION MIS__:. :_:-_--:_:_:: _ ::_:_ ::::,_:
• DEVELOP AND UTILIZE APPROPRIATE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES TO GUIDE R&T EFFORTS.
• EFFICIENT AIR, WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
PROCESSORS.
• EFFICIENT HABITAT THERMAL CONTROL.
• SENSOR AND CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES
FOR AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS.
• DEMONSTRATE CLOSED SYSTEM OPERATIONS IN
GROUND TESTBEDS.
• VALIDATE SPACE-BASED OPERATION OF REQUIRED
COMPONENTS. _ =
• DEVELOP NASA EXPERTISE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
R&T APPLICABLE TO LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS.
6/24tg
BENEFITS ::
ENABLESLONG:DURATION HUMAN SPACE MISSIONS --
• ....... E(_URRENT ABSENCE OF ANY TECHNICAL BASIS FOR LIFE •
PPORT SYSTEMS).
• LONGER DURATION MISSIONS W/O RESUPPLY. INCREASED
SAFETY, CREW HEALTH, RELIABILITY, MISSION SUCCESS.
REDUCED LIFE CYCLE COST WITH REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS.
I
- _: : :7 :, _ ..... ::
POTENTIAL TERRESTRIAL SPIN-OFFS IN WATER II
RECLAMATION, WASTE MANAGEMENT, MICROB!A_ AND
CHEMICAL SENSORS FOR A VARIETY OF GOVERNMENT AND iCOMMER-(_iAL APPL|CATTO_NS, ...........
mI
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ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM
I LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY JP OGRAM
ARC, JSC, LeRC
• CHEMICAL PROCESSING
• SENSORS & CONTROL
• PLSS THERMAL CONTROL
• HABITAT THERMAL
CONTROL
• BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT
• FIRE SAFETY
EXPLORATION J
LEAD: ARC
JSC, JPL
• TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
• LUNAR BASE LIFf:
SUPPORT TESTBED
• SENSORS & CONTROLS
• SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
I
I I
JPL, MSFC, JSC, ARC,
LeRC
• SENSORS & CONTROLS
LEAD: JPL, (MSFC)
• ACTIVE THERMAL
CONTROL - JSC
• TECHNOLOGY AND IN -
SPACE VALIDATION -
JSC, ARC
• ADV. REFRIG. SYSTEMS -
JSC
• BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT -
JSC
• FIRE SAFETY- LeRC
1P24/91
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LIFE SUPPORT STATE-OF-THE-ART
m
m
m
OPEN (I.E., STORED) AND/OR RESUPPLIED AIR AND WATER
SUPPLIES.
WASTE STORAGE AND RETURN TO EARTH.
PRIMARY MANUAL SENSING AND CONTROL AND CONTAMINANTS IN
AIR, WATER.
COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEMS RELIABILITY DATA NON-EXISTENT FOR
REGENERATIVi_ L|I_ESUPPORT OR1NTEGRATED SYSTEMS.
HS3-3 _,1_9_
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL LIFE SUPPORT
RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
INTRODUCED COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE S-O-A
CHEMICAL PROCESSING MODELLING TECHNIQUES AS
INTEGRAL PART OF THE RESEARCH APPROACH.
• OEvELOPAC0MPREHENS VE,R a0R00SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY FOR THE CONDUCT OF .....
TECHNOLOGY TRADES AND SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION. D
,I
EXTENDED DURATION ORBITER DEVELOPING THE
REGENERATIVE SOLID AMINE CO2REMOVAL SYSTEM FOROPERATIONAL USE ..... - -_. - "
lb'24Y9
OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
_' 11i
US NAVY - POLLUTION - FREE NAVY B_[2000
- SU_BMARINE LIFE SUPPORT
- SURFACE SHIP WASTE MANAGEMENT
• NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR STANDARDS AND
TECHNOLOGY
- CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL SENSORS
• US ARMY- SENSORS FQR BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL
WARFARE SYSTEMS ":
• NATIONAL SCIENCE..... FOUNDA_O__NTARC_TIC_A_:
HS3-4
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PRIORITIES FOR LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY
1. SENSORS AND CONTROLS
- CHEMICAL SENSORS
- MICROBIAL SENSORS
- ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORS
- AUTONOMOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS
2. INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTBED
- INVESTIGATE COMPLEX CLOSED SYSTEM INTERACTIONS
- DEMONSTRATE SENSOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGIES
- DEMONSTRATE LONG LIFE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
m
u
,
REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT PROCESSOR
TECHNOLOGIES
- AIR, WATER, WASTE MANAGEMENT
- HABITAT THERMAL CONTROL
(V"24191
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EXTERNAL REVIEWS OF LIFE SUPPORT
SSTAC / ARTS
- AD HOC REVIEW TEAM ON ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
- CURRENTLY FORMULATING FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS
- DECEMBER 1990- JULY 1991
m
D
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TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
- COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW & ASSESSMENT OF THE EXISTING
LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY BASE.
WATER RECLAMATION ' MiD 1991
- AIR REVITALIZATION - LATE 1991
- WASTE PROCESSING- MIlTlCJ-g2............_................
- SYSTEMS ANALYSIS & MATH MODELS- MID 1992
m
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MILESTONES
FY '91 - INITIATE INTEGRATED LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT
TESTBED FACILITY / TECHNOLOGY BUILDUP (CURRENT
TECHNOLOGY ). (JSC)
FY 'el- coMPLETE INTEGRATED LUNAR TESTBE_D;_iNJTIATE
OPERATIONS. (JSC)
FY '92- INITIATE LAB / BREADBOARD TESTS OF WATER -
RECLAMATION, WASTE MANAGEMENT PROCESSORS. (ARC)
FY '92- INITIATE LAB / BREADBOARD TESTS OF ADVANCED AIR
PROCESSORS, HABITAT THERMAL CONTROL. (JSC) _r
FY '94" COMMENCE WATER, WASTE, AIR, THERMAL CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM TEST. (ARC, JSC)
FY '95" INITIATETECHNoLOGY TESTBED. (ARC) _
FY '98 " COMPLETE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LUNAR BASE LIFE
SUPPORT INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTS. (JSC) _ :_ r
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HUMAN SUPPQRT PROGRAM:
RESOURCES
_ FY1992 _ FY1994 _ _
HUMAN SYSTEM 4,400 5,200 7,300 9,400 11,100 12,800 14,800
(RTOP506-71) _:_-_:-:_:_-'_:- -, :_=._ - : : ; _ :-
LS (OLD) 2,000 8,000 12,000
EXPL-ORATiON .... _=_ '_ _ :
18,000 20,000 24,500 25,000
LS (NEW) 2,000
EXPLORATION
LS (OLD)
PLATFORMS
Ls(NEw)
PLATFORMS
8,000 10,000 15,000 17,000 17_00 18,000
2,500 6,400
1,800
9,200 15,500 16,300
4,700 8,200 10,000 13;000
FACILITIES : JSC: LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT TESTBED. !-_ .L_
ARC: LIFE SUPPORT LABS, TECHNOLOGY TESTBED.
HS3-6
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wINTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
LIFE SUPPORT ELEMENTS (PLATFORMS AND R & T BASE)
PLATFORMS
- SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT.
- LIFE SUPPORT COMPONENT IMPROVEMENT AND IN - SPACE
TESTING ABOARD SSF.
• PLATFORMS AND R & T BASE
- ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL FOR SSF HABITAT
• BIOMEDICAL SUPPORT (PLATFORMS AND R & T BASE)
- ADVANCED REFRIGERATION SYSTEM FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH MISSIONS.
- STS, SPACELAB, EDO, SSF, SEI
- HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY.
FIRE SAFETY (PLATFORMS AND R & T BASE)
- FUNDAMENTAL FIRE BEHAVIOR IN SPACE ENVIRONMENTS
- DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR:
- FIRE PREVENTION
- FIRE DETECTION
- FIRE SUPPRESSION
B/24/9
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INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN:
RESOURCES R & T BASE AND PLATFORMS
....... _ J
R & T BASE
FY'91 FY'92 FY '93 FY '94 : FY'g5 FY"96 FY '97
.5M (PLUS INFLATION ON OUTYEARS) (OLD)
CURRENT CONTENT: CHEMICAL PROCESSING FOR LIFE SUPPORT
($300K), SENSORS ($50K), EVA THERMAL CONTROL ($150K).
WITH AUGMENTATION: INCREASE FUNDING FOR ELEMENTS ABOVE,
ADD FUNDING FOR HABITAT THERMAL CONTROL, BIOMEDICAL
SUPPORT AND FIRE SAFETY FUNDAMENTALS.
HS3-7
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iINTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN:
URCES R & T BASE AND PLATFORMS
PLATFORMS
($ M)
FY 'g3 FY '94 FY '95 FY 'g_6_ FY 'g7 .....
2.5 6.4 9.2 15.5 16.3 (OLD)
1.8 4.7 8.2 10.0 13.0 (NEW)
PROPOSED CONTENT:
SSF LIFE SUPPORT SENSORS AND CONTROLS (OLD AND NEW)
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL FOR SSF HABI=r=A'r(6LD_AND NEW)
SSF LIFE SUPPORTCoMP_NENT IMPR_E_N_ _b JN:_PACE _ i
TESTING: (FUNDING FULLY OR PAR'RALLY UNDER OLD AND NEW:
SPECIFIC CONTENT DEPENDS UPON SSF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND
FINAL CONFIGURATION) ,_
I
(1/'24/¢
|
I
• AGENCY C0MMITMENT TO DEvE! OPiNG LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS FOR SPACE STATION FREEDOM
AND EXPLORA'I1ON MISSIONS.
• RELATIVE FUNDING LEVELS OF AGENCY LIFE SUPPORT
RESEARC H PROGRAMS: ..................
- OAETTECHNOLOGY PROGRAM FUNDING COMPARABLE
WITH OSSA CONTROLLED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT
PRO qRA_MMFUNDING.
• LACK OF SUBSTAINED OAET LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM IN THE R & T BASE PROGRAM AS A CAPABILFrY,
EXPERTISE SOURCE FOR FOCUSSED PR()G-RAM
REQUIREMENTS.
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INIRODUCTION ARC
w
HUMAN FACTORS
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
w
i
S
..nJF
DR. CYNTHIA H. NULL
JUNE 26, 1991
m
C HUMAN FACTORS .)
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INTR_ON ARC
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"Many of NASA's currently planned activities such
as extended duration orbiter, Space Station
Freedom assembly operations, extended duration
crew operations, and extended duration missions
beyond earth orbit may face significant safety
problems arising from inadequate consideration of
human performance and human capacity. Potential
human performance problems can arise from either
extended normal operations that exceed the
knowledge base for humans in space or from
unexpected (non-normal), and even unforeseen
events (unexpected and not part of the training
syllabus), that will certainly occur during long-
duration missions."
--Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel, 1990
C,NULL 6126191
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JINTROIXJCrlON ARC
CURRENT SPACE GOALS
SPACE EXPLORATION
"Develop & demonstrate critical technologles needed for
human exploration of planetary surfaces_ & the emplacement
of human outposts on the Moon & Mars."
• COMPUTATIONAL MODELS oF _MAN PERFORMANCE
• TRAINING SPECIFIC TO SEI MISSIONS
• HUMAN/SYSTEM INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
C. NULL ( FLId._ FACTORS ._ 6/26/91
I tl
INTROIX.L--'I'K_ ARC
CURRENT SPACE GOALS
OPERATIONS_TE_OLOGY
"Develop & demonstrate technology tO reduce the cost of ......
NASA 6perat|OfiS, lmprove safeTy=_=:re]ial_il[ty 61_tK6se _
operations, & enable new, more complex activities to be
undertaken with robust & flex_le _ sbpport_systems,'!:_ :_
EFFECTIVE RELIABLE OPERATIONS DEPEND ON HUMAN
CAPABILITIES _ : :_: :_ = ........ _ ......
DEMONSTRATION IN LAUNCH & MISSION CONTROL FOR
STS .: ...... _ _ -= _
Ht3dAN FACTORS J
C. NULL 6/26/91
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INIRODI._-'TION ARC
m CURRENT SPACE GOALS
w
_____
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SPACE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY
"Develop the advanced technology required for acquiring &
understanding observations from future NASA space & Earth
science missions."
SCIENCE WILL BE PERFORMED BY HUMANS WHETHER ON
EARTH, SPACE PLATFORMS, OR ON PLANETARY SURFACES
EXPLORATION REQUIRES HUMAN DISCOVERY &
CREATIVITY
USING & INTERPRETING DATA IS A HUMAN ENDEAVOR.
ANALYSIS TOOLS MUST BE READILY AVAILABLE
m
m
m
C HUMAN FACTORS _)
C. NUll 6/26/91
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INTRODUCI]ON ARC
m
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CURRENT SPACE GOALS
w
m
W
m
SPACE PLATFORMS
"Enhance future science, exploration & commercial missions
by developing & validating technologies that will enable
reductions in launch weight, increase lifetime, decrease on-
orbit maintenance, & decrease logistics resupply needs. ''
SPACE PLATFORMS WILL BE USED FOR LIFE SCIENCE
EXPERIMENTS INCLUDING HUMAN FACTORS
MAINTENANCE WILL BE DONE BY HUMANS, OR HUMANS
ASSISTED BY INTELLIGENT TOOLS REQUIRING A HUMAN-
CENTERED INTERFACE
m
ul
m
m
D
w
mB
C. NULL
C HUt4AN FACTORS )
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INTRODUCrlON ARC i
CURRENT SPACE GOALS
TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY
"Provide :technologies that SubStantially increase operability,
Improve reliability, provide new capabilities, while reducing
costs."
OPERABILITY INCLUDES THE HUMAN IN THE SYSTEM ON
EARTH AND/OR IN SPACE
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IN'rR(RX.E'_ON ' ' _ ARC
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PRIORITIES ....
SSTAC subcommittee report identified, for all future manned space
missions, specific areas needing human factors research,
technology development, & guidelines
LIViNG__O_rMENT _. _....,_i _i_j :_-_ !_ ,
human :performance measures
criteria for assessing total environment in terms of human
WORKEN_RONME NT ...................
mission analysis
identify human functions,and tasks
identifY appropriate tools, job== aids :_:=_
..... ' 2
WORKSTATIONS
provide guidance to industry
foster high payoff, high risk display technology
=7=
C. NULL
-n f,, ..... _...... TiT........ ,
6/26/91
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-- INTRODUCTION ARC
PRIORITIES
I
TRAINING
NASA leadership role
unique approaches for long duration missions
new simulator technology
advanced training methods
PHYSICAL AUGMENTATION
telerobotics
EVA work aids
computational vision
INTELLECTUAL AUGMENTATION
user models
flexible and effective interfaces
intelligent aids for assisting crew members
C. NULL
INTRODI.E'I]ON
C
I |1
HUMAN FACTORS
6/26/91
ARC
TOPICS
m
_m
w
BASE R&T &AUGMENTATION
• EXPLORATION
• OPERATIONS
• SCIENCE
C. NULL
C HUMAN FACTORS
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CREWSTATION DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
BASE R & T
ARC
g
Ull
C_WSTATION DESIGN _C_OLOGY
BASE R & T
including AUGMENTATION
HI
!
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C. Null
HUMAN FACTORS )
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CREW_ATION DESIGN _(X.DGY
B_ER&T
6/26/91
ARC
TECHNOLOGY NEED-_S& CHALLENGES
• DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS TO ENSURE SAFE, RELIABLE, & EFFECTIVE HUMAN
INTERACTION
HUMAN-CENTERED APPROACHES TO MISSION PLANNING,
OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGY
REQUIREMENTS
METHODS TO EVALUATE AND DESIGN FOR HUMAN-HUMAN
AND HUMAN-MACHINE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
; D_,Si-GN-GUi-DELiNESFOR INTELLIGENT AIDING SYSTEMSTO
E_OkE SA_E, RELIABLE, & EFFECTIVE HUMAN
INTERACTION
HUMAN FACTORS )
C.Null .............. 6126191
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CREWSTATION DESIGN TECHNOLOGY A R C
--" BASE R & T
BENEFITS
= =
w
INCREASED SAFETY, PRODUCTIVITY, AND RELIABILITY OF
HUMAN ACTIVITIES IN SPACE
TRANSFER AERO TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES TO SPACE
APPLICATION OF BASE R & T TO THRUSTS
• EXPLORATION: HUMAN PERFORMANCE
CREW SUPPORT
HUMAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
C. Null
OPERATIONS: CREW COORDINATION
CIRCADIAN COUNTERMEASURES
TRAINING
HUMAN-CENTERED INTELLIGENT
ASSISTANT
SCIENCE: DATA VISUALIZATION
6/26/91
I |l
_A_ DESIGN _Y
BASE R & T
ARC
m
v
STATE-OF-THE-ART
w
w
w
i
TELEROBOTIC CONTROL DEMONSTRATION WITH
WORKSTATION
VIRTUAL
PROTOTYPE OF 3-D AUDITORY DISPLAY SYSTEM
DEMONSTRATED VIRTUAL EXPLORATION OF MARTIAN
SURFACE
VISION MODEL DEMONSTRATION FOR DATA COMPRESSION
NARROW BANDWIDTH METHOD FOR COLOR TRANSMISSION
DEVELOPED
PROXIMITY OPERATIONS SOFTWARE FOR EVA PLANNING
AND SELF RESCUE PROTOTYPED
C. Null
_ FACTORS )
6/26/91
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CREWSTATION DESIGN _LJOGY AR C
BASE R & T
MILESTONES
BASE R&T
1992 Evaluate force-torque display format
1993 Test telerobotic operation and planning tools in Mars
analog environment
1994 Simulate teleoperated, in-space docking
1995 Demonstrate crew support & enhancement
technologies for Lun_ar habitat workstations &
surface exploration systems
AUGMENTATION
1993 Test 3-D motion analysis for visual hazard detection
1994 Demonstrate Lunar habitat workstations
1995 Design prototype of crew command, control,
communication and exploration systems for Lunar
surface
Design cognitive/perceptual experiments for space1996
1998 Validate human
c. Nutl
performance models
6/26191
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C_EWSTATION DESIGN _Y
BASE R & T
OTHER GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
DARPA -- ENHANCING VISUAL DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
USAF -- TRA!_NG:WITH VIRTUAL WORKSTATIONS
ARC
ARMY-- COGN3TIVE/PERCEPTUAL MODELING, HUMAN-
CENTERED DESIGN TOOLS ! _ _ "
FAA/NASA AERO--CREW COORDINATION, CREW TRAINING,
FATIGUE/CIRCADIAN COUNTERMEASURES, WORKLOAD
MEASURES, HUMAN/MACHINE INTERACTION, ETC.
i
i
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EXPLORA_ON ARC
EXPLORATION THRUST
"Develop & demonstrate critical technologies needed for
human exploration of planetary surfaces & the emplacement
of human outposts on the Moon & Mars."
EHFTP
EXPLORATION HUMAN FACTORS TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT
COLLABORATION BETWEEN ARC (LEAD CENTER) &
JSC (PARTICIPATING CENTER)
C.NULL
]_3__.ORATION
C HUMAN FACTORS .)
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ARC
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS & CHALLENGES
m
w
w
w
==
w
w
MISSION ANALYSIS FOCUSED ON HUMAN PARTICIPATION
DATABASES & COMPUTATIONAL MODELS OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
• DESIGN & PROTOTYPE EQUIPMENT TO ENABLE CREW TO
PERFORM ALL OPERATIONAL & MAINTENANCE TASKS
SAFELY, RELIABLY & EFFICIENTLY
• TRAINiNG PRoGRAM :$i_P, Ci_C_ _.SEIMI$$i0N_;. _-- ..... _ ,_..
INCLUDING ON-BOARD TRAINING TECHNOLOGY & EXPERT
SCIENCE ADVISORS
• INTEGRATION OF AUTOMATED & INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS:
WITH HUMAN OPERATORS
C HUMAN FACTORS ._
CJ'_OLL 6/26/91
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EXPLORA_ON ARC
USER PULL
I
LMEPO has identified human factors issues as cross-
cutting all exploration technologies:
• PSYCHOLOGICAL, BEHAVIORAL, &
PERFORCE ADAPTATION TO LONG-
DURATION MISSIONS
• HUMAN/SYSTEM INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
• GROUPD__CS<, ._
• COGNITIVE EFFECTS OF WORKLOAD & S_S
• INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
• CREW SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
- LMEPO 17 MAY 1990 REPORT TO SSTAC AD HOC COMM_ ON TECHNICAL
i
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EXPI.ORA_ON ARC
L S .....
OBJE_ _ ....
mENTIFY& DEVELO_'_'_ABLIN_ _HIGH-LE_RAGE
TECHNOLOGIES FOR EXPLORATION HUMAN SUPPORT
ENABLE S_ &EFHCIENT DESIGN OF CREW & MISSION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR HUMAN INTERACTIONS WITH
ENVIRONMENTS & EQ_UI_PMENT
IDENTIFY & DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGIES & THE DESIGN
GUIDELINES FOR HUMAN OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, &
INTERVENTION OF THE SYSTEMS NEEDED TO PERFORM A
VARIETY OF EXPLORATION MISSIONS
ENABLE ...... &SAFE RELIABLE _CREW _oPERA_TI--0N _ _I?_
MAINTENANCE (DURING NOMINAL & OFF-NOMINAL)
!
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_- EXPLORATION ARC
BENEFITS
INCREASED SAFETY, PRODUCTIVITY, & RELIABILITY OF
HUMAN ACTIVITIES IN SEI MISSIONS
HUMAN-CENTERED MISSION PLANNING TOOLS
PERCEPTUAL/COGNITIVE MODELS VALIDATED FOR SEI
MISSIONS
INTELLIGENT ADVISORS & TRAINING TOOLS
HUMAN-AUTOMATION INTERFACE PROTOTYPE
HIST TESTBED
m
w
m
C.NULL
_TION
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ARC
m
STATE-OF-THE-ART
m
w
m
m
w
DEMONSTRATION OF EVA PLANNING TOOL
DEMONSTRATION OF VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
WORKSTATION
MIDAS--HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN TOOL (though
adapted for space)
not
COGNITIVE/ATTENTION PERFORMANCE MODEL
m
w
m
C.NULL
C _ F_TORS ._
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EXF/.._RATION ARC
MILESTONES
1994 Identify human factors issues of systems for Lunar-surface
operations
Demonstrate interactive visualization of human scale digital
terrain based on virtual exploration ,.. =
1995 Demonstrate virtual workstation simulated mission
scenarios of telerobotic camera
1996 Demonstrate virtual environment exploration Planning tool
Develop prototype of design of crew communicatiofi, c:ontrol
& exploration technologies for Lunar surface operations
1997 Provide recommendations for on-board training technology
& protocols for EVA self-rescue_
Provide provisional design guidelines for displays &
controls of automated systems, robotic assistants,
proximity operations, & EVA systems for Lunar-surface
operations
Validate model-based virtual visualization techniques of
exploration behavior with leading planetary geoscientists
HUMANFACTORS )
c_nJI.L 6126/9 1
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OPERATIONS ARC
CJ_L
OPERATIONS THRUST
"Develop & demonstrate technology to reduce the cost of
NASA operations, Improve safety & rellability_ of those
operations, & enable new, more complex activities to be
undertaken with robust & flexible support systems."
r_
I-RJM_ FACTORS )
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OPERATIONS ARC
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS & CHALLENGES
w
w
LONG DURATION SPACE MISSIONS WILL INTRODUCE NEW
& CHALLENGING STRESSES ON CREW PRODUCTIVITY,
COMMUNICATION, COORDINATION & RESPONSE TO
EMERGENCIES
EXTENDED-DURATION SPACE OPERATIONS WILL CARRY
ASTRONAUTS INTO UNKNOWN PERFORMANCE REGIMES
CURRENT PROCEDURES MANUAL & CHECKLIST FOR STS
FLIGHT DECK ARE INEFFICIENT & TIME-CONSUMING
UNEXPECTED OCCURRENCES DURING LAUNCH SEQUENCE
CAN PUSH NASA TEST DIRECTOR TO THE LIMIT OF
HUMAN COGNITIVE CAPACITY & BEYOND
w
HUMAN FACTORS )
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DRAFT
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OPERATIONS ARC
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OBJECTIVES
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ADAPT CREW COORDINATION TRAINING DEVELOPED FOR
AVIATION TO THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF SPACE
OPERATIONS CREWS
ADAPT CIRCADIAN COUNTERMEASURES TO THE NEEDS OF
ASTRONAUTS & GROUND CREWS
ASSESS WORKLOAD FOR VARIOUS MISSION sCENARIOS &
DEVELOP OPTIMIZED TRAINING FOR ANOMALOUS EVENTS
REPLACE PROCEDURES MANUALS WITH HUMAN-
CENTERED INTELLIGENT ASSISTANTS
DEVELOP COGNITIVE MODEL OF NASA TEST DIRECTOR
JOB & PROTOTYPE INTELLIGENT SUPPORT SYSTEM
HUMAN FACTORS )
DRAFT
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OPERATIONS ARC
BENEFITS
OPTIMAL USE OF LIMITED HUMAN RESOURCES
MAXIMUM CREW PERFORMANCE & ALERTNESS THROUGH
COUNTERMEASURES TO CIRCADIAN DISRUPTION _ -
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE IN HIGH WORKLOAD
SITUATIONS
MAXIMIZE TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS
c.mr_
OPERATIONS
C.I_3LL
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ARC
STATE-OF-THE-ART
CONVENTIONAL COUNTERMEASURES FOR CIRCADIAN
DISRUPTIONS USE FOR SHUTTLE CREW _i _ _= ::_
COCKPIT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL IN COMMERCIAL AVIATION
TRAINING OF _IGHT C_W & MISSION CONTROL CREW
EMPHASIZES REPETITION & OVER-LEARNING
INITIAL NASA TEST DIRECTOR COGNITIVE MODEL
AUTOMATED CHECKLIST TECHNOLOGY
HUMAN FACTORS )
DRAFT
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win-
MILESTONES
v
1993 Conduct mission analysis of STS procedures
Enhance knowledge base for anomaly situations
1994 Adapt transport crew training to improve coordination of
space operation crews
Adapt existing countermeasure strategies, & develop
instruction module
1995 Implement countermeasure strategies & evaluate
Develop intelligent support system for NASA Test Director
1996 Complete Procedures Advisor for emergencies
1997 Prototype low-mass on-board training simulator
w
HUMAN FACTORS )
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SCIENCE ARC
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SCIENCE
"Develop the advanced technology required for acquiring &
understanding observations from future NASA space & Earth
science missions."
r!
DATA VISUALIZATION
m
m
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SCIENCE ARC
1It
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS & CHALLENGES
MAKE VISUALIZATION APPROACHES COMPATIBLE WITH
EVOLVING SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGIES FOR DATA
ANALYSIS -
PROVIDE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS WITH
HIGHLY COMPLEX PLANETARY DATA BY DYNAMICALLY
AND CONTINUOUSLY TUNING THE SYSTEM TO USER'S
SPECIFIC INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
DEMONSTRATE _ _ "_ ENVIRON_NTUTILITY OF VIRTUAL
SYSTEMS IN REAL-WORLD PLANETARY VISUALIZATION
APPLICATIONS, INCLUDING SOS AND SEX
INVESTIGATE BENEFITS OF VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
SYSTEMS FOR USER INTERPRETATION OF MASSIVE
QUANTITIES OF TIME-VARYING, THREE AND HIGHER
DIMENSIONAL PLANETARY DATABASES
C. NUI_
SCIENC_
C
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS & CHALLENGES
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DEVEL0_ GumELiNES FROM _VISUAL SCIENCE TO ENSURE
EFFECTIVE USE OF SHAPE, COLOR, & ANIMATION IN
VISUALIZATIONS
DEVELOP IMAGE COMPRESSION AND CODING ALGORITHMS
FOR EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF IMAGE INFORMATION
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF RELIABLE, COST-EFFECTIVE
FLAT PANEL DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES
DEVELOP M t_,Ti-RESOLUTION STRATEGIES FOR ACCESS
TO & TRANSMISSION OF LARGE DATABASES
i
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SCIENCE ARC
OBJECTIVES
m
m
DEVELOP INTEGRATED FAMILY OF TECHNIQUES FOR
INTERACTIVELY VISUALIZING SCIENTIFIC DATA, AS
WELL AS MERGING DATA WITH MODELS
REAL-TIME, INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION OF DIVERSE
TYPES OF REMOTELY SENSED DATA
DERIVE IMPROVED PLANETARY VISUALIZATION
CONCEPTS, METHODS, TRADEOFFS, DESIGN GUIDELINES &
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FROM FUNDAMENTAL
UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN EXPLORATION BEHAVIOR
EFFECTIVE USE OF HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM &
PERCEPTUAL AND MOTOR CONTROL
• RAPID & SIMPLE ACCESS TO LARGE SCIENCE DATABASES
C HUMAN FACTORS
C.NULL 6/26191
SCIENCE ARC
BENEFITS
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POTENTIAL FOR SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN
INTERPRETABILITY OF PLANETARY DATA
BRIDGES GAP BETWEEN GENERIC VISUALIZA_ON TOOLS
& SPECIFIC INTERACT_ITY=REQi)IREME_S OF .....
SCIENTIFIC USERS
FOCUS VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIVITY &
SYSTEMS ON CHALLENGING EOS. AND SEI APPLICATIONS
EFFICIENT DATA ACQUISITION, ARCHIVING, REDUCTION,
& TRANSMISSION
BETTER MISSION PLANNING
i
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C. NULL
- HUMAN FACTORS
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SC'/ENCE ARC _ll
STATE-OF-THE-ART
_, TESTBEV DE_VELOPED ON ADVANCED GRAPHICS
COMPUTERS
- SOPHISTICATED VISUALIZATIONS ARE AVAILABLE, BUT
THESE ARE CUSTOMIZED FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATION,
INVOLVE INTENSIVE WORK BY VISUALIZATION
S PE(_iALISTS AND ARE UNAVAILABLE TO TYPICAL
SCIENTIST IN MOST DISCIPLINES
• VISUALIZATION TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES ARE LIMITED
• VISUALIZATION LIMITED BY INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY
l
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SCIENCE ARc i
MILESTO s II
z
1993 DOCument _easib|iiiy of _v_su_al=_za_tion _-methods .... []
1994 Demonstrate interactive visualization of human scale
digital terrain based on virtual exploration _
1995 Initial image management facilities m
Initial virtual user environments for data
visualization
1996 Improved model building tools II
1997 Demonstrate Capability to conduct virtual data
visualization via high-speed network
2000 Generalized graphical user interfaces i
I
m[]
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__ CONCLUSION A R C
AEROSPACE HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH DIVISION
FACILITIES
v
m
Human Performance Research Laboratory
• 65,000 square feet of office and
laboratories for 180 people
• Virtual Interactive Environment
Workstation
• Vision Science & Technology lab
• Cognition lab
• Crew Factors lab
• Circadian Factors & Countermeasures
Data Analysis lab
• Cockpit Information Transfer lab
° Man-machine Integration, Design &
Analysis System
• Highbay for Exploration HF Testbed
C. Null
CONCLUSION
(
I ,I
HUMANFACTORS
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ARC
RESEARCH STRATEGIES OVERVIEW
w
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m
W
m
w
m
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R&T BASE RESEARCH
PRIMARY
CREWSTATION DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
VISION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
VIRTUAL DISPLAYS
3-D AUDITORY DISPLAYS
COGNITIVE MODELING
HUMAN ENGINEERING
METHODS
HF IN AVIATION
(
C. Null
EXPLORATION
MISSION ANALYSIS
HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELS
CREW SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES
CREW ADVISORY & TRAINING
HUMAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
TESTBEDS
OPERATIONS
CREW COORDINATION
FATIGUE COUNTERMEASURES
WORKLOAD MANAGEMENT METHODS
PROCEDURES ADVISOR TECHNOLOGY
PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT TECH
SCIENCE
DATA VISUALIZATION
HUMANFACTORS )
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CONCLUSION ARC
ISSUES
• Human factors activities currently planned
represent only augmentations of currently funded
activities -- NO NEW INITIATIVES.
• Despite acknowledgment of important role of
human factors HF is not included in
SPACE PLATFORMS THRUST
TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY THRUST
"Many of NASA's currently planned activitjes,= :
• ..may face significant safety problems arising
from inadequate consideration of human
performance and human capacity."
--Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel, 1990
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MAN-SYSTEMS DIVISION
BARBARA WOOLFORD
ii |
JULY 1991
HUMAN SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY AREA
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
BARBARA WOOLFORD
MAN-SYSTEMS DIVISION
713-483-3701
i
INTRODUCTION
O JSC HAS BEEN AND WILL BE INVOLVED IN BASE R&T,
EXPLORATION AND OPERATIONS THRUSTS, AND ANY OTHER
THRUST THAT MIGHT REQUIRE HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS
O
O
R&T RESEARCH TRANSITIONS TO THRUSTS AS IT REACHES
MATURITY AND IS APPLICABLE
THRUSTS DRIVE R&T RESEARCH BY IDENTIFYING AREAS WHERE
BASIC UNDERSTANDING IS LACKING
HS5-1
r_'=_-_ _ BARBARA WOOLFORD _
_-_1 MAN-SYSTEMS DIVISION j _
L,---_ _-_ l JULY 1991 =
OBJECTIVE ] ii
o THE OBJECTIV EO F THE HUMAN SUPPORT RTOPS IS TO ADVANCE I
CRITICAL AREAS OF ENABLING AND ENHANCING TECHNOLOGIES WHICH ISupPORTCREWCAPABILmESATALLDES,GNA DOPERA_ONAL I
STAGES BY PROVIDING GUIDELINES, DESIGN TOOLS, AND CREW I
TRAINING I
o THIS PROGRAM CONSISTS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN [
o HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACES !
o STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR MAN-SYSTEMS ]
o CREW TRAINING ON BOARD AND ON GROUND I
o EVA HUMAN FACTORS I
l
0
RELATIONSHIP TO THRUSTS
THE HUMAN SUPPORT RESEARCH IS PARTICULARLY RELEVANT TO
o EXPLORATION THRUST- HUMAN EXPLORATION OF UNKNC NN
TERRITORY, USING NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND EQUIPMENT,
MUST BE MADE AS SAFE AS POSSIBLE
o PROVIDE HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
AND GUIDELINES
o PROVIDE MAN-SYSTEMS STANDARDS FOR HABITAT,
VEHICLES, AND EQUIPMENT
o PROVIDE HUMAN-FACTORED EVA EQUIPMENT
o OPERATIONS THRUST- PREPARATION OF THE CREW FOR
OPERATIONS MUST ENABLE THE CREW TO REACH AND
MAINTAIN ITS FULLEST POTENTIAL IN PERFORMING THOSE
OPERATIONS
o PROVIDE TECHNOLOGIES AND GUIDELINES FOR TRAINING
o PROVIDE OPERATIONS GUIDELINES BASED ON PRIOR
EXPERIENCE
T
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BARBARA WOOLFORD
JULY 1991
ORGANIZATION OF THE TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM AT JSC
O HUMAN SUPPORT R&T -
o CREW STATION DESIGN
o EVA HUMAN FACTORS
O EXPLORATION HUMAN FACTORS
o HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELS
o CREW SUPPORT
o HUMAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
o TESTBEDS
O OPERATIONS THRUST
o TRAINING AND HUMAN FACTORS
o CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
o CREW AIDS
r,'iali-_
MAN-SYSTEMS DIVISION
BARBARA WOOLFORD
JULY 1991
E
w
i
m
i!
STATE OF THE ART
o SOFTWARE ENGINEERS DO HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACES
BASED ON NASA-STD-3000
o NASA-STD-3000 (MAN-SYSTEM INTEGRATION STANDARDS)
USED TO DETERMINE SIZES, LABELS, COLORS,
COMPONENTS, AND OTHER PARAMETERS IN SYSTEM
DESIGNS
o HAVE TAXONOMY FOR OPERATIONAL DATA BASE
ESTABLISHED
o CREW EVALUATIONS OF HUMAN FACTORS DESIGNS ARE
HIGHLY SUBJECTIVE; OBJECTIVE ANALYSES BEGUN
o MINIMUM UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN COGNITIVE
PROCESSES
__.. HS5-3
STATE OF THE ART cont.
o ELEMENTARY MODELS OF HUMAN PHYSICAL
CAPABILITIES IMPLEMENTED IN PLAID
o LOW-FIDELITY TESTBEDS
o GROUND-BASED COMPUTER SIMULATIONS HEAVILY USED FOR
TRAINING
o NO INFLIGHT TRAINING
i
RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
O CREW STATION DESIGN
o SPACE STATION COMPUTER DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS &
GUIDELINES BASED ON HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION STUDY
SERIES
o NASA-STD-3000 REV A RELEASED
o PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT AND RETRIEVAL INTELLIGENT AID
INTERFACE BASED ON EXPERIMENTS IN GRAPHICAL INTERFACES
TO INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
o OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE DATA BASE INTEGRATED ALL
MISSIONS SINCE RETURN TO FLIGHT
HS5-4
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RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS cont.
o EVA AIDS
o HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY EVALUATED IN LAB FOR SPACE
STATION
o SPEECH RECOGNITION TESTS CARRIED OUT IN CONJUNCTION
WITH HMD
o STRENGTH MODEL IN 1-G DEVELOPED AND VALIDATED FOR ARM
[
PROGRAM
o CREW STATION DESIGN
o COMPLETE WORKSHOP AND PUBLISH BOOK ON COGNITIVE
MODELS FOR HCl - 1991
o PUBLISH GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERFACES
TO INTELLIGENT SYSTEM - 1994
o OPERATIONAL DATA BASE AND NASA-STD-3000 ON DIAL-UP
DATA BASE - 1992
O EVA HUMAN FACTORS
o FIT, FORM, FUNCTION ELECTRONIC CUFF CHECKLIST - 1991
o LEG STRENGTH COMPUTER MODEL- 1993
o WHOLE BODY STRENGTH MODEL - 1996
HS5-5
PROGRAM cont.
BARBARA WOOLFORD
0 EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY
o VALIDATE ARM STRENGTH MODEL IN 0-G AND PARTIAL-G -
1992
o UTILIZE COGNITIVE MODELS FOR COLLABORATION BETWEEN
INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS AND USER - 1995
o PROVIDE GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR POSITION,
RATE, FORCE FEEDBACK AND TELEOPERATORS- 1996
o INTEGRATE LABS WITH MOCKUPS SO THAT INTEGRATED
TESTS CAN BE RUN FROM MOCKUPS IN WETF, ABL, ROLL, AND
OTHER FACILITIES WITHOUT DUPLICATING RESOURCES - 1997
IIII III I II I
PROGRAM cont.
o OPERATIONS
o DEVELOP NON-UMBILICAL UNDERWATER PLSS FOR EVA
TRAINING - 1996
o DEVELOP VIRTUAL REALITY CAPABILITIES IN BOARD AND
CHIP FORM TO PERMIT ON ORBIT TRAINING - 1998
o DEVELOP INTERACTIVE TRAINING FROM IN-FLIGHT
WORKSTATION TO GROUND BASED SIMULATOR - 1999
HS5-6
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PHYSICAL AND COGNITIVE MODELS
o ENHANCE DESIGN FROM PRELIMINARY STAGES THROUGH
OPERATIONS
NASA-STD-3000 AND OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE DATA BASE
o ENHANCE DESIGN FROM PRELIMINARY STAGES THROUGH
OPERATIONS
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT TRAINING FACILITIES
o PERMIT IN-FLIGHT TRAINING AND REFRESHER COURSES
INTEGRATED TEST BED
o MAKES OTHER RESEARCH POSSIBLE
HUMAN FACTORS OF EVA
o MAKES EVA SAFER AND MORE PRODUCTIVE; ESSENTIAL FOR
EXPLORATION
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Integrated LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
- Base R & T
- Exploration Technology
- Space Platforms
I
Presented to
INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM REVIEW
SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE (SSTAC)
June 26, 1991
Vincent J. Bilardo, Jr., Manager
........... _ ..... ::: ......_- _-_ Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project I_ ,
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER _-
Advanced Ufe Support Division
BRIEFING OBJECTIVE l
• Present the Integrated Physical/Chemical
Regenerative Life Support (P/C RLS) !1
technology development plan H
i!
- Base R & T
It
- Exploration Technology Program (ETP) H
H
HSF;-1
@ ASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Advanced Life Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
KEY PROJECT OBJECTIVES
\
_ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER •
Advanced Life Support Division
IntegratedPhysical/ChemicalRegenerative Ufe SupportProject
Advance the state-of-the-art of regenerative life support
technologies to satisfy future mission requirements
(Base, ETP, Platforms)
- Air, water, and solid waste recovery of consumables
Cabin thermal management
Sensors and control systems
Demonstrate integrated system performance through
Technology Readiness Level 6 (ETP)
Unmanned and manned
Demonstrate long-life system performance
Develop advanced technology processors/subsystems for
Space Station Freedom growth (Platforms)
................... Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project 4
ii-SAS-_S2
Long-life Performance
- Increase reliability and operating life beyond
Space Station Freedom requirements
- Minimize need for crew intervention
- Ensure full habitability over long durations
Self-Sufficiency
- Further minimize logistics resupply
System Impact
Minimize mass, power consumption, volume
............... _.............................. Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project
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P/C RLS Project
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
GOAL
CRITICAL ISSUE
• Processor reliability/ • Satisfy mission requirements
operating lifetime • Ensure crew safety/survival
• integrated system • Full mission duration ground
demonstrations demo tests
• Simplified water • Minimum number of processors
recovery subsystem • Single grade water quality (potable)
• Eliminate pretreatment chemicals
Trace/microbial
contaminant monltodng
and control
Solid waste processing
• Real-time air and water quality
monitors
• Eliminate resupplied post-
treatment chemicals
• 10-100x reduction in
solid waste storage volume
• Minimize health hazards/
enhance crew safety
• Satisfy mission allocations
• Minimize resupply
TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGE
LONG-LIFE
PERFORMANCE
SELF-
SUFFICIENCY
SYSTEM
IMPACT
Mass/power/volume
PRELIMINARY TARGETS FOR SEI APPLICATION
(Based on SSF ECLSS Flight Specs Pre-Restructuring)
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION
Air O=Generation
Revitalization
(4 Parson CO= Removal
Units) CO=
Reduction
Water
Recovery
(8 Person
Units)
Trace Contaminant
_ontr91
Urine Recovery
Hygiene Water
Recovery
Potable Water
Processing
AVERAGE RESUPPLY
MASS POWER VOLUME MASS 1
(ibm) ON) (11_ (Ibm/90 davs)
103 950 8.4 0
286 900 19.3 0
600 600 23 94
119 88 7.5 142
408 400 21 448
723 350 41 261
612 250 41 114
TARGET FOR
SEI MISSION =
• Extended operating life.
• Extended operating life.
• 75% reduction in mass,
resuppty mass
• Extended operating life.
• Order of magnitude
reduction in resupplymass.
• Order of magnitude reduction
in resupply mass;
• Extended operatinglife.
• Order of magnitude reduction
In resupply mass;
• Extended operating life.
• 50'/o reduction Inmass,
volume, resupply mass;
• Extended operating life.
NOTES: (1) Based on 8 person crew. Values shown are for baseline technologiesas of June, 1990. No explicit
allocationsexist for resupplymass/volume.
(2) For allprocessors,at least an order of magnitude decrease in totalmaintenance time (scheduled and
unsheduled)will be required. If a nuclear power source is not available, at least a 50% reductionin
in average power consumptionwillbe required.
HS6-3
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integrated PtC RLS Project
_Y STATE O FTHE ART
SEI CANDIDATES CURRENTLY FUNDED BY P/C RLS PROJECT SHOWN IN BOLD ,
TYPICAL
L
mBE
I
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION SPACE STATION SEI TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CANDIDATES
Air
Revitalization
Oxygen Generation
CO2 Removal
CO2 Reduction
Static Feed Water Electrolysis Solid Polymer Water Electrolysis
Four Bed Mole Slave Air Polarized Cell
Two Bed Mole Sieve
SebaUer Reactor Advanced Carbon Reactor
Advanced Bosch Reactor
Activated Carbon/Catalytic Photocetalytic Oxidation
Oxidation Poison-Resistant Catalysts
Air Trace Contaminant
Control
Water
Reclamation
Urine Processing Vapor Compression Distillation
Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia
Removal
Wiped Rim Vapor Compression
Distillation
Hygiene/Potable Multi-Filtration
Processing
Elactrooxidation
Biofilm Resistan! Technologies
Ozone Ganeration/gv Treatment
SEI CANDIDATES CURRENTLY FUNDED BY PlC RLS PROJECT SHOW IN BOLD
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SUBSYSTEM
Solid
Waste
Management
Monitoring
and
Control
FUNCTION
Solid Waste Recovery
Water Quality
Monitoring
Air Trace Contaminant
Monitoring
SPACE STATION
TECHNOLOGY SELECTION
Stored and Returned
Not Selected
Mass Spectrometer
TYPICAL
SEI TECHNOLOGY
CANDIDATES
Incineration
Electrochemical Incineration
Super CdUcel Water Oxidation
Flperoptlc TOC Sensor
Micmbe/Biomembrane Sensor
Spectrophotometnc Sensors
"Smart" Sensors
Advanced Mass Spectrometer
*Smart" Sensors
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_ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Advanced Life Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
PROJECT STATUS
B _.SA_I_052
._ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTERAdvanced Life Support Division
IntegratedP/C RLS Project
I CURRENT STATUS
Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project J ,o
9 i-SAS-BO52
• System engineering capability established
- Generic Modular Flow Schematic (GMFS) analysis tool (JPL)
- Initial Lunar Outpost (ILO) LSS preliminary design and
systems assessment (ARC)
- System engineering techniques (ARC)
- Enhanced analytical capability to support testbed design, planning,
and data analysis (JSC)
On-line LSS database system development (ARC)
• Process simulation capability established
. Evaluation of industry-standard chemical process
simulation tools (ARC, JSC)
- Development of detailed process simulation models of advanced
technologies (ARC, JSC)
• Technology assessments performed by Independent experts
- Air and water processes (HQ)
__ ............................ Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project I1_ ,,
HS6-5
_ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER _,_o_ ..
Advanced Life Support Division "_
I Integrated P/C RLS Project ' II m
I I CURRENT STATUS (Con_t'd=).__: _ !11]
] • I.nfrastructure buildup underway i]
I Bu,d-upof personnel, laboratory equipment, computer tl i
I hardware/software (ARC, JSC, JPL) it
I - Assessment of existing testbed support facilities at JSC, irl
I / 1i |
! . |1
I - Process research grants established at MIT, /I ="
! North Carolina State, Iowa State (through ARC, JSC) /i i
I -.. In house tasks initiated (ARC, JSC) |!
L • Initiated test stand and testbed hardware projects (JSC, ARC) J i
.................. ,,_,,, ' Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project
/,_ NASAAMeSRESEARCHCE_rER _ J:,.'_ B
_ Advanced Life Support Division "_
Integrated P/C RLS Project i
J n ..... I
Project management strengthened
Personnel selected for key positions (ARC, JSC)
Developing bottoms-up critical path project plan (ARC)
- - Automated linking of project content, budgets, and
schedules
Coordinating project implementation through Intercenter
Working Group (All)
- - Budget guidelines, RTOP submittals, SBIR reviews, etc.
- - Technology development recommendations, testbed
planning, etc.
HS6-6
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Revising 5-Year P/C RLS Project Plan document ¢#_,,
..... PhyslcellChemicel Regenerative Life Support Project i
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@ ASA AMES RESEARCH CENTERAdvanced Life Support Division
IntegratedP/C RLS Project
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY [I
91SA5-_0_2
• Basic Research
• System Engineering
• Process Design
• Test Stand Validation
• Subsystem Testbed Validation
• Integrated System Testbed Validation
• Flight Experiments
................................. - ............ Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project
_ ASA AMES RESEARCH CENTERAdvanced Life Support Division
IntegratedP/C RLS Project
w
TECHNOLOGYREADINESS
LEVELACHIEVED
1-3
1-6
4
4-5
• Basic Research
- Utilize University Grants, SBIR's, industry and in-house expertise
to generate new concepts
• System Engineering
- Develop and apply rigorous, top down systems design and
analysis capability to augment sound engineering judgment
• Process Design
- Utilize chemical process simulation tools to assist in the design
of new physiochemical processes
Validate processes on laboratory bench
• Test Stand Validation
Test breadboard processor in stand alone mode
Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project J ,s
HS6-7
@ ASA AMES RESEARCH CENTERAdvanced Life Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
' i-- -- ,.
g t-SAg-E-OS;_
TECHNOLOGYREADINESS
LEVELACHIEVED
5+ "
5°6 •
6"7 •
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Subsystem Testbed Validation
Test breadboard processors grouped together into a subsystem,
e.g., water recovery subsystem
Integrated System Testbed Validation
Test breadboard processors integrated together with all critical
subsystems present using crew simulators
Test man-rated prototype processorsin integrated, full-function
demonstration with human subjects
Flight Experiments
Utilize Space Station Freedom as an advanced technology
testbed
Develop and fly selected technologies with potential microgravity
sensitivities
/
...... - Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project _ ,_
01-SA,_B-Or_.
Integrated P/C RLS Project
J
, Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project m.- .
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_ ASA AMES RESEARCH CENTERAdvanced Life Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
1_ TECH_ N.0_L0G Y MA _NAGEM ENT A p PRO AC H _
91 -SAS- B-052
• Utilize existing P/C RLS Project organization to manage three
technology elements
Base R & T/Human Support
Exploration Technology Program (ETP)/Human Support
- Space Platforms Technology Program/Space Stations/
Zero-Gravity Life Support
• Focus each element appropriately:
Base R & T _ High risk innovative research
- ETP _ High priority advanced technologies for Lunar/
Mars exploration
- Platforms _ Growth Space Station Freedom and
microgravity transfer/excursion vehicle applications
_'- Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project !1_
PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
OSSA I HumanHealth,
Bioregeneratlve t
Ufe Sciences Div.J Subsystems / OAET
(Code SB) I ,_F_oui...mm__nts->]Prop., Power & Energy DIv.
I (Code RP) - - -/
OAET I- _1 Peggy L. Evanlchomceot -
Exploration / MIssh_.(Code RZ} ReouIrements I
Lead Cenler
for
Project Management _'_
Ames Research Center
Vincent J. Bllerdo, Jr.*
Exlemel Advisory J• SSTAC
Marshall
Space Right
Center
Kenny L. Mitchell
Ames J
Research J
Center I
Richard A. Lamparter]
"Chair Inlercenter Working Group
Johnson
Space
Center
Albert F. Behrend, Jr.
1
Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory
P.K. Seshan
HS6-9
_ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Advanced Life Support Division
I PRELIMINARY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
m
l
INTEGRATED IP/C RLS PROJECT
9 I-SAS-E_O52
!
1.0 PIC
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
B 1.1 /dr Revitalization
1.,I Water Reclamation
n 1.3 SoN Wa_o
Procentnli
1.4 Thermal Conlrol
-- 13 R_ht_f.
i i
2.0 3.0
SYSTEMS SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
_ =.1Requlr_MmU_
JU:_
--U Sy.UmmO_gn
__ _ P/C Syslems
Anatyels
-- 1.4 P/C-Bto Systm
SYSTEMS J4.0TE ING CONTROL
_| _ L-- 4.1 Se_lmrl
Teethed _ 4.2 Control System=
$J New Technology _ 4..1 Senw_r/Controt
S_ Teatbed Integration
B $J LurmrDemonsfrator
TNtbed
_ &4 SS Frawk_ TNebed
!
5.0
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
_s.t ARC Pmlect on;ee
S.2 Headquarters
Reeerva
\ J= New Ek_elemenl (miMive io Pathfinder S-Year Pro_ecl Ptan of January 1989)
--,*, _............ ,,,,,,,, Physicel/Chemicel Regenerative Life Support Project _o
_ ASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Advanced Life Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
i TECHNOLOGY ELEMENT CROSSWALK
him R&T
506-71
1.0 P/C Technology 1.1 Air Revitalization
Development 1.2 Water Reclamation V
1.3 Solid Waste Processing ,]
1.4 Thermal Control
1.5 Flight Experlrnentl
2.0 Systems 2.1 RequlmnmmtsAnolysls
Engineering 2.2 Systems Design
2.3 PIC Systems Analysis
2.4 P/C-BIo Systems Amdysls
3.0 Systems TosUng
4.0 Systems Control
3.1 Proprototype Oevolopmem V
System Testbed
3.2 New Technology System V
Teslbed
3.3 Lunar Demonstrator System V
Testbed
3.4 SS Freedom Testbed
4.1
4.2
4.3
ETP
893-41
,J
,J
Sensors ,/ _/
Control Systems
Sensor/Control IntegraUon _/
PhvmJr=UChemicel Regenerative Life Support
HS6-10
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Pkltforml
694-21
,/
V
V
V
V
V
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Project 2,
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NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER ' '
Advanced Life Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
CONTENT SUMMARY
Current 506-71-21
Plan
Base R & T Element
Chemical Processing
• Advanced process research (simulation
and laboratory experimentation)
- Water reclamation
- Trace contaminant control
506-71-41 Sensors and Controls
• Advanced in situ real time chemical
sensors
i w w m ................................
Augmented
Plan
Chemical Processing
g 1 SAS-B-O_2
• Expanded process research into additional
high risk, high payoff areas
Solid waste processing
Sensors and Controls
_,. • Microbial sensors for air and water J
..................................... Physical/Chemical Regenerative Lite Support Project ,"- 23
_ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER ' o,-_Advanced Ufe Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
CONTENT SUMMARY
Current
Plan
593-41-11
593-41-21
593-41-31
593-41-Sl
593-41-41
593-41-61
Exploration Technology Element
Air Revitalization } _i
Water Reclamation
Wast M nagement
Thermal Control
Systems Integration
• System Engineering (Systems analysis, design synthesis, etc.)
• Integrated System Testbed Development
Systems Control
• Sensors
• Control Systems/Advanced Automation
• Sensor/Control Integration
Basic research
Processdevelopment
Breadboard procurementand test
Subsystemtestbed development
Augmented
Plan
Same elements at significantly reduced runout funding level (relative
to FY91 OMB budget)
........... ,,---- ................. Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project J
HS6-11
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Advanced Life Support Division
IntegratedP/C RLS Project
I CONTENT SUMMARY ....
$ I -SAS-E.-052
Current Plan Not applicable
Augmented 694-21
Plan
694-41
space Platforms Element
Zero Gravity Life Support
• Components and Subsystems
- Air Revitalization
- Water Reclamation
- Solid Waste Processing
- Thermal Control
• Sensors and Controls
• Space Station Freedom Testbeds
- Ground-basedtestbeds at MSFC in additionto ARC and JSC
Space Platforms Technology Right Experiments
• Components and Subsystems
Air revitalization,water reclamation,solidwaste processing,
and thermalcontrolcomponents tested aboard Space Station
Freedom
Emphasis on mlcrogravity sensitive processes and SS Freedom ECLSS upgrades Ij
Physicel/Chemical Regenerative Lile Support Project 2S
@ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER ....
Advanced Ufe Support Division
91 -SAS-8-052
Integrated P/C RLS Project
Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project I_.
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Integrated P/C RLS Project
I EW TECHNOLOGY HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT TEMPLATE*
(All figures shown are her orocessor unit. e.g., an oxygen generation unit)
TechnologyReadlnmm
Level:
Teal Mode:
"nineRequlred:
laboratory Unit
Breadboard Unit #1
Breadboard Unit r2
Preprototype Unit #1
(Human Rated)
12-15 likmlh=
UO- 2SOK
I .Ew lr
PedoftVllWme
EvuluaUcmUnit
$100-S00K
Subsyslm
Tealbed
1 Yeer
1 NEW/REFURB
LifeTesting unn ,.L
Sloo-=OK T f_S0-S00K
"1 Ra=URef I N_W_='=U.e1-_1
I
I
I I
I
Intogr=t=dSystem
Teatbed
21Year
S_U_E p
RIgM Program
Total Technology Development Cost Per New Concept: $950 - 2250K"
• Developed by P/C RLS Intarcentar Working Group on 4-25-91
** StdcUy hardware cost; excludes cost of personnel, tacilWes, supplies, analytical services, system Integration, etc.
_ NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Advanced Life Support Division
Integrated P/C RLS Project
91 -SAS-B-052
• Develop two Integrated system testbed facilities
- New technology emphasis at ARC
- - Breadboard grade hardware
- - Supports development of successive generations
of new technology for evolving SEI program phases
- Mature technology emphasis at JSC
- - Early identification of system-level technology issues
- - Validate long duration integrated system performance
of mature LSS technologies
- - Ensures transition of technology to mission
developers
............................. ,,..............Physical/ChemicalRegenerativeLife SupportProject =e
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Advanced LIfe Support Division "_, _=
I IntegratedP/CRLSProject _i _"
I  MO" /!
I • _e.++,,on I] m
I . Integrated development System teslbed . . I]I -- IncorporatingexistingSS Freedom-era preprototype hardware H
I -- Installed in 20 ft. dia. environmentalchamber at JSC iJ _"
! • obj°¢,,,o, !]
I - Establish early, minimum cost Integrated system testbed utilizing l|
/ existing hardware and facilities 11
I - Validate Iong-duretion Integrated system performance of mature LSS H
/ technologies !1
I "" Reliability and operating life l+ ;
J -- Habitability(e.g., trace and microbialcontaminant control,etc.) l]
 .+m n,+ 0.uto a,on H l
/ -- Maintainabilityand crew intervention J_
/ - Demonstrate Integrated LSS and Thermal Control System ('rcs) J]
I i Transition Into human-rated Lunar Demonstrator Integrated System ]j
Testbed (System II) j.
Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project =_ i
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER _.._..o_
Advanced LHe Support Division
I I"SYSTEM I"NEW TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM TESTBED i
• Description
- Integrated breadboard systems testbed
- - Incorporating new SEI-era LSS technology
- - Installed into refurbished 16 ft. dia. environmental chamber at ARC
• Objectives
- Investigate Intra- and inter-subsystem interactions of new
technology breadboard units developed by P/C RLS Project to meet
SEI requirements
- - Processor functional performance
- - Advanced sensors
- - System control and automation
- Validate system engineering tools and predictions
- Inte_lrate individual subsystem breadboard testbeds together to
proouce system-level testbed
- Provide Initial Integrated testing of new technology prior to upgrade
for high fidelity testing in System II ,_,
,.,-. ...... Physical/Chemical Regenerative Ufe Support Project J
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Integrated P/C RLS Project
i
0 t -Sk_ 8_J_
"SYSTEM I1"
LUNAR DEMONSTRATOR INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTBED
IIIII1 r
Description:
- Integrated Lunar Demonstrator System Testbed
- - Incorporating preprototype new technology hardware developed for
lunar outpost
- - Utilizes same facility at JSC as System O
Objectives
- Validate long-duration Integrated system performance of high
fidelity, preprototype-grede hardware Intended for lunar outpost
mission
- - Similar test objectives as System O
Provide human-rated testing of lunar mission LSS technology
- - Final step to achieve Technology Readiness Level 6 for Initial Lunar
Oulpost Technology Set
Transition Into facility for In-line support of lunar outpost LSS
design, development, and certification activities
......... Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project J 3t
Integraled P/C RLS Project ......
INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER' Advanced Life Support Division
IntegratedP/C RLSProject
MAJOR MILESTONES SUMMARY
9 t-SAS-_O62
ELEMENT
Base R & T
ETP +
Platforms
DATE
1993
1996
1998
1992
1993
1994
1995
1997
1999
2001
20O4
MILESTONE
Advanced water reclamation processors tested in laboratory
laboratory evaluation of solid waste processors complete
Microbial sensors for air. water streams demonstrated in tsetbeds
Completion of systems analysis to finalize lunar mission technology
development requirements
Completion of current technology air. water Integrated system testing
In System O
IniUate new technology breadboard air. water subsystem testing
IniUate new technology Integrated system breadboard testing
Complete unmanned Integrated system demonstraUon testing for
Initial lunar outpost
Complete human validation tseting for initial lunar outpost
technology set
Begin SSF-bseed flight testing of advanced mlcrogravity processors
Begin incorporation of upgraded technologies into SS Freedom ,_
Physical/Chemical Regenerative Ufe Support Project J
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_ ASA AMES RESEARCH CENTERAdvanced Life Support Dlvislon
IntegratedP/C RLSProjecl
SUMMARY
Benefit of the Auomented Prooram
• Builds robust ground-based testbed program
Ensures development of upgraded SS Freedom
processors
• Ensures development of required sensor technology
\ J
--.._ Physical/Chemical Regenerative Life Support Project m."
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Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology (OAET)
Integrated Technology Plan for Civil Space Program
Life Support Technolofv
Active Thermal Control
Research and Technology Base Program (Augmentation)
Space Platforms Technology Program - Space Stations
Life Support
r
Space Platforms Technology Program - Technology Flight
Experiments
Instep Experiment
HQ Sponsor: Ms. Peggy Evanich/Code RP
NASA JSC Support Activities
SSTAC Meeting
June 24-28, 1991
Albert F. Behrend, Jr.
NASA JSC
• Crew and Thermal Systems Division
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM
AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL
HS7-1
mRESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROl. SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/CHALLENGES
• ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY IS REQUIRED
TO ENABLE HABITAT HEAT REJECTION
• TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES:
• DEVELOP HIGHLY EFFICIENT, LOW MASS, RELIABLE THERMAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR PLANETARY HABITATS
• SPECIFIC CHALLENGES INCLUDE:
- Increase waste heat rejection temperature above that of the environment
to enable rejection to space.
- Utilize gravitational and thermal environment to enhance heat rejection
capability.
- Develop high temperature heat rejection devices which are remotely
deployable.
- Better understand the systems level interactions between multi-system
(i.e., ISRU, power, habitat) thermal control systems technologies through
development of analytical techniques.
T.Pelele.JSC-6n/91
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
9.1 .F,C£1_W 
PROVIDE THE TECHNOLOGY BASE REQUIRED TO SUSTAIN HUMAN
LIFE IN THE HOSTILE THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH
PLANETARY SURFACES
Potential technologies include gravity-aided heat pumps, high temperature
heat rejection devices, convective/radiative devices, and non-toxic two-phase
fluids.
HS7-2
TP_teteJSC-6/7/91
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
i
° ENABLE REJECTION OF MODERATE TEMPERATURE (275 K-295 K)
° REDUCE ADVERSE TRANSMISIVITY EFFECTS DUE TO PLANETARY
ATMOSPHERES
° ENABLE ROBOTIC RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT IN GRAVITY
ENVIRONMENT
° TAKE ADVANTAGE OF GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT AND PLANETARY
ATMOSPHERE
° PROVIDE FLUID WHICH ALLOWS FOR HIGH HEAT TRANSPORT PER
UNIT MASS OF FLUID, THUS SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCING POWER
REQUIREMENTS
° FOSTER CONTINUING INDUSTRY COMPETITION FOR THERMAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
T.Petele.J SC-6/'7/9 ]
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- THERMAL CONTROL
° Heat Acquisition
° Heat Transport
° Heat Rejection
° Analysis
THERMAL CONTROL ]
SYSTEMS PROGRAM
JSC - LEAD
EXPLORATION THRUST
- SYSTEMS STUDIES
- INTEGRATED
SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
- SYSTEMS LEVEL
TESTING
• PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
HS7-3
PLATFORM THRUST
- ACTIVE THERMAL
CONTROL
- HEAT REJECTION
- THERMAL
STORAGE
- PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
T.P_ele.J$C-6/7/91
iRESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
STATE OF THE ART ASSESSMENT
- SOA heat rejection technology would impose as much as a 62% launch mass
penalty compared to advanced radiator concepts.
. Current vapor'compression heat pump Coefficient of Performance is at best
2.5. Technology development goal is >4.0 to reduce power requirements.
• Non.toxic two-phase fluids non-existant for room temperature operation.
Goal: • Non-toxic fluid with a saturated vapor density > 0.64 kg/maat 35 °C
(Water is 0.04 kg/m 3)
T,p_e_.Jsc-6nml
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
l
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RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS (506-4D
° Completed investigation into long-term stability of metal hydrides; final report
being prepared.
° Completed preliminary fluid dynamics and heat transfer tests on Rotating Bubble
Membrane Radiator.
° Completed heat pump concepts trade study; final report delivered to
JSC.
T.I_e,,'-J 5C-6]7?9 !
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
PROGRAM OUTLINE FOR
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
° 1993
° 1994
° 1995
° 1996
° 1997
° 1998
° 1999
INITIATE DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMS LEVEL
ANALYTICAL TOOLS. INITIATE CRITICAL
HARDWARE COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT.
CONDUCT DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
CONDUCT COMPONENT PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
TESTING
CONDUCT COMPONENT AND/OR BREADBOARD
VALIDATION IN LABORATORY TESTING
COMPLETE CRITICAL COMPONENT GROUND
TESTING IN SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
INITIATE INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM LEVEL TESTING
COMPLETE SYSTEMS LEVEL TESTING
T.I_t¢Ic-/SC-6/Tf)I
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
OTHER GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
TO
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS PROGRAM (506-41)
° DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY INTERESTED iN ROTATING BUBBLE
MEMBRANE RADIATOR DEVELOPMENT (NO FUNDS TRANSFERRED TO
NASA)
HS7-5
PRELIMINARY FY93 AUGMENTATION PRIORITIZATION
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
• 1. HEAT REJECTION TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT
• Applicable to Space Platforms and Exploration
• 2. HEAT ACQUISITION AND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
• Applicable to Space Platforms and Exploration
• 3. MONITORING AND CONTROLS
• Applicable to Space Platforms, Exploration and STS
• 4. ANALYSIS AND TEST VERIFICATION
• Applicable to Space Platforms, Exploration and STS
T, pete_-JSC-6rlJ91
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS PROGRAM iRESOURCES
FISCAL
BASE R & T
FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95
100 , 100 500 1,390 2,995
(RTOP 506-71)
* EXPLORATION .... 1,995 3,580 4,340 6,575
* PLATFORM .... 2,400 2,850 3,200 3,675
* NO RTOP CURRENTLY EXISTS
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
&UNNAILY
• TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES:
• DEVELOP HIGHLY EFFICIENT, LOW MASS, RELIABLE HABITAT THERMAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS
• SPECIFIC CHALLENGES INCLUDE:
- Increase waste heat rejection temperature above that of the environment to enable rejection to
space.
- Utilize gravitational and thermal environment to enhance heat rejection capability.
F
- Develop high temperature heat rejection devices which are remotely deployable.
- Better understand the systems level interactions between multi-system thermal control
systems technologies through development of analytical techniques.
°BENEFITS
° ENABLE REJECTION OF MODERATE TEMPERATURE (275 K-295 K)
° REDUCE ADVERSE TRANSMISIVITY EFFECTS DUE TO THE PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
° ENABLE ROBOTIC RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT IN GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
° TAKE ADVANTAGE OF GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT AND PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
° PROVIDE FLUID WHICH ALLOWS FOR HIGH HEAT TRANSPORT PER UNIT MASS
OF FLUID, THUS SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCING POWER REQUIREMENTS
° FOSTER CONTINUING INDUSTRY COMPETITION FOR THERMAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
T,_lcte-JSC-6,"7,91
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM SPACE STATION
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL
HS7-7
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/CHALLENGES
• ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY IS REQUIRED TO
ACCOMMODATE HEAT REJECTION REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE INCREASED POWER LEVELS AT EACH GROWTH PHASE OF
STATION.
- Increased radiator efficiencies to avoid deployment of additional radiators
as heat rejection requirements increase in direct proportion to increase
in power growth.
• TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES:
• IMPROVE PERFORMANCE AND INCREASE EFFICIENCY OF
BASELINE ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
• SPECIFIC CHALLENGES INCLUDE:
- Increase waste heat rejection capability while minimizing deployed
radiator area.
- Provide for a low-mass load leveling method to accommodate for peak
loads.
- Accurately predict system performance through development of analytical
tools.
T.Pelete-JSC-6/TD I
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
OJ JF,£.T.I_V. 
• Develop thermal control systems technologies to improve performance of baseline
systems.
- Potential technulogies include higher capacity heat pipe radiators, heat pumps,
thermal storage units, heat exchangers, monitoring and control systems, and
test and verification techniques.
HS7-8
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iSPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
m
BENEFITS
° INCREASE HEAT REJECTION CAPABILITIES WHILE MINIMIZING
IMPACT TO EXISTING SYSTEMS
° INCREASE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM RELIABILITY BY REDUCING
SENSITIVITY TO MICROMETEROID/ORBITAL DEBRIS ENVIRONMENT
° MINIMIZE RADIATOR AREA GROWTH RELATED TO INCREASED
POWER LEVELS
° ACCOMMODATE MODULAR GROWTH, ON-ORBIT
ASSEMBLY AND MAINTENANCE
° FOSTER CONTINUING INDUSTRY COMPETITION FOR THERMAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
T.l_tete-I5C-6/7#I
- THERMAL CONTROL
° Heat Acquisition ,
° Heat Transport
° Heat Rejection
° Analysis
THERMAL CONTROL
SYSTEMS PROGRAM
JSC - LEAD
EXPLORATION THRUST
- SYSTEMS STUDIES
• INTEGRATED
SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
- SYSTEMS LEVEL
TESTING
. PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
PLATFORM THRUST
- ACTIVE THERMAL
CONTROL
- HEAT REJECTION
- THERMAL
STORAGE
- PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
HS7-9
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
STATE OF THE ART ASSESSMENT
• THERMAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGY HAS NOT BEEN DEVELOPED TO A
MATURITY LEVEL WHICH WILL EFFICIENTLY ENABLE SSF GROWTH
TO 225 KW (Power level).
- Current heat pipe technology permits development of micrometeroid/orbitai
debris insensitive radiators.
. Current heat pipe technology is limited to 54,000 W-in, which leads to heavier
radiators than SSF baseline. Technology development goal is 150,000 W-in
heat pipe capacity.
Current vapor compression heat pump Coefficient of Performance is at best
2.5. Technology development goal is >4.0.
- Thermal storage technology goal is > 600 kJ/kg. (Water is < 200 kJ/kg)
• EXISTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE PROGRAM TO
DEVELOP ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES IS
SIGNIFICANTLY UNDERFUNDED.
Tj, l_-Jsc-6/7_l
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
ttECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
o Completed long-term stability investigation of metal hydrides; final report being
prepared.
o Completed preliminary fluid dynamics and heat transfer tests on the Rotating
Bubble Membrane Radiator.
T.Pet¢,,".JSC-6/'I_)l
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°° 1992
° 1993
° 1994
° 1995
° 1996/97
° 1998
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
PROGRAM OUTLINE FOR
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
INITIATE DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMS LEVEL
ANALYTICAL TOOLS. INITIATE CRITICAL
HARDWARE COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT.
CONDUCT DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
COMPLETE COMPONENT PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
TESTING
CONDUCT COMPONENT AND/OR BREADBOARD
VALIDATION IN LABORATORY TESTING
COMPLETE CRITICAL COMPONENT GROUND
TESTING IN SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
INITIATE SYSTEMS LEVEL TESTING
T.Pe_ele-JSC-&'7/91
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
OTHER GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
TO
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS PROGRAM
° DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY INTERESTED IN ROTATING BUBBLE
MEMBRANE RADIATOR DEVELOPMENT (NO FUNDS TRANSFERRED TO
NASA)
HS7-11
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iPRELIMINARY FY93 AUGMENTATION PRIORITIZATION
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
.1. HEAT REJECTION TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT
• Applicable to SSF Growth and Exploration
• 2. HEAT ACQUISITION AND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
• Applicable to SSF Growth and Exploration
• 3. MONITORS AND CONTROLS
• Applicable to SSF Growth, Exploration and STS
• 4. ANALYSIS AND TEST VERIFICATION
• Applicable to SSF Growth, Exploration and STS
T.Pelele.JSC-60,91
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY
SPACE STATIONS
[ THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS PROGRAM _ '
RESOURCES
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FISCAL
BASE R & T
FY92 EX23 _ FY95
100 , 100 500 1,390 2,995
(RTOP 506-7 I)
* EXPLORATION .... 1,995 3,580 4,340 6,575
* PLATFORM .... 2,400 2,850 3,200 3,675
* NO RTOP CURRENTLY EXISTS
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vSPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: SPACE STATIONS
ACTIVE THERMAl, CONTROIJ SYSTEMS
• TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES:
• IMPROVE PERFORMANCE AND INCREASE EFFICIENCY OF
BASELINE SSF ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
• SPECIFIC CHALLENGES INCLUDE:
- Increase waste heat rejection capability while minimizing deployed
radiator area.
- Provide for a low-mass load leveling method to accommodate for peak
loads.
• Accurately predict system performance through development of analytical
tools.
• TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS:
o Increase heat rejection capability with mimimal impact to existing systems
o Increase thermal control system reliability by reducing sensitivity to
micrometreoid/orbital debris environment
° Minimize radiator area growth related to increased power levels
o Accommodate modular growth, on-orbit assembly and maintenance
° Foster continuing industry competition for thermal control systems technology
'lime
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM .
TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
r
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
H_7-13
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHr, .JY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUM/.:_ LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/CHALLENGES
• OPTIMIZE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, INCLUDING THERMAL CONTROL,
FOR EXTENDED MICROGRAVITY OPERATION
• MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
• MINIMIZE MASS AND VOLUME
• MAXIMIZE RELIABILITY
• REQUIRES BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF MICROGRAVITY AND ITS
LONG-TERM INFLUENCE ON LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
• USE SPACE STATION FREEDOM (SSF) AS A TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT TEST
BED FOR GRAVITY SENSITIVE PROCESSES
- COMPONENT LEVEL
- SUBSYSTEM LEVEL
- SYSTEM LEVEL (MAY BE CONSTRAINED BY AVAILABLE SSF
VOLUME AND INTERFACE CAPABILITIES
• DEVELOP TWO REUSABLE MODULAR TEST BEDS
LIFE SUPPORT
- THERMAL CONTROL
• DEVELOP APPROPRIATE MATH MODELS
HS7-14
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
BENEFITS
ALLOWS EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATE FUNDAMENTAL
PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH AIR REVITALIZATION, WASTE
WATER TREATMENT, WASTE MANAGEMENT, AND ACTIVE
THERMAL CONTROL (ATC) AND HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF, OR
TO MINIMIZE, THE EFFECTS OF MICRO-G
ALLOWS STUDY OF FUNDAMENTAL HEAT TRENSFER AND FLUID
DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF TWO-PHASE FLUIDS IN MICRO-G,
PRIMARILY FOR THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE ATC
- PROVIDES ASSESSMENT OF LONG-TERM PROCESS PERFORMANCE
IN MICRO-G
• PROVIDES FACILITY TO FLIGHT QUALIFY EQUIPMENT FOR FUTURE
LONG-TERM MICRO-G MISSIONS
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
STATE OF THE ART ASSESSMENT
• ADEQUATE DESIGN AND MODELING CORRELATIONS AVAILABLE
• LACK OF "REAL ENVIRONMENT" OPERATIONAL DATA OFTEN
RESULTS IN COSTLY OVER DESIGN
RECENT ACCOMPIJSHMENTS (506-49)
• COMPLETED ASSESSMENT OF LIFE SUPPORT AND THERMAL CONTROL
FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES AFFECTED BY GRAVITY
• PHASE SEPARATION • FREE CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER
• GAS ABSORPTION • TWO-PHASE FLUIDS HEAT TRANSFER
• CONDENSATION • TWO-PHASE FLOW AND PRESSURE
DROP
• EVAPORATION • ETC.
• FINALIZING CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS BASED ON USE OF TWO SSF
EQUIPMENT RACKS
• LIMITS SSF INTERFACES TO ONLY ELECTRICAL POWER AND
COOLING WATER
HS7-15
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
PROGRAM OUTLINE/MILESTONES
° 1993
° 1994
° 1995
o 1997
° 1998
° TBD
DEVELOP MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND
SIMULATION TECHNIQUES FOR GRAVITY-SENSITIVE
LIFE SUPPORT AND THERMAL CONTROL
TECHNOLOGIES
CONDUCT PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF LIFE SUPPORT
AND THERMAL CONTROL TEST BEDS AND FIRST SET
OF TEST ARTICLES
COMPLETE FINAL DESIGN OF LIFE SUPPORT AND
THERMAL CONTROL TEST BEDS INTEGRATED WITH
FIRST GROUP OF TEST ARTICLES
FABRICATE AND ASSEMBLE TEST BEDS AND TEST
ARTICLES
COMPLETE GROUND TEST AND CERTIFICATION OF
TEST BED AND TEST ARTICLES; DELIVER FOR
FLIGHT
FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS IN SPACE STATION FREEDOM
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
f
PROGRAM OUTLINE/MILESTONES (CONT'D)
o 1999
°2000
°2001
° 2002
VALIDATE/UPGRADE MODELS AND CONDUCT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF SECOND SET OF TEST
ARTICLES
CONDUCT FINAL DESIGN OF SECOND SET OF TEST
ARTICLES
FABRICATE TEST ARTICLES
DELIVER SECOND SET OF FLIGHT TEST ARTICLES
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
PRQ.IE(_T RESOURCES ($M)
Sub-Element Resources 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2ooo 2001 2o02
1. Advanced Life Support
Test Bed 0.2 0.46 1.16 1.16 1.29 1.44 1.50 1.20 1.20 1.20
2. Advanced Thermal Control
Test Bed O. 12 0.35 0.70 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.84 0.60 0.60 0.60
3. Modeling & Analysis 0.2 0.21 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.41 0.42 0.42
Sub-Elements Totals: 0.52 1.02 2.19 2.2 2.39 2.61 2.72 2.21 2.22 2.22
0.18 0.18 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
I.Q.T.AId.$LI_ 0.7 1.20 2.40 2.41 2.60 2.82 2.84 2.43 2.44 2.44
Basis for Resource Estimates:
Sub-element 1
• $6M for advanced life support test bed and first set of test articles
• $2.0M for flight experiment integration, $2.8M for second set of flight test articles
Sub-element 2
• $3.4M for advanced thermal control test bed and first set of test articles
• $1.2M for flight experiment integration, $1.5M for second set of flight test articles
Sub-element 3
• 2 MYE for modeling and analysis before PDR. 3 MYE after PDR thru flights
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
HUMAN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SUMMARY
USE SSF AS TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT TEST BED TO O_IMIZE LIFE
SUPPORT AND ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR
MICROGRA_ OPERATION
- ALLOWS EXAMINA_ON OF CANDIDATE F_DAMENTAL
PROCESS_ ASSOCIATED _TH MR RE_TALIZA_ON, WASTE
WA_R TREA_ENT, WASTE MANAGEMENT, AND ACTIVE
THERMAL CONTROL (ATC) AND HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF, OR
TO M_ZE, THE EFFECTS OF MI_O-G
- ALLOWS STUDY OF F_DAMENTAL HEAT TRENSFER AND FLeD
D_AMIC BEHA_OR OF TWO-PHASE FL_DS IN MICRO-G,
P_MA_LY FOR THE O_IMIZATION OF THE ATC
- PROVIDES ASSESSMENT OF LONG-TERM PROCESS PERFORMANCE
IN MICRO-G
- PROVIDES FACILITY TO FLIGHT QUALIFY EQUIPMENT FOR FUTURE
LONG-TERM MICRO-G MISSIONS
HS7-17
OAET INSTEP PROGRAM
• Objective
Investigate ways iow-g environment can improve water electrolysis
performance by experimenting with electrochemical cells having various
components of different microstructural catalytic characteristics and
fluid flow pa(hs
• Benefits
- Improvement in performance will lower power requirements
Results will validate electrolysis concept planned for Space Station
Freedom life support application
• Results may offer design improvements to other electrochemical
processes Involving a gas/liquid interface
q I| _ ]11 I
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ELECTROLYSIS PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
CONCEPT STUDIES (EPICS) EXPERIMENT
i
• Technical Description
- Be self-contained experiment with its own microprocessor data
collection and storage capability
Employs three cells of differing microstructural characteristics at
anode, cathode, and electrolyte matrix
Current density and temperature will be varied to determine
effect on cell operating voltage
Electrolysis feed water is continuously replenished by a fuel cell
recombiner reaction
- Crew interface is minimized with single switch start-up and
shutdown with unit contained in a Shuttle middeck payload
locker
J
EPICS EXPERIMENT PACKAGING CONCEPT
Pressure Control/Safety
IntegnUKl Electrolysis
F
Conlroller
Control/Monilor
HS7- _g
• Status
I Ifl I T _ ,7 ....
ELECTROLYSIS PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
CONCEPT STUDIES (EPICS) EXPERIMENT
Two separate Statements of Work for the Phase B and optional Phase C/D
have been prepared
RFP will be released from JSC to Life Systems, Inc., on June 24, 1991
Contract will be initiated on September 25, 1991
• Milestones/Schedule
31.month Program: 6-month Phase B and 25-month Phase C/D
• Conduct Concept Design Review - March 1992
• Complete Non-Advocate Review - April 1992
• Conduct Preliminary Design Review - June 1992
• Begin Engineering Model Fabrication (3.5 months) - September 1992
. Anticipated Launch Date - April 1994
I ' II 77=1! !_ ................ -- ..... [I
   RO ,SiS
• Projected Program Cost
Phase B
Phase C/D
m
r
$134K
$1198K
- Total • $1332K
HS7-20
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JPL
HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM
,FOR INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SPACE STATION
LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY (PLATFORMS)
PROPOSED AUGMENTATION
Dr. Gerald E. Voecks
m
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JUNE 26, 1991
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JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
J P L SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
CONTENTS
I
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS AND CHALLENGES
OBJECTIVES
TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
TECHNOLOGY STATE OF THE ART
RELATION TO NASA MISSIONS' REQUIREMENTS
MILESTONES
FISCAL AND SUPPORT RESOURCES
SUMMARY
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J P L SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
m
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
o IN _;ITU CHEMICAL, MICROBIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORS FOR
CONTINUOUS, REAL-TIME STATUS ON PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL LIFE SUPPORT
.... PF_OCESSES ....
o PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PROCESSES' CONTROLS FOR AUTOMATION OF LIFE
SUPPORT OPERATIONS
o COMPUTER INTEGRATION OF IN SITU SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR
RELIABLE, UNATTENDED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS OPERATIONS
TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES
o ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE, IN SITU CHEMICAL "ANALYZERS" - AIR &
WATER ENVIRONMENTS
o IN SITU MICROBIAL SPECIES DETECTORS
o "INTELLIGENT' CONTROLS
0 SENSORS INTEGRATION/NETWORK WITH AI
JPL
SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
OBJECTIVES
DEVELOP AND VALIDATE INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SENSORS AND
CONTROLS
SENSORS TECHNOLOGIES
- IN SITU, REAL-TIME, SELF-CALIBRATING, GRACEFUL DEGRADATION
- CHEMICAL (VARIOUS SPECIFIC SPECIES, QUANTITY LEVELS, ANO
CONDITIONS) -
- MICROBIAL (SPECIFIC SPECIES, LOW LEVELS, RESPONSIVE)
- ENVIRONMENTAL (AEROSOLS, HUMIDITY, SMOKE)
CONTROLS TECHNOL_ _: _ ......
- PROCESS AND SENSORS COMPATIBLE
- AUTONOMOUS
- RELIABLE
COMPUTER INTERFACE
- MULTIPLE LEVELS OF OPERATION
. ARTI FlClAL_'iNTEL_LIG_NCE
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SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS
NASA PROGRAM
- STS AND EDO
- ENABLE SSF OPERATION
- SPACE LAB OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
- LUNAR/MARS HABITATS
INDUSTRY
- CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING
- HYDROCARBON PROCESSING
- POWERPLANT OPERATION
- GROUNDWATER/WASTE CONTROLS
- "SICK BUILDING SYNDROME" MANAGEMENT
o MEDICAL DIAGNOSES AND CARE
JPL
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
- U.S. NAVY (SUBMARINES)
- U.S. ARMY (CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL WARFARE PROTECTION)
- EPA (ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION AND CONTROLS)
- NSF (ANTARCTICA)
SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION CHART FOR PROPOSED ACTIVITIES
MSFC 1Life SupportTesl Bed
ID Chemical
Sensors
evelopmen_
I ! I I
r .,c_o_,a,1 rControisl_Sensorsand]_Systemsl
i Controls iJ Sensors i I°' orat'°nJloeve'°pmen] lIntegrationJ
JPL
SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY STATE OF THE ART
SSF SENSORS/CONTROLS BASELINE
o AIR REVITALIZATION
- CENTRAL GC/MS MONITQR__
- INFRA RED DETECTORS FOR CO AND CO=
- BIOLOGICAL DETECTORS - BATCH ANALYSIS
o WATER RECLAMAT!ON
- TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON - OXlDATi0N/co2 ANALYSIS
- PH AND CONDUCTIVITY - ELECTROCHEMICAL PROBES
- BIOLOGICAL DETECTORS BATCH ANALYSIS
o WASTE MANAGEMENT
- NO CONTAMINANT ANALYSIS - STORAGE ONLY
SENSORS/MONITORS NOT DEFINED FOR MANY PROCESSING OPERATIONS
CONTROLS NOT INTEGRATED WITH SENSORS INFORMATION
JPL
SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY STATE OF THE ART (cont'd)
I
CHARACTERISTICS OF GC/MS MONITOR FOR SSF
0 SAMPLE LINES FROM EACH PROCESS POINT TO ANALYZER
o MULTI-PORT SAMPLE SELECTOR ......
o SAMPLE TREATMENT/PREPARATION OPERATION
O WASTE - EXCESS SAMPLE STORAGE/DISPOSAL PROCEDURES
0 MULTI-COMPONENT ANALYZER
0 MONITOR SUPPORT - EXPENDABLE MATERIALS, POWER, . . .
o RELATIVELY LARGE/HEAVY COMPONE_ .......... _ ................ :
o INFORMATION NOT CONTINUOU S, NOR REAL-TIME, FROM ALL LOCATIONS
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SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY STATE OF THE ART (cont'd)
0 CHEMICAL SENSORS
- NOT SELF-CALIBRATING
• MAY BE MASKED OR ALTERED BY OTHER SPECIES
- LIMITED LIFE AND RELIABILITY
- UNDEPENDABLE DEGRADATION
- HIGH SELECTIVITY IN FEW APPLICATIONS
MICROBIAL SENSORS
- NO CANDIDATES
CONTROLS FOR LIFE SUPPORT NOT DESIGNED FOR AUTONOMOUS
OPERATION
o INTEGRATED CONTROL NON-EXISTENT FOR LIFE SUPPORT APPLICATION
JPL
SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFEllUpPORT
RELATION TO NASA MISSIONS' REQUIREMENTS
o SHm'rLeANDSPACELABOPERATiONS
-IN-SPACE TEST AND INTEGRATION
EXTENDED DURATION ORBITER (EDO)
- IN SITU SENSOR RETROFrF TO AIR AND WATER
- CONDUCT IN-SPACE TESTING OF LIFE SUPPORT PROCESSES/SENSORS
SPACE STATION FREEDOM
- SENSORS/CONTROLS RETROFIT FOR AIR AND WATER SUBSYSTEM
OPERATIONS
EVA MISSIONS
- REGENERATIVE PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT OPERATIONS
LUNAR/MARS HABITATS
- COMPLETELY AUTONOMOUS SENSORS AND CONTROLS INTEGRATED
INTO SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED MISSION OPERATION
HS8-5
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SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
p
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS SENSORS/CONTROLS MILESTONES
FY 93-
FY 94-
FY 95-
FY 96-
COMPLETE LABORATORY SCREENING OF STATE-OF-THE-ART SENSORS
COMPLETE SENSORS REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION AND SYSTEM MODEL
DESCRIPTION .....
DEFINE CONTROLS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS REQUIRED FOR SYSTEMS
OPERATIONS
DEMONSTRATE SENSORS-CONTROL-COMPUTER INTERFACE OPERATIONS
FY 97 - DEMONSTRATE CHEMICAL SENSORS FOR _AIR,_WATER & WASTE PROCESSING
OPERATIONS
FY 98 - DEMONSTRATE CHEMICAL SENSORS AT SUBSYSTEM PROCESSES LEVEL
FY 99- DEMONSTRATE MICROBIAL SENSORS FOR_IR, WATER & WASTE PROCESSING
OPERATIONS - -
FY 02 - DEMONSTRATE MICROBIAL SENSORS AT SUBSYSTEM PROCESSES LEVEL
FY 04 - DEMONSTRATE COMPLETE SENSOR AND CONTROL OPERATION AT SSF
INTEGRATED TESTBED
JPL
SENSORS AND CONTROLS FOR SSF LIFE SUPPORT
AUGMENTED FISCAL AND SUPPORT RESOURCES, IM
IN SITU' SENSORS DEVELOPMENT FY ,3 9 4 , s , 6 , 7 , s,
o CHEMICAL SENSORS
o MICROBIAL SENSORS
INTEGRATION _ :_COMPUTEWCONTROLS
o INTEGRATION OF SENSORS AND CONTROLS _
WITH COMPUTER INTERFACE
TESTBED DEMONSTRATION
o DEMONSTRATE SENSORS/CO_RQ_S AND
INTEGRATION IN GROUND TESTS (MSFC)
AND IN SPACE OPERATIONS (SHUTTLE AND EDO)
TOTAL
1.0
0.5
1.5
2.0 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0
0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5
1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5
3.5 5.5 5.0 5.0 5.0
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SUMMARY
TECHNICAL ISSUES
o IN SITU CHEMICAL SENSORS DEVELOPMENT FOR PHYSICAL CHEMICAL
PROCESSES' MONITOR/CONTROL
o IN SITU MICROBIAL SENSORS DEVELOPMENT FOR INCORPORATION INTO
PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS
o INTEGRATION OF SENSORS WITH SSF CONTROLS
BENEFITS OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
o IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND AUTONOMY OF SSF LIFE SUPPORT OPERATIONS
o SENSORS/CONTROLS APPLICABLE TO EXISTING AND ADVANCED LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
o BASIS FOR WORKING WITH INDUSTRY AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
o TECHNOLOGY APPLICABLE TO A MYRIAD COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS
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INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
EXTERNAL REVIEW
I
HUMAN SUPPORT PROGRAM
FIRE SAFETY
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE
AND
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
JUNE 26, 1991
ROBERT FRIEDMAN
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
CLEVELAND OH
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FIRE SAFETY PROGRAM
_j_
w
W
_ POLICY STATEMENT
REALISTIC SAFETY PHILOSOPHY IS TO MINIMIZE FIRE RISK ANp AVOID CREW INJURY
OR ANY SPACECRAFT DAMAGE THAT THREATENS THE MISSION
TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES
UNUSUAL RRE BEHAVIOR IN LOW GRAVITY
LrI'rLE PAST EXPERIENCE FOR ACCURATE RISK PREDICTIONS
EXTREME HIGH VALUE OF SPACECRAFT AND MISSION OPERATIONS
LIMITED RESOURCES TO PROVIDE FOR COMPLETE FIRE PROTECTION
OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAM
TO INCREASE THE UNDERSTANDING OF FIRE BEHAVIOR IN THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
AND TO APPLY THE RESULTS FOR IMPROVED AND EFFICIENT FIRE PREVENTION,
DETECTION, AND SUPPRESSION IN SPACECRAFT
HS9-1 ORIGINAL PAC_ IS
OF POOP Q_*_._TV
FIRE SAFETY IN NASA HUMAN-CREW SPACECRAFT .
I
m
II
FIRE SAFETY ALWAYS RECEIVES PRIORITY AI"rENTION IN NASA MISSION
DESIGNS AND OPERATIONS, WITH EMPHASISON FIRE PREVENTION AND
MATERIAL ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS•
RECENTLY, INTEREST IN SPACECRAFT FIRE-SAFETY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENTHAS INCREASED BECAUSE
- IMPROVED UNDERSTANDINGOF THE SIGNIFICANTDIFFERENCES
BETWEEN LOW-GRAVITY AND NORMAL-GRAVITYCOMBUSTION
SUGGESTS THAT PRESENT FIRE-SAFETYTECHNIQUES MAY BE
INADEQUATE OR, AT BEST, NON-OPTIMAL
. THE COMPLEX AND PERMANENTORBITAL OPERATIONSIN FREEDOM
DEMAND A HIGHER LEVEL OF SAFETY STANDARDS AND PRACTICES
FIRE SAFETY PROGRAM BENEFITS
II I III III Ill
APPLICATIONS TO IMPROVE SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND COST REDUCTION IN CURRENT
AND FUTURE SPACECRAFT
ADVANCED RESEARCH IN FUNDAMENTAL COMBUSTION AND FIRE SCIENCE (GREATLY
AIDED BY THE ABSENCE OF THE OVERWHELMING BUOYANT FLOWS IN MICROGRAVITY)
ENCOURAGEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC/COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION OF SPACE THROUGH
WELL-DEFINED AND REALISTIC SAFETY STANDARDS
POTENTIAL SPIN-OFFS IN NONFLAMMABLE MATERIAL AND FIRE-SENSOR KNOWLEDGE
RELATION TO OAET THRUSTS
- DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS ON L6W_'-RAVITY
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS (EXPANSION OF IN-STEP PROJECT)
- DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS FOR LOW-GRAVITY
MATERIAL FLAMMABILITY ASSESSMENTS (WITH CODE Q)
FOCUSED THRUST:
APPLICATION OF BASIC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION
TO DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE PROTECTION FOR ADVANCED
SPACECRAFT
HS9-2
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SPACECRAFTFIRE RISK STRATEGIES
DEGREE OF RISK
._ EXAMPLES
EXTINGUISHMENT,
CLEANUP,AND
REPAIRS
,_ _;_'% YES .
_,_-..-..,_,_.,_._-:;_,_-' DETECTIONOF
"_ OVERHEATAND
FIRE CONDITIONS
ELEMENTS
m
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SPACECRAFT FIRE-SAFETY STATE OF THE ART
PREVENTION
FIRE DETECTION
LARGE DATABASE AVAILABLE ON ACCEPTABLE "NON-
FLAMMABLE" MATERIALS
NASA TEST METHODS UNDER EVALUATION BY NIST;
MODIFICATIONS ARE SUGGESTED
RECENT RESEARCHDEFINED LOW-GRAViTY FLAMMABILITY
LIMITS AND VENTILATION EFFECTS
• AIRPLANE SMOKE DETECTOR DESIGNS ADAPTED TO
SPACECRAFT ..... ....
• NO SPACE-RELATED DATA
FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT
SPACECRAFT EXTINGUISHING AGENTS SELECTED BY
..... _ .............. T._r_ _-,_=,,_ .....
SYSTEM ANALYSES
RECENT RESEARCH DEFINED RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF
AGENTS AS ATMOSPHERIC SUPPRESSANTS
HS9-3
CURRENTPRACTICESIN FIREPREVENTIONFORSPACECRAFT
• LIMITING MATERIALS, AS FAR AS PRACTICAL, TO THOSE THAT ARE "NON-
FLAMMABLE", BASED ON NHB 8600.1 FLAMMABILITYTESTS
• AVOIDANCE OF IGNITION SOURCES, THROUGH ELECTRICAL INSULATION
AND GROUNDING, OVERPRESSURE CONTAINMENT,AND THERMAlJ-
ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD PROTECTION
- _:_._____=_._7;. ,_
• GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PRACTICES FOR WASTE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL,
FLUID LEAK PREVENTION, "FLAMMABLES" ISOLATION, AND SO ON
UPWARD FLAME PROPAGATION TEST
I
LIMITING
FLARE-
SPP,E/W
tlEIBIT
•PAPER
NI'EET
DELOW
e SPECIMEN
20 cM
NHBBOBO.fB APPROVAL TEST FOR SOLID MATERIALS IN HABITABLE SPACECRAFT AREAS
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PROBLEMSIN FIRE PREVENTIONFOR SPACECRAFT
MANY COMMON ITEMS, PARTICULARLYCOMMERCIALINSTRUMENTS AND
PERSONAL USE ITEMS, CANNOTPASS THE FLAMMABILITYTEST. THESE
ARE PERMITrED ONBOARD SPACECRAFT WHEN CONTROLLED THROUGH
ISOLATION, STORAGE PROTECTION,OR BARRIERS. NEVERTHELESS
. CONFIGURATION CHANGES MAY OCCUR DURING MISSIONS
- FOAM MATERIALS, VELCRO PATCHES, ETC., POSE SPECIAL FLAMMA-
BILITY PROBLEMS(SMOLDERING,PARTICLE EXPULSION)
MATERIAL FIRE H_ARDS MAY INCREASEIN THE FUTURE FOR FREEDOM
- GREATER-VARI_ OF COMMERCIAL AND TEST MATERIALS
. HIGHER PROBABILITY OF EXPOSURETO IGNITION "INCIDENTS"
. CHANGES AND RELAXATIONOF SAFETY ATtiTUDES (LONG MISSIONS)
CURRENT UNDERSTANDINGOF MICROGRAVITYCOMBUSTION QUESTIONS
THE RELEVANCEOF NORMAL-GRAVITY-TESTACCEPTANCE STANDARDSTO
LOW-GRAVIW FLAMMABILITYBEHAVIOR
CURRENT PRACTICES IN FIRE DETECTION FOR SPACECRAFT
S-_UTTLE !S EQuppED WRH NINE STATE-O_-THE,ART IONIZATION
SMOKE DETECTORS (CARGO-BAY LABORATORIES HAVE SIX OR
MORE ADDITIONAL DETECTORS)
SHUTrLE DETECTORS HAVE INTERNAL FANS FOR PARTICLE SEPA-
RATION (DUST PARTICLE BYPASS OF IONIZATION CHAMBER) AND
FOR ADEQUATE ATMOSPHERICSAMPLING
SHUTI'LE DETECTORS_AREMONITORED TO MEASURE PARTICLE
CONCENTRATION AND TO ALARM AT PRESETCONCENTRATIONS
HS9-5
FIRE DETECTION IN THE SHUTTLE
I ONl ZAT] ON-TYPE
SNOKEDETECTOR
PROBLEMS IN FIRE DETECTION FoR SPACECRAFT
• THE EFFECTIVENESS OF STANDARD SENSORS IN RESPONDING TO THE
UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROG_RAVITYFIRES IS UNCERTAIN
- SMOKE AND AEROSOL PARTICLE SIZE, SIZE DISTRIBI_O--IN,AND
DENSITY ARE UNKNOWN k,
- MICROGRAVIW FLAMES ARE STEADY (FLICKER CIRCUITS DO NOT
IDENTIFY THESE FLAMES) ..... = _
- THEHEATANDMASSTRANSPORTOFFIRE"SIGNATURES"TOTHE
k _ SENSORAREDIFFERENT,IN_FLUEHG!N_GBESPON_EMES
• SPECIRC RRE SCENARIOS AND RISK MODELS, NECESSARY TO GUIDE
OPTIMUM SENSOR SPACING AND LOCATION, ARE LACKING
--_ __--_.:,._ _ :_.i _ _ _=_, -_: :_. _-_ ..... _-_ _- ---_
TRADEOFFS FOR OPTIMUM DECISIONS ON SENSmVrrY VS. FALSE ALARMS,
MANUAL VS. AUTOMATED RESPONSES, AND SO FORTH, ARE LACKING
i
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=CURRENT PRACTICES IN FIRE EXTINGUISHMENTFOR SPACECRAFT
SHUTrLE EQUIPPED WITH THREE FIXED AND FOUR PORTABLE STATE.OF.
THE-ART HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
OPERATION OF FIXED EXTINGUISHERFROM PANEL REQUIRES ACTUATION
OF AN "ARM" SWITCH FOLLOWED BY THE "DISCHARGE" SWITCH
NORMAL COMBUSTION PRODUCTS OF CO2 AND WATER ARE REMOVED FROM
THE ATMOSPHERE BY THE PRESENT ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL SYSTEM
OTHER COMBUSTION PRODUCTS, SUCH AS CO, ARE REMOVABLE,IN TRACE
QUANTITIES ONLY, BY AN ACTIVATED CARBONFILTER
MISSION WOULD BE TERMINATED AFTER EXTINGUISHERDISCHARGE FOR
SUBSEQUENT GROUND CLEANUP
FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT IN THE SHUTTLE
HS9-7
PROBLEMS IN FIRE EXTINGUISHMENTFOR SPACECRAFT.
• LIMITED SELECTION OF USEFUL EXTINGUISHINGAGENTS FOR SPACE
- NONGASEOUS OR MIXE_PHASE (FOAM) TYPES NOT SUITABLE
- REMOVAL OF AGENT AND PRODUCTS FROM CLOSED ENVIRONMENTIS
A CRI_CAL CONCERN_
• HALON 1301 AND SIMILAR HALOCARBONSARE TO BE PHASEDOUT OF USE
IN NEXTDECADE BY INTERNATIONALAGREEMENTS - : _
• EFFECTIVENESSOF AGENT DISPERSAL AND DELIVERY MODE UNDER THE
DIFFERING MASS AND HEAT TRANSPORT RATES IN MICROGRAVITYHAVE
L _
YET TO BE DEMONSTRATED ....
FOR THE PERMANENTORBITAL MISSIONSOF FREEDOM,UNKNOWN LON_
TERM TOXIC AND CORROSIVE EFFECTS OF AGENT AND PRODUCT RESIDUES
ARE A CONCERN
i
II
l
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND DEMONSTRATIONSOF
MICROGRAV_Y FIRE BEHAVIOR RELEVANTTO FIRE SAFETY
IN SPACE SKYLAB 1974
SHUTTLE SSCE (STS 41, 40) 1990, 1991
PARABOLIC AIRPLANE FLIGHTS KIMZEY 1966
NASA LEWIS, ESA CURRENT
FREE-FALL DROP TOWERS NASA LEWIS 5.2 SEC:
WIRE INSULA_ON
SOUD SAMPLES
NASA LE_S 2.2 SEC:
SOUD SAMPLES
PARTICLE CLOUDS
PREMIXED GASES
VARIOUS UNIVERSITY
(1.0 TO 1.4 SEC):
DROPLETS, AEROSOLS
1971
1974 TO CURRENT
1970 TO CURRENT
1979 TO 1990
1980 TO CURRENT
CURRENT
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SOLID SURFACE C(_USTION EXPERIMENT
SSCE FLIGIIT TEST MATRIX
TEST FUEL OXYGEN CONTENT" CHAMBER MISSION
NUMBER (% by Volume) PRESSURE
1 PAPER 50 1.5 ATM STS-41
2 PAI'ER 50 1.0 ATM SLS-1
3 PAPER 50 2.0 ATM STS-43
4 PAPER 35 1.5 ATM USML-1
5 PAPER 35 1.0 ATM STS-49?
6 PMMA 70 1.0 ATM TBD
7 PMMA 50 1.0 ATM TBD
8 PMMA 50 2.0 ATM TBD
* Balance Nitrogen
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ORIG/NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NARROW FLAME
LENGTHENED BY
BUOYANT FLOW--"
FLICKERING,
BRIGIIT
YELLOW J"'
FLAME -J
COMPARISON OF FLAMES ON THIN SOLID SURFACES
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•,------.-I_ I
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(PAPER, FOR EXAMPLE)
.1_fL_ WIDTH OF i
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DIRECTION OF
BUOYANT FLOWS
_SItORT
I/-'PYROLYSIS
' -- ZONE
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L_ING EDE -/"
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DIRECTION
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SPACE STATION FREEDOMFIRE PROTECTION
MAJOR ISSUES
• THE COMPLEX CONFIGURATION,VARIED CREW ACTIVITIES,AND SCIENTIFIC
AND COMMERCIALOPERATIONS MAY PROVIDEADDITIONAL FIREHAZARDS.
THE LONG-TERM, PERMANENT ORBITAL MISSION INCREASESTHE PROBA-
BILITYOF FIRE "EVENTS" TO NEAR UNITY.
• THE INITIAL ASSEMBLY PERIOD POSES PARTICULARCONCERNS
- NO MEANS OF REMOTE MODULE ISOLATIONOR FIRE CONTROL TO
COMBAT FIRE EVENTS DURING INTERIM UNATTENDEDTIMES
. INCREASED MATERIAL FLAMMABIUTY IN HIGHER.O=-CONCENTRATION
ATMOSPHERES(REQUIRED FOR EXTRAVEHICULARACTIVITIES)
• _THEDEPENDENCIESAND TRADE-OFFS BETWEENMANUAL AND AUTOMATED
FIRE PROTECTION ARE UNRESOLVED. THE AUTOMATED DATA MANAGE-
MENT SYSTEM MAY FAiL DURING A FIRE, FOR EXAMPLE.
• THE APPUCATION OF THE LIMITED KNOWLEDGEOF LOW-GRAVITY FIRE
BEHAVIORTOWARD PRACTICAL FIRE.PROTECTIONHARDWARE AND OPERA-
TIONS FOR SPACE IS STILL IN A VERY EARLY STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
• SEVERE DESIGN CONSTRAINTS ON POWER, MASS, AND VOLUME DEMAND
SIMPLE YET HIGHLY EFFICIENT DETECTION-SUPPRESSIONSYSTEMS
DETAILED SCOPE OF PROJECTS FOR
SPACECRAFT FIRE SAFETY
OAET PRIORITY PROJECTS UNDERLINED; AUGMENTED DOUBLE UNDERLINED
R & D ON FIRE-DETECTION COMPONENTS AND SUBSYSTEMS
- VENTILATION MODELING FOR EFFECTIVE SENSOR PLACEMENT
- LOW-GRAVITY FIRE "SIGNATURES" AND SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
- CENTRALIZED DETECTION SYSTEMS AND INFORMATION PROCESSING
R & D ON FIRE-SUPPRESSION COMPONENTS AND SUBSYSTEMS
- EVALUATION AND TESTING OF EXTINGUISHING AGENTS
- DELIVERY SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT OF RISK ASSESSMENT METHODS. DECISION ANALYSES=
EXPERT SYSTEMS. AND AUTOMATION
R & D ON POST-FIRE CLEANUP TECHNOLOGY
- IDENTIFICATION OF LOW-GRAVITY COMBUSTION/EXTINGUISHMENT
BYPRODUCTS
. I_FFECTIVE_ CONTINIJOIR ATM(3RPHERIC MONITOBI_CHNII3UES
- HIGH-CAPACITY. EMEBGENCY ATMOSPHERIC CLEAN_JP__TECHNIQUES
_PACE EXPERIMENTS TO TEST AND VERIFY SELECTED TECHNIQUES
HS9-11
ORGANIZATIONOF FIRE-SAFETYPROGRAM
BASELINE PRIORITY
RISK-BASED FIRE-SAFETY STUDY (IN
PROGRESS WITH UCLA)
FLAME CHARACTERISTICS AND "SIGNA-
TURES" FOR DETECTION IN SPACE
-_ _] ..... !- '_. ! i .
FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT METHODS FOR
THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
LOW-GRAVITY MATERIAL FLAMMABIUTY
ASSESSMENT (WITH CODE Q)
DEVELOPMENT OF PROBABIUSTIC RISK
ASSESSMENTS MODELS FOR FREEDOM
AND ,_Dv_14c_DsP ACE(_RAFT
DEVELOPMENT OF DETECTIONSYSTEMS
ANDI_OGIC_POR FREETDOMAND
ADVANCED SPACECRAFT
. __;_ :_2_ _ ___ .....
DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE EXTINGUISHING,
DISPERSAL, AND CLEANUP SYSTEMS
FOR FREEDOM AND ADVANCED SPACE-
CRAFT
CONTINUOUS MONITORING TECHNIQUES
FOR ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL AND
EARLY WARNING
RELATIONSHIP OF OAET FIRE-SAFETY ELEMENTS
R & T BASE SPACE PLATFORMS
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
I RISK AiA.LYSES _-_ UCLA
T l"
NIST JSC & MSFC
, DATABANK
POST-FIRE JCLEANUP
OSSA
(BASIC SCIENCE)
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SCHEDULE AND PRODUCTS
MATERIALFLAMMABILITYCORRELATIONS
FLAMMABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
SMOLDERING,ENRICHED0=ATM
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
QUANTITATIVERISKASSESSMENTS
FIRE-SAFETYDEMONSTRATIONSON SHUTTLE
FIRE DETECTION-SUPPRESSION
FUGNT EXPERIMENTON FREEDOM
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SUMMARY
..... L I Will I I im I I l
P_@IE_T S'U'_'_'US CURRENT SPACECRAFT FIRE-SAFETY PRACTICES,
BASED MAINLY ON SKILLED APPLICATIONS OF GROUND AND AIRCRAFT
TECHNIQUES, ARE CONSIDERED ADEQUATE
0_[E8- FOR FUTURE SPACECRAFT AND MISSIONS, HOWEVER,
ADVANCES IN FIRE-SAFETY STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY ARE
ESSENTIAL
- THE GROWING BODY OF KNOWLEDGE OF MICROGRAVITY COMBUSTION
SCIENCE OFFERS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPROVED AND MORE
EFFICIENT FIRE-SAFETY TECHNIQUES
- THE COMPLEX, PERMANENT ORBITAL OPERATIONS OF FREEDOM
IMPOSE NEW DEMANDS ON FIRE SAFETY AND INCREASE THE
PROBABILITY OF FIRE INCIDENTS
- NEW INFORMATION IS NEEDED ON THE APPLICATION OF MICROGRAVITY
COMBUSTION SCIENCE AND QUANTITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENTS TO
PRACTICAL CONCEPTS OF FIRE SAFETY
(_(E_IEiFOT@ RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY IN SPACECRAFT FIRE SAFETY
PROMISE REDUCED RISK FACTORS AND IMPROVED FLEXIBILITY AND
EFFICIENCY IN SPACECRAFT TECHNIQUES TO PROMOTE GREATER
MISSION SAFETY AND ENCOURAGE BETTER UTILIZATION OF FUTURE
SPACECRAFT
HS9-13
=• PROGRAMMATIC
SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM - SPACE STATIONS
..... _-::: _;_ :_____ _ :'_ : _ . |
TI I I I| _
• 1995 ESTABMSH MICROGRAVITY TO NORMAL-GRAVffY
TO DEVELOP, VERIFY, AND DEMONSTRATE IN SPACE
FLIGHT, EFFICIENT FIRE DETECTION AND SUPPRESSION
HARDWARE/'TECHNIOUES FOR ADVANCED SPACECRAFT
• TECHNICAL
TO ADVANCE THE KNOWLEDGE OF SPACECRAFT FIRE
SAFETY THROUGH RESEARCH ON QUANTITATIVE RISK
ASSESSMENTS AND MICROGRAVITY FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
• • J
• 1993 $2.0M
• 1994 $3.2M
• 1995 $S.1 M
• lg96 $5.8 U
• 1997 $5.6 M
• 1998 $5.2 M
• 1999 $3.4 M
• 2ooo. $1.7u
MATERIAL FLAMMABIL/TY CORRELATIONS
1995 COMPLETE SCALE-MODEL, GROUND-BASED Id0CRO-
GRAVITY FIRE CHARACTERISTICS EXPERIMENTS
1996 ESTABLISH GUANTn'AI'TVE RISK ASSESSMENTS
FoRRR=s_
1998 COMPLETESltUTTLE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM
=
2000 INITIATE FIR E DETEC'I_I_.SUPPRF_
EXPERIMENTS ON FR£BOOM
I • _II • II
• LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
:" _: ___.::_ ..................
• MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
• JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
- :::. :
Ill
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MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
Johnson Space _ntsr, Houslon, Texas
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Prelmnter: Dlle:
Bruce McKinley, PhD June 26, 1991
MEDICAL SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY
FOR REMOTE HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
(INFORMATION FOR SPACE SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY
COMMITTEE, INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN, HUMAN
SUPPORT PROGRAM; RP/M. L. EVANICH, COORDINATOR)
MEDICAL SCIENCES DIVISION
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
JUNE 26, 1991
NASA-JSC
-- TTIr ............................ Johmmn Space Cen_rT _ HouJlon, Texn
MEDICAL SUPPORT JPr=.nte,: JD-,*:
TECHNOLOGY JBruce McKinley, PhD J June 26, 1991
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS:
Health care systems for on-site use by exploration crews:
Medical care system
i Health monitoring countermeasures systemand
Environmental monitoring and countermeasures system
Components based on known, state of the art technologies
"Infrastructure:" dedicated work volume(s), utilities connections, information
communication, management and display (local and remote)
HS10-1 NASA-JSC
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
Johnlon ,%mice C4nWro H(_on, TezeJ
,,,, ,,i
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Prlainllr: Dale:
Bruce McKinley, PhD J_Jne26, 1991
11
OBJECTIVES:
Technology development program:
• interaction with universities, laboratories, commercial industries
• coordination of design, fabrication, test and assessment
• functional, space rated devices, systems
• systems and (medical) operations development
Development of component technologies for health care systems:
Medical diagnostics and monitoring technology
Integrated medical care technology
Telemedicine technology
i Health care technologyJnformatics
Pharmaceuticals, IV fluids and administration technology
• Countermeasures technology and protocols
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
i
NASA-aS¢
MEDICAL OPERATIONS 8RANCH
Pnlllnllr: I Dell:Bruce McKinley, PhD June 26, 1991
BENEFITS:
• Proof of concepts essential for lunar, Mars exploration missions.
• Focused development of health care methods to minimize payload,
operational volume, crew time requirements.
• Development of common technologies, devices: production cost, volume,
mass savings; training, operations simplicity; potential application to other
space systems, e.g. E:A biomedical monitors.
• Accurate specification of equipment, supplies, work volume.
• Potential for development of modular health care systems for mission elements,
program phases.
• Development of operations protocols with prototype hardware and user environment.
• NASA leadership in systems engineering applied to medical technology.
• Recognition, support of U.S., international medical communities.
t, ' .... NASA-JSC
HS10-2
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MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
Johnson SDIC• C.enler, Houston, TexJs
[Bruce McKinley, PhDJ June 26, 1991
ORGANIZATION OF (PROPOSED) TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM:
• Health care systems concept design, test coordination, requirements:
SD/Medical Sciences Division
• Device (HW, SW) development:
university, industry contracts; selected inhouse development projects
• Medical care system:
SD2/Medical Operations Branch
• Health monitoring and countermeasures system:
SD5/Space Biomedical Research Institute
• Environmental monitoring and countermeasures system:
SD4/Biomedical Operations Research Branch
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
NA_,JS¢
Johnson ,_1¢8 Center, Houslon, To]ca==
I MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Presenter:. DeW:
PhD lJBruce McKinley, June 26, 1991
PROPOSED TOPICS/STATE OF THE ART:
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS, MONITORING TECHNOLOGY (593-xx-01):
• Laboratory diagnostics: chemical, hematological, microbiological analysis of
discrete sample using compact, easy to use, reliable instrumentation (preferably
one integrated system).
• Imaging diagnostics: planar xray, computer assisted tomography, (digital)
ultrasound, and/or magnetic resonance instrumentation for use at patient bedside
(compact, safe, easy to use).
• Physiologic monitor: non-, minimally-invasive continuous monitors of ECG, blood
pressure, cardiac output, oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, and
metabolic rates, blood oxygen saturation.
NASA-JSC
HSLO-3
Johnlo_ Sl_lc• Clnltr, Houston, Texas
PROPOSED TOPICS/STATE OF THE ART (cont'd.):
INTEGRATED MEDICAL CARE TECHNOLOGY (593-xx-02):
Single patient care unit, to include: patient support surface; utilities
connections/portable sources (electrical power, oxygen/air, vacuum, water);
biological fluid handling system; electronic data transfer, storage, management,
display system; pharmaceuticals, supplies storage system; fluid formulation,
administration system; ventilatory support system.
• System engineering and technology for: rescue, resuscitation, (local) patient
transport; emergency surgery and critical care; long term patient care and
management; long distance transport; hyperbaric treatment.
• Determination of patient care work volume(s).
• Development of treatment protocols.
I
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
i i
IIEL,_ -JSC
I
MEDICAL OPERATIOiS BRANCH
Preslnf4¢: Dill:
Bruce McKinley, PhD June 26, 1991
PROPOSED TOPICS/STATE OF THE ART (cont'd.):
TELEMEDICINE TECHNOLOGY AND DEMONSTRATION (593-xx-03):
• Identification of technologies to provide telemedicine between two or more
remote locations.
• Assembly of two-way text, voice, image communication system, based on
preliminary lunar outpost req.uirements. (remote data access, macro#micro-
scopic image transmission, image processing; medical, environmental data)
• Use in patient care in space-relevant, remote analog environment in
communication with university medical center providing level 1 trauma care.
' HS 10-4 NASA-JSC
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MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
Johnlon Splce Cenler, Houston, T•xal
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Proxnler: Dale:
iBruce McKinley, PhO June 26, 1991
PROPOSED TOPICS/STATE OF THE ART (cont'd.):
HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS TECHNOLOGY(593-xx-04):
• Integrated health care informatics (automated data acquisition and
management) system to provide:
- Occupational medical care (environmental health monitoring and hazard
response protocols)
- Preventive medical care (physical health monitoring and maintenance
recommendations)
- Clinical medical care (definitive diagnosis and decision support; protocols
for treatment)
• Development of common technologies:
- Informatics systems for environment, health, medical data
- Exercise and EVA biomedical monitor instrumentation and data interfaces
- Data communication protocols
• Development system, mockup and trainer systems.
NAgA-a_
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
i
............. Johnson S_ Center, ]l, tou_u*on, Taxi*,
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Premmter: I Dale:
Bruce McKinley, PhDI June 26, 1991
I
PROPOSED TOPICS/STATE OF THE ART (cont'd.):
PHARMACEUTICALS, IV FLUIDS AND ADMINISTRATION (593-xx-05):
• Space (NASA) pharmacopeia development.
• Packaging, storage system development.
• Investigation of pharmacokinetics; determination of drug dose,
administration technology.
• Development of on-site IV fluid production, administration system.
• Development of blood, blood component replacement technology for space use.
• Development of nutritional support technology.
° Space human use approval of drugs and formulation, administration devices.
HS10-5 ' #
NASA-JSC
Johnt_n Spice Center, _uston. Texls
(_ TECHNOLOGY Bruce McKinley, PhD 1 June 26, 1991
PROPOSED TOPICS/STATE OF THE ART (cont'd.):
COUNTERMEASURES TECHNOLOGY AND PROTOCOLS (593-xx-06):
• Design, development, test of exercise technologies and protocols to prevent
or accelerate adaptation to space environment(s).
• Design, development, test of psychological support methods for individuals
and groups, e.g. chronobiologic adaptation, private communication.
• Identification, development, test, approval of pharmacologic countermeasures,
e.g. radioprotectants, bone deposition, muscle growth agents.
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
NA, S_I_,IS¢
John_ _ _T Hou_on, Texas
-,q
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
P_M: I _:
Bruce McKinley, PhD [ June 26, 1991
PROPOSED TOPICS/STATE OF THE ART (cont'd.):
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING TECHNOLOGY (593-xx-'07):
• Identification of technologies to provide environmental monitoring within
closed habitats, esp. unknown or unspecified materials.
• Design, development, test of instrumentation, sensor, sampling systems.
• Design, development, test of microscopic imaging system, with capability
for teleoperation.
HS10-6
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MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
Johnson Space Cenler, Houston, Texas
. .CAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
i P_;;_''°" I o,t.:
IBruceMcKinley, PhDI June 26, 1991
BASELINE PROGRAM/MILESTONES:
(Note: Dates indicate completion; technology development should start FY92.)
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS, MONITORING TECHNOLOGY (593-xx-01):
Identification of participants 10/93
Redesign of SSF HMF experimental systems, or restart 10/94
Clinical trial: chemistry 6/95
phys!ologic monitor 6/95
imaging 10/95
Redesign, miniaturize for lunar outpost habitat 10/96
Clinical trials, integration 10/98
i
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
NASA-,ISC
._..,.,. _ _., .,,,,==..T....
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Pnmenter:. Debl:
Bruce McKinley, PhD June 26, 1991
BASELINE PROGRAM/MILESTONES (cont'd.):
INTEGRATED MEDICAL CARE TECHNOLOGY (593-xx-02):
Design of integrated system 10/94
Biological fluid handling 10/95
Utility specifications; display technology 10/95
Work volume specification 10/96
Inventory, supply logistics 10/96
Treatment protocols 10/98
HS10-7
NASA-JSC
MEDICAL SUPP_I -_T
TECHNOLOG "
Johnson Space C4nte,, Houston, Texls
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Ptellenlet': i Dale:
Bruce McKinley, PhDI June 26, 1991
I
BASELINE PROGRAM/MILESTONES (cont'd.):
TELEMEDICINE TECHNOLOGY AND DEMONSTRATION (593-xx-03):
Identification of technologies, participants 10/93
Specification, set up experimental system 1/94
Guidelines and protocols (selected discipline) 10/95
Guidelines and protocols (selected disciplines) 10/97
Field system design, set up 10/97
Design of lunar outpost system 10/98
N/kSA
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
NASA-,m¢
J MEDICAL OPERATIOiS BRANCH
PnmentM: Date:
Bruce McKinley, PhO J_ne 26, 1991
BASELINE PROGRAM/MILESTONES (cont'd.):
HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS TECHNOLOGY(593-xx-04):
Concept design 10/94
Integrated informatics system:
medical care subsystem
crew member health status subsystem
environmental health monitoring subsystem
10/95
10/96
10/97
Biomedical monitor system (medical, health, EVA application):
experimental system (ECG, VO2, VCO2, MR, 02 sat) 10/95
test and redesign 10/98
Treatment protocols 10/98
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MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
John_lon Spsce Cenler, HouMon, Texe$
i i II
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
PreSenler: Olte:
i Bruce McKinley, PhD June 26, 1991
BASELINE PROGRAM/MILESTONES (cont'd.):
PHARMACEUTICALS, IV FLUIDS AND ADMINISTRATION (593-xx-05):
Space pharmacopeia
ID commercial suppliers, participants
Storage system, shelf life
Pharmacokinetics, administration technology
IV fluid production, administration technology
Blood, blood component replacement
Nutritional support technology
Space human use approval
10/94
1O/96
10/96
10/97
10/97
10/97
10/97
10/98
_..JS¢
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
i i
Johrmon Space Cenmr, Hou_cm, Tom
I
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
' Ph'D I '
PmNnler: Date:
Bruce McKinley, June 26, 1991
BASELINE PROGRAM/MILESTONES (cont'd.):
COUNTERMEASURES TECHNOLOGY AND PROTOCOLS (593-xx-06):
Analysis of operational health concerns 10/94
Design of-exercise countermeasures for:
reduced muscle strength, endurance
decreased aerobic capacity, anaerobic endurance
Design, test of chronobiologic modes and schedules
Identification, test of pharmacologic countermeasures
10/95
10/96 _
10/96
10/97
, , HS10-9 ' " - NASA-JSC
IMEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
Johnson Space C4nter, Houston, Texms
MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Prelmnler: Dote:
Bruce McKinley, PhD June 26, 1991
BASELINE PROGRAM/MILESTONES (cont'd.):
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING TECHNOLOGY (593-xx-07):
Preliminary requirements; identification of technologies 10/93
Design of monitoring instrumentation, sensor, sampling
systems; design of microscopic Imaging system 10/95
Fabrication, test; redesign for lunar habitat 10/98
_111 II
MEDICAL SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY
II/JI.SA-JSC
Joh.lo. _ cenw. Ho..do.,Tex--.,
I MEDICAL OPERATIONS BRANCH
Bruce McKinley, PhD I June 26, 1991
I
PRELIMINARY FUNDING ESTIMATES:
FY
Medical diagnostics, monitoring (593-xx-01)
Integrated medical care (593-xx-02)
Telemedicine (593-xx-03)
Health care informatics (593-xx-04)
Pharm, IV fluids, admin (593-xx-05)
Countermeasures (593-xx-06)
Environmental monitoring (593-xx-07)
Total
HSIO-ln
$M
93 94 95 96 97
0.6 0.6 0.2 1.0 0.25
0.1 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.75
0.1 0.2 0.25 0.5 0.75
0.1 0.35 0.65 0.7 0.8
0.23 0.55 1.0 1.15 1.8
0.15 0.25 0.3 0.6 0.9
0.1 0.25 0.3 0.45 0.75
1.38 2.50 3.10 5.00 6.00
NASA-JSC
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ADVANCED LIFE SCIENCES PROJECT DIVISION
REFRIGERATION •
TECHNOLOGY P"'_'_ o,,.:W. HANBY 2/5JUNE gl
,= i l
OBJECTIVES
• PROGRAMMATIC
IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEDED IN REFRIGERATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE AREAS OF
RELIABILITY, SAFETY, ENERGY EFFFICIENCY, WEIGHT, AND ACOUSTIC NOISE
EMISSION.
• TECHNICAL
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF REFRIGERATION
EQUIPMENT FOR THE SHUTTLE AND SPACELAB HIGHLIGHT A NEED FOR
IMPROVEMENTS IN REFRIGERATION TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE PLATFORMS.
• I II I • II I I •
,, , _ _ c_o,, Ho,_=, lex=
r ..__W ADVANCED I LIFE SCIENCES PROJECT OIVISION l
/ _J_X_IIB REFRIGERATION .... -!
TECHNOLOGY Dale: 26 JUNE91 [
/ BENEFITS TO SPACE TECHNOLOGY /
• SPACE PLATFORMS
HUMAN SYSTEMS SUPPORT WILL BE PROVIDED IN THE AREA OF HEALTH
MAINTENANCE FACILITIES FOR COOLING/FREEZING BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES. THE SAME
TECHNOLOGY CAN BE USED FOR REFRIGERATION OF PREPARED FOOD AND
BEVERAGES IN THE FOOD PREPARATION AREAS,
• SPACE SCIENCE
THE REFRIGERATION TECHNOLOGY DEVELPED MIGHT ALSO MEET THE NEEDS OF
OBSERVATORY SYSTEMS FOR DETECTOR OR OPTICAL SYSTEM COOLING.
• EXPLORATION
HUMAN SUPPORT AND SURFACE OPERATIONS ARE GOING TO REQUIRE SIMILAR
SUPPORT FOR REFRIGERATION OF FOOD AND HEALTH MAINTENANCE.
..... , HS11-1 • '
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
RS/SPACE TECHNOLOGY
(ADMINISTRATIVE DII_ECTION AND FUNDING)
T
SPACE PLATFORMS
THRUST GROUP
(I"ECHNICA1 DIR ECTION)
IC/TECHNOLOGY AND
COMMERCIAL PROJECTS
OFFICE
(JSC OAET RTOt COORDINATION)
f
SE/LIFE SCIENCES PROJECT DIVISION
(SELECT TECHNOLOGY, MONITOR PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLY, TEST
PROTOTYPE, COOR_)INATE DSO PROJECT)
f
CONTRACTOR/UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY
(DESIGN AND FABRICATION)
III
_ ._.,, .,_n i T°_=
f AovANcEo I I
/ _ REFRIGERATION .........
TECHNOLOGY
STATE OF THE ART
• THE STATE OF THE ART IN REFRIGERATION IS CURRENTLY
DEVELOPING IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS. LSPD WILL
PERFORM A SIX MONTH SURVEY OF THOSE DISCIPLINES
AND DEVELOP A NEW REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER TO FLY ON THE
SHU'I'FLE AS A DSO. THE TECHNOLOGIES WE PLAN TO EVALUATE
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
THERMOACOUSTICREFRIGERATOR
SCROLLCOMPRESSOR
GIFFORDMCMAHONREFRIGERATOR
RESONANTACOUSTICREFRIGERATOR
ROTARTYRECIPROCATINGREFRIGERATOR
STIRLINGCOMPRESSOR
THERMOELECTRICCOOLERS
NON-TOXICREFRIGERANTS
I I I
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REFRIGERATION D=,:
TECHNOLOGY Presenter:, W. HANBY 2tlJUNE91
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RELATIONSHIP AMONG ELEMENTS
• RS/SPACE TECHNOLOGY
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTION AND FUNDING OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
• SPACE PLATFORMS THRUST GROUP
TECHNICAL DIRECTION AND PROGRAM COORDINATION BETWEEN RS AND JSC
, IC/TECHNOLOGY AND COMMERCIAL PROJECTS OFFICE
PROGRAM MONITOR AND RTOP COORDINATION BETWEEN RS AND SE
• SE/LIFE SCIENCES PROJECT DIVISION
EVALUATE TECHNOLOGIES, DEVELOP AND TEST PROTOTYPE, MONITOR FABRICATION
OF DSO REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER, COORDINATE SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF DSO
• CONTRACTOR/UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY
DESIGN AND FABRICATE PROTOTYPE AND DSO.
BASELINE PROGRAM
, THIS PROGRAM IS A NEW START
AUGMENTED PROGRAM MILESTONES/PRODUCTS
• REFRIGERATION TECHNOLOGY SURVEY REPORT
• DEVELOP PROTOTYPE REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER
• FABRICATE DSO REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER
• COORDINATE DSO FLIGHT
• ANALYZE AND REPORT THE RESULTS OF THE DSO FLIGHT
I I II I
HSll-3
PRIOROITIES
• HIGHEST TO LOWEST
- SURVEY STATE OF THE ART IN REFRIGERATION TECHNOLOGY
- SELECT THE OPTIMUM TECHNOLOGY TO MEET THE FORECAST REFRIGERATJON
REQUIREMENTS
- PROTOTYPE A REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER USING THE TARGET TECHNOLOGY
- BUILD OR CONVERT THE PROTOTYPE TO A DSO REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER
- COORDINATE A FLIGHT EVALUATION OF THE DSO
- EVALUATE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE DSO FOR USE OF THE TECHNOLOGY IN
FUTURE APPLICAITIONS
, _ st=' _"i "=P"., _.x=
/ _ REFRIGERATION I p_,._ , o=._ !
/ _ TECH.OLOaV I wE.. !, "_'" !
RESOURCES($M)
TASKS 1992 1993 1994
SURVEY
ANALYSIS & REPORT
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
PROTOTYPE TESTING
DSO DEVELOPMENT
DSO TESTING
DSO FLIGHT,
DSO ANALYSIS
DSO REPORT
TOTALS
.3
.3
,6
0,3
0.2
1.5
0.1
2.1
.1
.3
,2
.1
.1
.8
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ISSUES
. PROGRAMMATIC
COST VS. RELIABILITY (REDUNDANCY & PROVEN TECHNOLOGY)
TIME VS. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
SAFETY (REFRIGERANT TOXICITY)
RELIABILITY PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING REFRIGERATOR/FREEZERS
ACOUSTIC NOISE VS. WAIVERS
• TECHNICAL
CURRENT REFRIGERANT TOXICITY
CURRENT REFRIGERATOR NOISE PROBLEMS
ZERO G PERFORMANCE
COMPRESSOR VS, THERMOELECTRIC VS. ACOUSTIC VS. SPACE RADIATORS
ROTARY COMPRESSOR VS. RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR
BI-PHASE REFRIGERANT VS. GAS EXPANSION
, = Jol'alson Space C, enler I Houston, Tex_
r ADVANCED I I
] _P---_m REFRIGERATION I • |
/ TECHNOLOGY I P'"'_°_ w.aA,,v ]o=,: _Ju,Eg, |a -- i , ,, I , , I
SUMMARY
• TECHNICAL ISSUES
SIMPLICITY VS. EFFICIENCY
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY VS. STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY
WEIGHT AND VOLUME VS. RELIABILITY,ACOUSTIC NOISE, EFFICIENCY
REFRIGERANT TOXICITY
ZERO G PERFORMANCE
• BENEFITS OF THE TECHNOLOGY
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF REFRIGERATION
EQUIPMENT FOR THE SHUTTLE AND SPACELAB HIGHLIGHT A NEED FOR
IMPROVEMENTS IN REFRIGERATION TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE NASA PROGRAMS IN
ZERO OR PARTIAL GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS. THIS PROGRAM SHOULD IDENTIFY AND
DEVELOP SOLUTIONS TO THOSE PROBLEMS.
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wOFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY (OAET)
INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN FOR CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
i
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY (EVA) SUIT SYSTEM
HQ SPONSOR: DR. JAME=S P. JENKINS / CODE RC
NASA-JSC SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
SSTAC MEETING
JUNE 24-28, 1991
F _.
i
qlm
ALBERT F. BEHREND, JR.
NASA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
CREW AND THERMAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
m
SPACE EXPLORATION
m
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SPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY: HUMANS IN SPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
I
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/CHALLENGES
DEVELOP AND VALIDATE TECHNOLOGIES FOR MOBILE, LIGHTWEIGHT, MULTI-USE
EVA SUITS AND PLSS FOR PLANETARY SURFACE USE.
CONTINUE DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL AND HARDWARE TECHNOLOGIES
NECESSARY TO ENABLE HUMANS TO PERFORM EVA PRODUCTIVELY AND
EFFICIENTLY IN THE HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS OF THE MOON AND MARS.
CONCENTRATE EFFORT IN FOUR TECHNOLOGY AREAS:
• HUMAN REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION, EMPHASIZING HUMAN FACTORS.
• EVA SYSTEMS INTEGRATION, MODELING AND TRADE STUDIES.
• PORTABLE LIFE suPPoRT SUBSYSTEMS TE_H_OLOGY: THERMAL CONTROL
EMPHASiZiNGHEATREJECTION;ATMOSPHERECONTROLSUBSYSTEMS
• SPACE SUIT TECHNOLOGY: EMPHASIZING LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURAL
MATERIALS, DUST PROTECTION TECHNIQUES, AND GLOVE TACTILITY AND
DEXTERITY.
i
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SPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY: HUMANS IN SPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
II
TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS
i
m
,IP
• LIGH_EiGI-IT EMU STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
• ENHANCED SPACE SUIT/GLOVE MOBILITY FEATURES
• LONG-LIFE, DUST CONTAMINATION INSENSiTivE MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
• LOW WEIGHT/VOLUMEPORTABLELIFE SUPPORT SUB-SYSTEMS
• REGENERABLE PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM COMPONENTS
• INCREASED HUMAN PRODUCTIVITY USING ELECTRONIC DATA DISPLAYS
• HIGH FIDELITY ANALYTICAL MODELS CAPABLE OF ADDRESSING ISSUES SUCH AS
RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, MANUFACTURABILITY AND LIFE CYCLE COSTS OF
VARIOUS ADVANCED EMU CONCEPTS'
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INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN (ITP) FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
I
I NASA-JSC
PLANETSURFACE
SYSTEMS OFFICE
B. ROBERTS
FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
LEAD: NASA-ARC
DR. BRUCE WEBBON
I
._ PARTICIPATING: NASA-JSC
J.W. MCBARRON
• M. ROUEN
PSS/SEI EVA SYSTEMS LEAD
• J. KOSMO
SPACE
EXPLORATION
SPACE
PLATFORMS
I
SPACESTATIONS
I
ZER0-GRAVITY
ADV. EMU
&
NASA - HQ IT
CODE RC CODE RS
DR. J. JENKINS DR. J. AMBRUS
I
HUMAN
SUPPORT
EXTRAVEHICULAR
ACTIVITY
SYSTEMS
l I tm
I
I
I
I
I
LEAD: NASA-JSC
J,W. MCBARRON
- M. ROUEN
I
I PARTICIPATING: NASA-ARC IDR. BRUCE WEBBON /J
SPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY: HUMANS IN SPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
STATE-OF-THE-ART ASSESSMENT
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EVA TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED TO DATE HAS BEEN FOCUSED TO SUPPORT ZERO-G
BASED PROGRAMS: (SHUTTLE / SPACE STATION)
CURRENT EVA SYSTEMS ARE NOT SUPPORTIVE OF EXTENDED OPERATIONS ON THE
SURFACE OF THE MOON OR MARS
SYSTEMS TOO HEAVY
DUST CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS
SYSTEMS NOT DESI_GN_I_'I_RPLANETARY SURFACE MOBiCiTY FUNCT, ONS
CURRENT EVA SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL PENALTIES ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR
USE ON PLANETARY SURFACE
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EXPENDABLES RESUPPLY LOGISTICS PROBLEM FOR
LONG-TERM OPERATIONS
SYSTEMS NOT DESIGNED FOR MAINTAINABILITY AT MISSION USE LOCATION
APOLLO - ERA EVA TECHNOLOGY NOT SUITABLE TO SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS:
POINT DESIGN ORIENTED (SHORT MISSION USE LIFE)
TECHNOLOGY OBSOLETE AND NOT EASILY REPRODUCIBLE TODAY (ELECTRONICS,
SUIT JOINT MATERIALS)
SUIT HAD LIMITED MOBILITY CAPABILITY
HS12-3
mSPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY: HUMANS IN SPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
i
F
ACCOMPLISHMENT_ (FY90-91) CONTRIBUTING TO SOA
INITIATED PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS TO STUDY DUST PROTECTION DESIGN
CONCEPTS
CONDUCTED PRELIMINARY SCREENING OF CANDIDATE ABRASION RESISTANT SUIT
MATERIALS
INITIATED DEVELOPMENT OF LIGHTWEIGHT SUIT COMPONENT ELEMENTS
CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED PROCEDURAL AIDS TO INCREASE EVA
PRODUCTIVITY.
• PROTOTYPE HELMET-MOUNTED DISPLAY SYSTEMS (SBIR EFFORTS)
• PROTOTYE ELECTRONIC CUFF CHECKLIST (ECC) TO REPLACE CURRENT
"CARDBOARD" CHECKLIST (UPN 506-71 HUMAN SUPPORT EFFORT):
• BETTER VISIBILITY
• MORE MEMORY : _
• NO "FLIPPING" OF PAGES
. HUMAN-FACTORED DISPLAY FORMAT
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'_S_A_CE ExPLO-RATI_I_OLOGY:_ _UMANS iNSPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
-r T iF f ----I---------
NO OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS BEING CONDUCTED OUTSIDE OF NASA
SPONSORSHIP. -" _ " _ ....
L|MiYED IR&D EFFORI"S BEING PURSUED BY AEROSPACE COMPANIES ON
PLANETARY SURFACE EVA TECHNOLOGY.
MAJORITY OF IR&D EFFORTS DIRECTED TO ORBITAL ZERO-G SHUTTLE /
STATION APPLICATION.
EUROPEAN AGENCIES,-_ :_.._._:::.- ._ --; -_:-_ :_
CONCENTRATING EVA SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
TOWARD NEAR-EARTH ORBITAL APPLICATIONS,
SOVIETS
NO INDICATIONS OF ANY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS BEING
EXPENDED TOWARD PLANETARY SURFACE EVA OPERATIONS.
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SPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY" HUMANS IN SPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
BASELIN[_ PROGRAM
w
MAJOR MILESTONES: (GOALS)
1992 ..... COMPLETE IDENTIFICATION OF LUNAR SURFACE OPS.
REQUIREMENTS (DUST EFFECTS, THERMAL RANGES, MOBILITY,
ETC.)
• 1993 ..... COMPLETE CONCEPTS FOR LUNAR THERMAL MGT.
• 1994 ..... CONDUCT LAB, DEMONSTRATION OF LUNAR PLSS THERMAL
CONTROL
• 1995 ..... CONDUCT LAB. TESTS OF LUNAR EVA SUIT MOBILITY ELEMENTS
• 1996 ..... COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT OF LUNAR SUIT / GLOVES / ELECTRONIC
DISPLAY METHODS
• 1997 ..... COMPLETE TECHNOLOGY FOR EARLY LUNAR EVA OPTION
• 1998 ..... DEMONSTRATE BREADBOARD LUNAR SUIT / PLSS IN SIMULATED
ENVIRONMENT
• 1999 ..... COMPLETE LUNAR SURFACE EVA SUIT SYSTEMS R&T
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SPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY: HUMANS IN SPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
i
TECHNOLOGY PRI_)RITII_8
SYSTEMS STUDIES: CONDUCT SYSTEM LEVEL STUDIES TO DETERMINE:
: : - MISSION/ENVIRONMENT REQUIREMENT DRIVERS
- HUMAN PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES
WORK SYSTEM INTEGRATION TASKS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS: PERFORM ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT TO
DEMONSTRATE:
LOW WEIGHT / VOLUME REGENERABLE SYSTEM COMPONENTS
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE DESIGNS
MINIMIZED SYSTEM WEIGHT / VOLUME EFFICIENT PACKAGING
CONCEPTS
EASE OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR DURING THE MISSION
EVA SUIT/GLOVES: CONTINUED FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS TO
DEMONSTRATE:
- LIGHTWEIGHT SUITCOMPONENT ELEMENTS
DUST PROTECTION DESIGNS AND REMOVAL TECHNIQUES
LONG-TERM DURABILITY AND INCREASED RELIABILITY
OPTIMUM MOBILITY WITH MINIMAL CREWMAN FATIGUE
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SPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY: HUMANS IN SPACE
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEMS
ISSUES
CRITICAL DESIGN ISSUES FACING FUTURE PLANETARY SURFACE EXPLORATION
MANDATES IMMEDIATE EMPHASIS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EVA TECHNOLOGY:
- DESIRED LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY READINESS WILL NOT BE FULLY ACHIEVED
BY NEED DATE
i
SPACE PLATFORMS
HS12-7
SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILI_ UNIT (AEMU)
ii I . i I - II .... i,T, i -
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS / CHALLENGES
DEVELOP ADVANCED ROBUST EMU CAPABLE OF HIGH USE RATES FOR SPACE
STATION FREEDOM OPERATIONAL SUPPORT AND CAPABLE OF PLANNED
EVOLUTION TO SUPPORT TRANS-LUNAR AND TRANS-MARS MISSIONS
IMPLEMENT APPLICABLE TECHNOLOGIES FROM SUIT DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
(MK. III / AX-5) AND REGENERABLE PLSS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES FOR
ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
ELIMINATE PREBREATHE TO REDUCE OPERATIONAL OVERHEAD
ADVANCE GLOVE TECHNOLOGY TO LOWER MANUFACTURING COST WITHOUT
AFFECTING DEXTERITY
DEVELOP LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES THAT PROVIDE HIGH RELIABILITY,
LOW LIFE CYCLE COST AND ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABILITY
- DEVELOP PACKAGING TECHNOLOGIES THAT ALLOW ON-ORBIT
MAINTAINABILITY WITH MINIMUM CREW TIME AND LOGISTICS PENALTIES.
SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS
• HYBRID SPACE SUIT INCORPORATING "LESSONS LEARNED" FROM JOINT JSC / ARC
SUIT DEVELOPMENT TEST PROGRAM (MK III / AX-5 SUITS)
° ELIMINATION OF PREBREATHE TO REDUCE EVA OPERATIONAL OVERHEAD
• ADVANCED GLOVE TECHNOLOGY INCLUDING REDUCED MANUFACTURING COST
• PLSS TECHNQLOG!ES THAT PROVIDE HIGH RELIABILITY, LOW LIFE CYCLE COST
AND ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABILITY
• ADVANCED ELECTRONIC DISPLAY OF MISSION / TASK INFORMATION TO THE EVA
CR=EWP-PEI STO .... . , .
• AUTOMATED SYSTEMS DESIGN APPROACH FOR EMU CHECKOUT AND SERVICING
HS128
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-- INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN (ITP) FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
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NASA-JSC
PLANET SURFACE
SYSTEMS OFFICE
B. ROBERTS
FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
LEAD: NASA-ARC
OR. BRUCEWEBBON
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J.W. MCBARRON
J • M. ROUEN
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_-_ - J, KOSMO
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ACTIVITY
SYSTEMS
IiJ
NASA - HQ
CODE RC CODE RS
DR. J. JENKINS DR. J. AMBRUS
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SPACE 1PLATFORMS
I
SI_ACE
STATIONS
I
ZERO-GRAVITY
ADV EMU
LEAD: NASA-JSC 1
J.W MCBARRON
• M, ROUEN
PART,C,PATING:" SA-A"C1
OR. BRUCE WEBBON J
SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO - GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
v
v
,m
STATE-OF-THI_-ART ASSESSMENT
SHUTTLE EMU OPERATES AT 4.3 PSIA:
, REQUIRES EVA PREBREATHE OF 100% 02 FOR 4 HOURS OR;
• DEPRESS CABIN TO 10.2 PSIA FOR 24 HOURS WITH 40 MINU_
EVA
• OPERATION "R" FACTOR = 1.65 (HIGH BENDS RISK)
SHUTTLE EMU CURRENTLY CERTIFIED FOR 3 EVA'S PER FLIGHT
• TWO PLANNED EVA'S; ONE CONTINGENCY EVA
• DELTA CERTIFICATION IN PROCESS FOR 25 EVAS FOR SSF USE
. .: ,-, ..,,;_
=l_ <5_,' .... ,
)\ = /G"), > E'F? ,:,";'
.c L."?.,/,
SHUTTLE EMU REQUIRES MANUAL SERVICING AND EXPENDABLES RECHARGE AFTER EACH EV_
• ADDS TO HIGH LIFE CYCLE COST DUE TO LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS
SHUTTLE EMU SUIT CURRENTLY HAS LIMITED RESIZING CAPABILITY ON-ORBIT
• ARM AND LEG LENGTH RESIZlNG CAPABILITY BEING DEVELOPED FOR SSF USE
SHUTTLE EMU HAS HIGH LIFE CYCLE COST DUE TO LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS
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SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO -GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
i ....... 1 ....
ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Fy90-91) CONTRIBUTING TO SOA
COMPLETED TESTING AND EVALUATION OF HIGHER OPERATING PRESSURE (8.3
PSI) TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR MODEL SPACE SUITS (MK III/AX-5)
SUCCESSFULLY DEMONSTRATED AND IDENTIFIED KEY MOBILITY AND DESIGN
FEATURES FOR FUTURE ORBITAL SPACE SUIT APPLICATION.
SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
| . I
OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
U.S. GOVERNMENT
NO OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS BEING CONDUCTED OUTSIDE OF NASA
SPONSORSHIP.
L
U.S. INDUSTRY .......
LIMITED / FOCUSED IR&D EFFORTS BEING PURSUED BY AEROSPACE COMPANIES
TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC EVA SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND COMPONENTS.
EUROPEAN _pAC, E AGENCY
• CONTINUE JOINT (MULTI-COUNTRY) DEVELOP_ENT EFFORTS FOR HERMES EVA
SUIT AND EVA GLOVES_ _ ...... __ _i _;__ _ , _ _ _ ;
• OBJECTIVE TO ESTABLISH OWN EVA INFRA-STRUCTURE.
• CLOSELY FOLLOWING MK III 8.3 PSI SUIT TECHNOLOGY SOME FEATURES OF
WHICH REFLECTED IN PROTOTYPEDESk3NA##ROACHES. - "
• DEVELOPING CLOSE TIES TO SOVIET EVA PROGRAM PERSONNEL WHICH ARE
ATFEMPTING TO SELL SOVIET EVA SYSTEM EQUIPMENT FOR HERMES
APPLICATION.
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SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
(CONTINUED)
SOVIETS
• RECENTLY DEMONSTRATED IMPROVED, SECOND GENERATION OF PREVIOUSLY FLOWN
SALUT/MIR EMU DURING IN-FLIGHT EVALUATION OF MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT,
• SOVIETS HAVE SHOWN HIGH INTEREST IN RECENTLY COMPLETED MK.III AND AX-5
COMPARATIVE TEST PROGRAM AND HAVE REQUESTED TEST RESULTS.
• SOVIETS HAVE REVEALED LITTLE OF THEIR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM.
JAPANESE:
• EXPRESSED INTEREST TO LEASE/PROCURE SHUTTLE EMU SUITS FOR USE IN JAPANESE
WATER IMMERSION TEST FACILITY THEY MAY PLAN TO BUILD AND OPERATE IN THE
NEAR FUTURE.
• DEVELOPMENT OF JAPANESE EVA PROGRAM MANAGEMENT INFRA-STRUCTURE TO
SUPPORT THEIR MANNED SPACEFLIGHT PROGRAM IS EXPECTED
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SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
AUGME_TED PROGRAM
AEMU PROGRAM IS NOT FUNDED WITHIN THE CURRENTLY STRUCTURED
PROGRAM WORK PLAN; TO BE FUNDED WITHIN AUGMENTED WORK
PLAN
MAJOR MILESTONE: (GOALS)
• 1993 AEMU TECHNOLOGY BASELINE IDENTIFIED (PDR)
• 1994 - AEMU DETAIL DESIGN COMPLETE (CDR)
• 1995 - MANUF. DRAWINGS/DETAIL SPECS. REVIEW
• 1997 . AEMU PROTOTYPE FABRICATION COMPLETE
• 1999 ' AEMLi_E_NVI_R-O_NMENTALTES'I:iNG=COMPLEI:E ........
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SPACE PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGY: HUMAN SYSTEMS
ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
KEY ACTIVITIES
" .ROeRAMOFFICE"
SPACE STATION
HUMAN SYSTEMS
\ J
FOCUSEI_ R&T
AEMU DEVELOPMENT:
TECHNOLOGY MODEL(S)
AND BREADBOARD TEST
BED DEVELOPMENT,
FABRICATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
J
f
R&T BASE
AEMU UPGRADES
J
AEMU TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP/SCHEDULE
,., 1., l,.s I ,.8 I_.. [,.8 1__1,,,I 2oooi 200,12oo=12,,o31 2004 I 2005
_rECH.UPeRAOES"__ Operations (PMC)
jL [Tech. Dev. for SEI Support
J_
i
I ,_TNW'. i/_
I T._NoA
I Prototype Fabrication , _,
_'ech.ModetDo_
Illll ! I11 ! Iliilll !1 ill !!! I! !1 !1 li ! I !1 IllilllWllIlllllllll !! !1111111
Ir
[ Continuing T ech, Oev. J/_
Provide Options lor planetar/
Surface EMU's
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SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATIONS
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES ....
• DEVELOP ADVANCED, ROBUST EMU CAPABLE OF THE HIGH USE RATES NEEDED
FOR ROUTINE, ORBITAL EVA OPERATIONS:
- SPACE STATION FREEDOM oPERATIONAL SUPPORT
- SUPPORT OF TRANS-LUNAR AND TRANS-MARS MISSIONS
• ORBITAL AEMU PROGRAM IS COMPLEMENTARY TO LUNAR/MARS PLANETARY
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEM PROGRAM.
• COMMON TECHNOLOGIES WiLLBECOORDINATEDAND INTEGRATED THROUGH
JOINT JSCAND ARC PARTI-CTPA_ON ........................
• UNIQUE TECHNOLOGIES WILL BE DEVELOPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH INDIVIDUAL
PROJECT PLANS.
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SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATION
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
FY93 FISCAL AND SUPPORT RESOURCES
(XXX-XX) ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
• NO RTOP / W.B.S. AT THIS TIME; PLANNED FOR FY93
Sho ,_ (MU in C_lmb_ir
I t {:hlm_l_
NASA-JSC
Crew & Thermal Systems
Division
EVA Chamber Test
Laboratories
(Bldg. 7 Complex)
ETA Chlmbeq
:_' Ch6mblr
Sk_Hib MQdtcml I[ipo_lminll
Almua@ Tell (5MEAT)
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C hamller "V"
NASA-JSC
Crew & Thermal Systems
Division
Chamber Testing
Laboratories
(Bldgs. 32/33 Complex)
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SPACE PLATFORMS: SPACE STATION_:_ ._
ZERO-GRAVITY ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
_1 i , , 1 . ,L r II f =
ISSUES
.: ±::::
=
D_vELoPMENT OF AEMU CONTINGENT UPON APPROVAL OF FY93 BUDGET AND
CONTINUATION OF THE SPACE STATION PROGRAM
........ - 2: : ) ":.... _
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Space Exploration
Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology (OAET)
Integrated Technology Plan for Civil Space Program
m
ADVANCED PLSS TECHNOLOGY
HQ Sponsor: Dr. James P. Jenkins/Code RC
NASA-JSC Supporting Activities
SSTAC Meeting
'JUne 24:28, 1991 "
ALBERT F. BEHREND, JR.
NASA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
CREW AND THERMAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
, Space Exploration
SPACE EXPLORATION
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/CHALLENGES
• DEV_EL_O_AND-_vALIDA'F-I=TEC_HN=_LO_I'E_SFOR AS.&FE,
LIGHTWEIGHT, MULTI-USE PLSS FOR PLANETARY SURFACE USE
• DEVELOP LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES THAT PROVIDE HIGH
RELIABILITY, LOW LIFE CYCLE COST, AND ON-ORBIT
MAINTAINABILII"Y _ _
• DEMONSTRATE LOW LIFE CYCLE COST LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGIES FOR CO2, HUMIDITY, AND HEAT REMOVAL
• CONCENTRATE EFFORT IN SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGY AREAS:
- CO2 REMOVAL
- HuMI01TY CONTROL
- THERMAL CONTROL
POWER SYSTEMS
OXYGEN SUPPLY
Space Exploration
TECHNOLOGy BENEFITS
• LOW WEIGHT AND VOLUME PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
FOR HEAT REJECTION AND ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
• REGENERABLE PLSS COMPONENTS- LOW LIFE
CYCLE/LOGISTICS COSTS
• HIGH RELIABILITY PLSS COMPONENTS WHICH ARE ON-ORBIT
MAINTAINABLE
• INCREASED CREW SAFETY FOR PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS
HS13-2
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INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN (ITP) FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAK1
NASA.JSC
PLANET SURFACE
SYSTEMS OFFICE
B. ROBERTS
FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
I SPACEEXPLpRATION
I
HUMAN
SUPPORT
I
I tI
J t
EXTRAV EHICULAR
ACTIVITY
SYSTEMS
CODE RS
DR. J, AMBRU_ ¢
___ NASA - HQ
CODE RC
DR. J. JENKINS
DR. BRUCE WEBBON
tI
I"'RT'C'PAT'NQ:,ASA.JscI f
t J.W. MCBARRON J
I -M. ROUEN I I
IPS_EI EVA SYSTEMS LEAD I
"_ -J, KOSMO I J
SPACE IPLATFORMS
{
SPACE
STATIONS
I
ZERg-GRAVITY
ADV. EMU
I LEAD: NASA.JSC
J.W. MCBARRON
-M. ROUEN
t
t PARTIC_PATING: NASA.ARC
DR. BRUCE WEBBON
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. , J Space Exploration -------
STATE OF THE ART ASSESSMENT
• EVA'TECHI_O[d_ DEVEFOPED TO DATE HAS BEEN FOCUSED TO
SUPPORT ZERO-G BASED PROGRAMS (SHUTTLE/SPACE STATION)
., .....CURRENT EVA SYSTEMS ARENOT SUPPORTIVE OF EXTENDED
" OPERATIONS ON LUNAR OR MARTIAN SURFACES
- SYSTEMS ARE TOO HEAVY
EMU SYSTEM WEIGHTS HAVE INCREASED SINCE APOLLO ERA
" - ........ _ ÷4 . :
SPACE SUIT WEIGHT
PLSS WEIGHT
TOTAL WEIGHT
OPERATING PRESSURE
PLSS EXPENDABLES
SPACE STATION
_P..QJ.LQ SHUTTLE FREEDOM
60 LBS. 110 LBS. -200 LBS
135 LBS. 160 LBS. -450 LB$
195 LBS. 270 LBS. _630 LBS
3.75 PSIA 4.3 PSIA 8.3 PSIA
RESUPPLY RESUPPLY REGENERABLE
HS13-3
.......... Space Exploration
STATE OF THE ART ASSESSMENT (CONT'D)
- LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EXPENDABLES RESUPPLY LOGISTICS
10 LBS WATER AND 1.35 LBS LiOH PER EVA
- SYSTEMS ARE NOT DESIGNED FOR MAINTAINABILITY AT
MISSION USE LOCATION PROBLEM FOR LONG-TERM
OPERATIONS
. SHUTTLE EMU REQUIRES SERVICING AFTER EACH EVA
CURRENT EVA SYSTEMS OPERATIONS PENALTIES ARE NOT
ACCEPTABLE FOR USE ON pLANETARY SURFACES
APOLLO-ERA EVA TECHNOLOGY NOT SUITABLE TO suPPORT
REQUIREMENTS
- POINT DESIGN ORIENTED
- TECHNOLOGY OBSOLETE AND NOT EASILY REPRODUCIBLE
TODAY (ELECTRONICS, PUMPS, MOTORS)
Space Exploration
FY 90-91 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
m
(i
INITIATED EFFORTS FOR LIGHTWEIGHT/REGENERABLE SUIT
COMPONENT ELEMENTS
HYDROGEN VENTING METAL HYDRIDE HEAT SINK :
- EMU SUBCRITICAL LIQUID OXYGEN STORAGE & SUPPLY SYSTEM
VENTING MEMBRANE FOR CO2 AND H20 REMOVAL
RFP's RELEASED APRIL 8, 1991
PROPOSALS RECEIVED FOR EVALUATION JUNE 10, 1991
CONTRACT EXECUTION SEPTEMBER 16, 1991
HS13-4
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Space Explorati_ n
OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
L _
• U.S. GOVERNMENT
NO OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS BEING CONDUCTED OUTSIDE
OF NASA SPONSORSHIP
• U.S. INDUSTRY
LIMITED EFFORTS BEING PURSUED BY AEROSPACE COMPANIES
ON PLANETARY SURFACE EVA TECHNOLOGIES
MAJORITY OF IR&D EFFORTS DIRECTED TO ORBITAL/ZERO-G
SHUT'rLE/STATION
• EUROPEAN AGENCIES
CONCENTRATING ON EVA SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS TOWARD NEAR-EARTH ORBITAL
APPLICATIONS
• SOVIETS
NO INDICATIONS OF ANY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
BEING EXPENDED TOWARD PLANETARY SURFACE EVA
OPERATIONS
......... Space Exploration
BASELINE PROGRAM
• INITIATION OF THREE ADVANCED PLSS TECHNOLOGY CONTRACTS
HYDROGEN VENTING METAL HYDRIDE HEAT SINK
- EMU SUBCRITICAL_-I_/_U_OXYGE=N-S-TORA(3E & SUPPLY SYSTEM
VENTING MEMBRANE FOR CO2 AND H20 REMOVAL
• CONTRACTS IN EVALUATION AS OF JUNE 10, i991
• CONTRACT EXECUTION SEPTEMBER 16, 1991
• CONTRACTS RANGING FROM 19 TO 20 MONTHS WITH MULTI-YEAR
FUNDING PLANNED
• DELIVERY OF BREADBOARD HARDWARE FOR EACH CONTRACT
SCHEDULED FOR FY 93
HS13-5
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TECHNOLOGY PRIORiTIE_$
LOW WEIGHT/VOLUME PL_SSCOMPONENTS
REGENERABLE/LOW EXPENDABLES PLSS COMPOI_-Etq_'rS_
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE COMPONENT DESIGNS
MINIMIZE SYSTEM WEIGHT/VOLUME BY EFFICIENT pAC=_ KAGING
EASE OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR DURING THE MISSION
- , Space Exploration m
ISSUES
CRITICAL DESIGN ISSUES FACING FUTURE PLANETARY SURFACE
EXPLORATION MANDATES IMMEDIATE EMPHASIS IN THE
DEVELOPME_T_OF EVA_CH__ii _.._--__ ......
- DESIRED LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY READINESS WILL NOT BE
FULLY ACHIEVED BY. NEED DATE
HS13-6
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Space Platforms
SPACE-'PLATFORMS
m
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Space Platforms
,,TECHNOLOGY NEED$/(_HALL, ENGES
• DEVELOP AND VALIDATE TECHNOLOGIES FOR A SAFE,
LIGHTWEIGHT, REGENERABLE PLSS FOR SSF USE
• DEVELOP A_NADVANCED, ROBUST EMU CAPABLE OF HIGH USE
RATES NEEDED FOR SPACE STATION FREEDOM OPERATIONAL
SUPPORT
• DEVELOP LIFE SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES THAT PROVIDE HIGH
RELIABILITY, LOW LIFE CYCLE COST, AND ON-ORBIT
MAINTAINABILITY
• DEMONSTRATE LOW LIFE CYCLE COST LIFE SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGIES FOR CO2, HUMIDITY, HEAT REMOVAL, AND POWER
SUPPLY
• DEMONSTRATE HIGH RELIABILITY, LOW VOLUME, LOW
MAINTENANCE FAN TECHNOLOGY
• DEMONSTRATE ELECTRONIC INFORMATION DISPLAYS
TO PROVIDE GREATER ACCESS TO INFORMATION
• DEVELOP AUTOMATED COOLING CONTROL SYSTEM TO PROVIDE
- MORE EFFICIENT USE OF LIMITED COOLING SUPPLY
HS13-7
........ Space Platforms
TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS i
LOW WEIGHT AND VOLUME PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
FOR HEAT REJECTION AND ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
REGENERABLE PLSS COMPONENTS - LOW LIFE
CYCLF-JLOGISTICS COSTS
HIGH RELIABILITY PLSS COMPONENTS WHICH ARE ON-ORBIT
MAINTAINABLE
HANDS-FREE ACCESS TO INFORMATION
__.
REAL-TIME DATA UPDATES TO CREW CHECKLIST INFORMATION
MORE EFFICIENT USE OF PLSS COOLING SUPPLY RESULTING IN
SMALLER SYSTEM
CONCENTRATE EFFORT IN SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGY AREAS:
- CO2 REMOVAL - POWER SYSTEMS
- HUMIDITY CONTROL - OXYGEN 8UPPL_i_ .........
- THERMAL CONTROL - DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS
INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN (ITP) FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
NASA-JSC
PLANET SURFACE
SYSTEMS OFFICE
B. ROBERTS
LEAD: NASA-ARC
DR.BRUCEWEBBON
I
SPACE
EXPLORATION
__jpPARTICIPATING: NASA-JSC
J.W. MCBARRON
- M. ROUEN
SS_SEI EVA SYSTEMS LEAD
• J. KOSMO
1
HUMAN
SUPPORT
1
EXTRAVEHICULAR
ACTIVITY
SYSTEMS
SPACE IPLATFORMS
1
SPACE ISTATIONS
I
l ZERO-GRAVITY ]ADV. EMU
NASA-HQ
CODE RC CODERS
DR.J. JENKINS DR.J. AMBRUS
LEAO: NASA-JSC
J.W, MCBARRON
-M. ROUEN
PARTICIPATING: NASA-ARC
DR, BRUCE WEBBON
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Space Platforms
STATE OF THE ART ASSESSMENT
m
• CURRENT SHUTTLE EVA SYSTEMS WILL SUPPORT SSF
ACTIVITIES WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS
- LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS RESUPPLY LOGISTICS PROBLEM
FOR LONG-TERM, HIGH-FREQUENCY EVA OPERATIONS
10 LBS WATER AND 1.35 LBS LiOH PER EVA
- HIGH LIFE CYCLE COST
- SYSTEMS NOT DESIGNED FOR SIMPLE MAINTAINABILITY
• SHU'I-rLE EMU REQUIRES SERVICING AFTER EACH EVA
• SSF AEMU TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REMOVED FROM SSF
PROGRAM DURING SCRUB ACTIVITIES
SSF AEMU TECHNOLOGIES ARE IN THE PROCESS OF
WINDING DOWN WITH CLOSEOUT FUNDS
Space Platforms --'-'-
FY 90-91 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• CONTINUED TERMINATION EFFORTS FOR PREPROTOTYPE
TECHNOLOGIES
- HCI METAL HYDRIDE HEAT PUMP
- AIRESEARCH METAL OXIDE CO2 AND H20 REMOVER
- AIRESEARCH LOW VOLUME AIR BEARING FAN
- ERGENICS FUEL CELL
• DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATIC COOLING CONTROL SYSTEM
IN-HOUSE TEST PROGRAM
HS13-9
Space Platforms --.----
OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
GOVERNMENT
NO OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS BEING CONDUCTED OUTSIDE OF NASA
SPONSORSHIP.
U.S. INDUSTRY
LIMITED / FOCUSED IR&D EFFORTS BEING PURSUED BY AEROSPACE
COMPANIES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC EVA SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND
COMPONENTS.
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
• CONTINUE JOINT (MULTI-COUNTRY) DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS FOR HERMES
EVA SUIT AND EVA GLOVES .............
• OBJECTIVE TO ESTABLISH OWN EVA INFRA-STRUCTURE.
• CLOSELY FOLLOWING MK III 8°3 PSI SUIT TECHNOLOGY, SOME FEATURES OF
WHICH ARE REFLECTED!N EARLY PROTOTYPE DESIGN APPROACHES.
• DEVELOPING CLOSE TIES TO SOVIET EVA PROGRAM PERSONNEL WHICH
ARE A_EMPTING TO SELL SOVIET EVA SYSTEM EQUIPMENT FOR HERMES
APPLICATION.
Space Platforms
0
OTHER DEVELOPMENT EFFQRTS (CQNT'D)
SOVIETS
• RECENTLY DEMONSTRATED IMPROVED, SECOND GENERATION OF PREVIOUSLY
FLOWN SAL_J//_R EMU DURING IN-FLIGHT EVALUATION OF MANNED MANEUVERING
UNIT.
• SOVIETS HAVE SHOWN HIGH INTEREST IN RECENTLY COMPLETED MK III AND AX-5
COMPARATIVE TEST PROC r__M AN0 HAVREREQUESTED TEST RESULTS.
• SovI_ HAVE REVEALED U_LE OF THEIR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM.
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_IAPANESE
• EXPRESSED INTEREST TO LEASE/PROCURE SHUTTLE EMU SUITS FOR USE IN
JAPANESE WATER IMMERSION TEST FACILITY WHICH THEY MAY PLAN TO BUILD AND
OPERATE IN THE NEAR FUTURE.
• DEVELOPMENT OF JAPANESE EVA PROGRAM MANAGEMENT INFRA-STRUCTURE TO
SUPPORT THEIR MANNED SPACEFLIGHT PROGRAM IS EXPECTED.
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TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES
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• PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES
- LOW WEIGHT/VOLUME SYSTEM COMPONENTS
REGENERABLE TECHNOLOGY
- SIMPLE, RELIABLE, EASILY MAINTAINABLE
- MINIMIZE SYSTEM WEIGHT/VOLUME THROUGH EFFICIENT
PACKAGING
- EASE OF MAINTENANCE ANDREPAIR ON ORBIT
- INCREASE SYSTEM EFFICIENCY THROUGH THE USE OF
AUTOMATED CONTROLS
INCREASE CREW EFFICIENCY THROUGH THE USE OF
AUTOMATED CONTROLS AND INFORMATION DISPLAYS
I I_¸ m HI Space Platforms
AUGMENTED PROGRAM
AEMU PROGRAM IS NOT FUNDED WITHIN THE CURRENTLY STRUCTURED
PROGRAM WORK PLAN; TO BE FUNDED WITHIN AUGMENTED
WORK PLAN
MAJOR MILESTONE: (GOALS)
1993
1994 -
1996
1997
1999
AEMU TECHNOLOGY BASELINE IDENTIFIED (PDR)
AEMU DETAIL DESIGN COMPLETE (CDR)
MANUF. DRAWINGS/DETAIL SPECS. REVIEW
AEMU PROTOTYPE FABRICATION COMPLETE
AEMU ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING COMPLETE
FIS13.11
Space Platforms --'---
FY93 FISCAL AND SUPPORT RESOURCES
(XXX-XX) ADVANCED_ EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT (AEMU)
NO RTOP / W.B.S. AT THIS TIME; PLANNED FOR FY93
Space Platforms
IsSuES
• DEVELOPMENT OF AEMU CONTINGENT UPON APPROVAL OF
FY 93 BUDGET
m
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ARC-EVA Systems Research Program:
Base R&T, Exploration, and Platform Applications
Integrated Technology Plan
for= the C!vii Space Program
Presentation To:
Space Systems and Technol0gy Advisory Committee
Human Support Element Review
27 June 1991
Presenied By:
Bruce Webbon, PhD
Chief, Extravehicular Systems Branch
_ExtraVehicular Systems Branch
: _ ; _: Agenda
• Technology Needs and Objectives
• EVA Work Sys[em Elements
• Relationships Between Thrust Applications
• Work Breakdown Structure
• Priorities
• Current EVA Research Topics
• ARC Program Implementation
• Recent Accompiishments
• Platform Application
• Issues
• Summary
• Addendum
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ExtraVehicular Systems Branch Ames Rmsrch Center
Overall Technology Needs and Objectives
i _ _7::-'_ -
Program Premixe:
EVA is an enabling operational resource for all future manned space missions.
Current EVA Technol0ev Limitations:
• limits EVA productivity for routine operations, science
and exploration, and contingency operations
-bendsriskisl--5_-_n_e_hEVA
- maximum of 42 EVA hours per shutd© night
-one day restbetween EVA's
•imposes seriousoperationaland logisticalconstraints
- ove_ead intensive -
- approximately 1 kg mass expended/EVA hour
• may be difficult to evolve for Exploration mission mquiremcnr.s
EYA Technology Program Obiectives:
• develop EVA systems to provide a safe, routine, reliable,
and affordable resource for mission planners
• demonstrate subsystem technology and integrated system
prototypes in realistic experimental environments
• provide support to flight systems development prognuns
_lar Systems Branch
Am_ R_rch C_mter
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Technology Issues/Needs
• Issue: Cutrem EVA sy.stem does not allow routine, cost-effective EVA operations
• Need: Incorporate mature advanced technology to upgrade STS EMU
Platform Anollcatlon
• Issue: ST$ EMU not designed to meet platform requirements
• Need: Utilize known technology and develop a space-based EMU
[,unar ADnllcation
• Issue: Currendy available technology is not adequate for routine lunar EVA operations
• Need: Expand technology base, build and evaluate prototype lunar EVA work system
_U.L.Cagllr, alJaa
• Issue: We currently do not know how to design an EVA work system for Mars missions
• Need: Develop understanding of task and human requirements, new subsystem concepts.
expand technology base, build and evaluate prototype Mars EVA work system
HSla-2
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EVA Work System Elements
w
• Extravehicular mobility unit (EMU)
- portable life support system (PLSS)
- pressure suit
• airlock and EMU support equipment
• tools, mobility aids, and work stations
• interfaces to teleoperated and other work aids
ExtraVehicular Syslems Branch Ames Research Center
=--
Relationship Between Thrust Applications
• Future EVA systems must accommodate:
- Platform operations
- Lunar exploration and operations
- Mars exploration and operations
R
W
• Path to System Commonality:
No pre.conceived position regarding
desirability/feasibility of EVA system commonality
Separately define environmental, operational, and science
requirements for each mission application
Conduct separate studies and analyses to determine
optimum EVA system(s) for each thrust application
- Examine study results to identify common components and systems
-- Define logical EVA systems evolutionary plan
T-
HS14-3
Work Breakdown Structure
1.1
Mission Requirement
0ennltlon
1.1.1
Human Requirements
Oetlnitlon
1.1.2
Integrated EVA ]
System Studios
1.1.3
Extravehicular Activity
Systems Prelect
1
1.0
[ t
Portable Llle Support I EVA Suits &
System I Equipment
1.2j 1.3
Th4rmsl Control
Systems
1.2.1
Atmosphere
Control
1.2.2
j - -.
t Electronic Systems l
and Components
1.2pj
Pressure Suit
Technology
1.3.1
Glove & End-Eflector
Technology
1.3.2
EVA Ancillary
Equipment
1.3.3
PLSS Integration I
|nd Test I
1.2.41
sun System J
Integration& Test
1.3.4
I
I Integrated EVA
Work Systems
1.4
Herdwere/Soflwars
Integration
1.4.1
Systems Test
1.4.2
Systems Logistics I
& Support [
I .4.3 1
_lar SystemsBranch Ames RmmarchCentM
Priorities
• Tecknolog._ prfor_tits ,r, a function of the application
platform ADalication. No f=ndament=l technolotY is:ut:
• Realistic dermition of user requirements (WBS l.l.l)
• Select opt_tum componentsfrom available suit and P[._S technology base(WBS 1.2.4&|J.4)
• Build and test pmtotTpe, integrated EVA work system (WB$1.4)
Lunar AnoIieatlon- Ms,,y tu. detl#a an4 system inNtratto, issuer, /undameRml PLSS issues
• Def'._ mission and human requirements_d conduct trade studies (WBS 1.1.1-3)
• Develop PLSS subsystemtechnology base (WBS 1.2.1-4)
• Design prototype suit once requirements are understood (WBS 1.3.4)
• Build and test prototype, integrated EVA work system (WBS 1.4)
Mars Aonl|catlon - Fundamtnta! lasucs for all EYA work system elements
• Def'me mission and human requirements and conduct trade studies (WBS I.I.I-3)
• Develop PLSS subsystem technology base (W'BS 1.2.1-4)
• Develop suit subsystem technology base (WBS 1.2.1-4)
• Build and test prototype, integrated EVA work system (WBS 1.4.1-3)
i
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ExtraVehicular Systems Branch
Current EVA Research Topics
• ARC Base R&T Task Areas
- EVA heat balance and controls
- Fusible materials research
- Packed bed sorbent cannisters
- Star mobi.lJty elements
• Proposed FY92 ETP Task Areas
• WBS 1,1 Systems Studies
- Exploration Environments, Tasks, & EVA Scenarios
- Planetary gravity biomechanics studies
- Planetary EVA System studies
• __rBS 1.2 Portable Life 5upi/_t.8.y.._
- Planetary thermal control systems
- CO2 Sorbent modeling as_clconcept testing
- Electronic system architectures, controls, and displays
- PLSS analysis and design studies
• _W'BS t3 EVA Suits&Eouiipment
- Lightweight suit elements and suuetuR_l
- End effec_or evaluadon
- Evaluate a/flock and body restraint concepts
- Exploration missio_ studies
- Reduced gravity biomechanies studies
Life support optimization program
Venting metal hydride thermal control system
Subcritical 02 storage & Venting CO2 membrane
Heads-up display testing
PLSS studies
Fabricate composite STS torso
- Glove reFmemem and procure pair of =dvanced gloves
• Platform Task Areas (FY 93 new start) . TBD
ExtraVehicular Systems Branch
N/ /X
Ames Research Center
N/ A
Ames Research Center
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ARC Program Implementation
• ARC staff performs "hands-on" research and engineering development
• Scientific work resulting in publications and patents
• Development of innovative concepts for EVA systems
• Demonstration/proof of concept by analysis and test of hardware
• Publish resultsand demonstratehardware
• Proof of concept hardware often fabricated on contract
• Small Business Innovative Research contracts
•RkD cont/a_.........
University Grants & CooDeraflve Aereements
• National Research Council Post-doctoral Fellows
: ; University giants and cooperative agreements
Collaboration with other Government Agencies/Organizations
• Naval Oceans Systems Command
• Naval Experimental Diving Unit
• Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory
• USAF School of Aerospace Medicine
HS14-5
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University Grants & Cooperative Agreements
• NRC Fellow studying Mars EVA systems
• MIT PhD student doing dissertation research in biomecharfics of walking in partial gravities
° North Carolina A&T program to deve[op logistics software analysis techniques for EVA systems
• San Jose State University cooperative agreement for research in:
- fusible materials
- heat sink fluid flow
- CO2 sorbents . ._....
- EVA system cost modeling
• Stanford University PhD student doing dissertation research in EVA bioroechanics and load
carrying capabilities in partial gravity
• University of Missouri grant in EVA Thermal Control
Emar.¢
• NRC proposal for experimental research in EVA heat balance and control systems
• Georgia Institute of Technology - School of Textile Engineering
• University of California-Berkeley - Schools of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
• University of Utah and Utah State University
• Duke University
ExtraVehicular Systems Branch Antes Research Center
f ....
FY 90-91 Accomplishments
; : -7;
- Proved function and verified predicted performance of fusible heat sink concept
- Conducted study of Mars EVA concepts
- Demonstrated concept for integration of advanced suit arms with STS suit torso
- Identified promising materials for use in fusible heat sinks
. Analytically examined concepts for increasing utilization efficiency of packed-bed sorbents
- Examined concepts for relieneration of LiOH sorbent
- Completed study of CO2 partial pressure effects in closed environments
. Began conceptua! design of advanced EVA electronics and display concepts
• Began human experiments to produce human "performance map" for PLSS automatic control
• Developed experimental method to examine biomechanical issues related to planetary EMU design
- lniliated grant research relationships with MIT and Stanford in planetary EMU biomechanics
HS14-6
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Code SAE 1990-91 Publications and Patents
• Bennett, D,'" Advanced Manufactunng Techniques for High Presstll_ Space Suit Gloves", Battelle Northwest Laboratories.
Final Report for Contract No. NAS2-13006, June 1990
• Chase, W.,"Human I.nformanon Display Engineering", In Publication as ARC Code SAE Technical Report
• Haynes, W.,"EVA Haza.,'ds Analysis", In Publication as ARC Code SAlE Technical Report
• ]acobs, G. and Vykukal, H.."Advanced Space Suit Su'ucna'es & Materials", SAE Paper No. 901429,
International Confcnmce on Env_onmenud Systems. July 1990
• Kuznetz, L."Space Suits and Life Support Systems for the Exploration of Mats", AIAA paper No. 90-3732,
Space Programs and Technologies Conference, September 1990
• Kuznetz. L.."Space Suits and Life Support Systems for the Exploration of Mars-Phase 2", IAF paper No.IAF-90-670.
41st ]_¢em_orud Aerospace Federatioqa Conference, October 1990
• Kuzner.z.L."Mars Gravity Profile _xperiment-A US Space Shunle ICdssion to Lbe Soviet MIR Space Station",
IAF paper No.IAF-90-671, 41st International Aerospace Federation Conference, October 1990
, Lomax, C. and Webbon, B.,"Dixect hzerface Fusible Heat Sink for Astronaut Cooling", NASA TM 102835, May 1990
also SAE Paper No. 901433, International Conference on Envtromncntal Systems, July 1990
• Luna, B,'Planelary Regeneration of Lithium Hyd.roxid¢", In Publication as ARC Code SAE Technical Report
• Miles, John B ,"EVA Thermal Control Study: Phase I Report", University of Missouri under NASA ARC
Grant No. NAG-2-589, September 1991
• Newman. D. and Webbon, B..'_lurnan Locomotion and Workload for Exu'avehiculu Activity (EVA): Simulated Partial
Gravity Environment", 9th International Academy of Aslronaudcs Conference Proceedings, June 199 I, Cologne, Germany
ExtraVehicular Systems Branch
fU/ A
Ames Research Center
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Code SAE 1990-91 Publications and Patents
(cont.)
• Nmen,C. and Park.E.,"Economic Design Policies for EVA/Suit System Orbital Replacement UniLs",
North Carolina A&T Univer_ty under NASA-ARC Ctx3per_ve Agreemen| No. NCA 2-384, December 1990
• Reinhsrdt. A."Systems Analysis of the AX-5 Space Suit", San Jose State Unive_ity
Muter; _ m [nduslria/E.nginee_g, Februsty 1990
• Reinhatdt, A.and Maghtad. J ."AX-5 Space Suit Reliability Model", SAE Paper No 901361.
ImcrmldonaJ C.onf_ on Envin3nmenud Systems, July 1990
• Seivaduru_', G.,"rhe Proper_es of and Analyucal Methods for Detecuon d Lioh and Li2Co3", San Jose Slate University
under NASA-ARC Cooperative Agreement No. NC(:2-640. February 19¢)I
• selvaduraay_ G. _l Lon'utx, C,"Fusible Heat Sink Material: An Evaluation o( Ah_aative Casxtidates", in publication for
1991 International Confe_nce on Envir_nmenud Systems, July 1991
............... ...... publication as NASA SP
• Seres. A.,"Allowable F_.xposu_ Limits for C.atbon Dioxide During Extrtvehicul_ Actlsaty , m
P.attnts
• Lomax,C. and Webbon, B.,'cooling Apparatus and Couplings Thcrefort", patent applied for 199 i, ARC Case No. 11921-1
HS 14-7
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Resource Issues
• Projected base R&T program barely sufficient
to maintain in-house research teams
FY 92 93 94 95 9_
,,611K s638K _ $_5K $695K $726K
• ARC produced the Pathfinder EVA/Suit Project Plan in Oct 1988
- Projected (1988) Pathfinder EVA Budget:
FY 89 90 91 92 93
$1,12M $4,25M $6.50M $7.30M $8,00M
- Actual FY 91 budget was $0.976M
- Actual cumulative Pathf'mder budget for FY89-91 approximately 20% of projected
,1988 schedule called for completion of a prototype planetary EMU in FY96
...... = - :: : :: : -- 7.
• Current baseline ETP budget for EVA:
EY 92 9_ 94 9_. 9(_
$4M $5 M $8M SliM $12M
• ETP schedule calls for completion of a prototype planetary EMU in FY96
• Revised EVA Plan in review/approval cycle _ _
- Baseline budget will allow comfortable technology development program
- Budget will not provide a complete prototype EMU by FY96
Overguidelines tasks required are identified in revised plan
ExtraVehicular Systems Branch Ames Research Center
Program Issues
• Revised Code R - Extravehicular Activity Systems Project Plan
is currently under roy el_w .......... --
• Base R&T program barely sufficient to maintain research teams
• Proposed Exploration funding will produce EVA technology base required
for Space Exploration Initiative Mls_ohi_i_- _i - _
- support vigorous university research program to provide trained engineers
- Universities support relevant staff, courses, and facilities
- Contract R&D will be an integral part o] program
- Industry direct IR&D funds to collaborative NASA/Univ/con.tractor JEA's
• Currently planned Exploration funding will not produce planetary EMU
prototype in FY96 per current Exploration Technology Program schedule
• NASA must maintain stable funding base for long-term
business planning and project success
_=
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Summary
Technical Issues
• Platform application requires utilization of
relatively mature, currently available technology
• Planetary exploration requires advances in all
areas of EVA technology
Technolo-v Benefit
• Human exploration cannot be done effectively
without a routine EVA capability
ExtraVehicular Systems Branch
N/XSA
Ames Research Center
Addendum
(The fallowing material provides a detailed
description of the current ARC program)
1
m
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Mission Requirements Definition (WBS 1.1.I)
_biective
Defineanddocument s solofdesignreferenceEVA scenariosthatcanbe usedtoderivelower levelrequaz_n_ mLSneeded
Benefit
Designr_luimmentswillbesolidlybasedon scienl_5c,explontdon,andconstructionuuksthtzmustbeperformedbyEVA
Technl_al Annroach
•Reviews_lcollateallrelevantdam on theEVA environmentsunderconsiderationinO-g,theMoon,and,Mars
• Surveyrelevantmissionplmulersand_'ienuficusentodefinerequbcdEVA tasksforoperttionssuchu Mars exo-biology,geology,
conscucdon,e¢
• Reviewstudiesconcerning the mix ofman _ machinestoparlorm candidatetasks
Review EVA operauona]rulesand recl_nts _
• Coml_ne theacq_ data _nlo | setof _ble scerumosLe., "A day in the life of an EVA geologist on Mm" for review bythe EVA
=chnicaJ community
• Udliz_scenariostoderiv_requirementsa needed,forexample"
- scenarioreq_z "Flow steepa slope must anEVA geol0g_s!on Mats _¢ able mclimb to collcc!des/aedrock ._amples?"
-delved requb_mcn| "What smt lower [o!_omobil;ly is requiredto performthisscenmo?'"
l==l.¢=.umm._
•ConsideringItcooperatives_ement withtheSchoolsofMechanic41and Industri=dEnlincet'mg,UniversityofCalifornia-Berkeley
Status/Milestones
• Discussions underw-y with university
• F'maiEVA ck_signscenarioscompletedin FY93
• Dislril_ttesc nriosandsolicit comments
Principal/nvcsfigs_.Remus Bretoi (415)604-6149
ExtraVehicular Systems Branch Ralosrch C4mter
Human Requirements Definition (WBS 1.1.2)
Oble£tive
Define and umieruand the human requi_'menu, capabilide¢ =ridlimitations relevant to the design of the EVA work syuem
Simplify and opdm_ the EVA work rystem while incret_g lmxlucdvity, safety, and comfort
TechnlesiAourd,'eh .............. . .....
•_ =_==,,ts "ins 0-sEv^ work=.,_,_tod_,_!_,h._,) _for-=_ _p..ro,=e .=r,t.ss_?,___en=
Develo_=sd== a=¢.h_k_ue= s_,late • _ IP_ty mvvonmem_m! .u_.y_: o_ut, ano_.m_ .moue,s
Perform h=n_ exits in =mul_d lxu'uzlgr_y m l_uc_ de=gn guzdeLinest= pumeuu-y_.MU aevuopment
Use fully develo_._ techniqu_l m evaluate _ re_.e EVA sumys_'_uI_:_o_lx_
in-housere_.=_hatARC =_ulmrtedby u.ive=nitycollalmraton
• Firstphue ofexperimentsusing0-gsimulittorisunderway
v_lid_donexperimentsforplanetarygrtvitysimulatorcompleted,analysisofexperimentaldataundea'w|y
P.11uu
•Planningcoll=boradveexp.-rimenuon ISC KC- [35aircraftthisummer
•Planningnextseeofplaneu_yexperimentsloinvesngateload-cm'yingcapabilitiesnI/6and3/8g
AwaitingtppmvtlofNRC proposalforheat balance work usingARC simulators
PrincipalInvestigator:.RebeccaWiIliatmon(415)604-3685
BruceWebbon (415)604-6646
HS14-1C
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Integrated EVA System Studies (WBS 1.1.3)
Obiective
Develop required tntlytical tools for analysis of EVA systems and use _ techniques _ study candidate
EVA system elements sad
Benefit
Evahation of om_pu taaly_ally prier to deveiopmem _ fiit_ out bed _ IX_ to large tnveammt ¢_ r_om_'e_
Technical Annt'OicK:_ : _ _ _ ._
• Derive innovative new com:el_ fur EVA w_g system elements and c'_nplete systems
. _y_-tUy _ t,d refine _ _ t,d tr_ and _ ,_td_ _p.p_ches .
• Recommend best" concepts and evtlume d_eir=,_kperfotq_umcein the EVA dct/_ scentnm
- • A:udy_ will include fscu_ suchM su_ sndlife-c_:le
.Ua_u_.alalL_
• l_-house studies, university coopenttive agreement, comnctor studies
• Co¢_lete initial study of Mars EMU concepts _FY92
? p_nu_ry EMU confiL_uio_ n_mmend_o_ - FY93
• Con_u_ university grtnt in system sup_ty guidelines
• Expandin-hou_estudiesinFY92
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MARS ATMOSPHERE PRESSLTRE SUW-
PASSIVE HEAT REIECTION
02 bottle for
helmet breathing
neck dam
sealshelmet
Jressed mars
Jhere for
pressurization
relief valve-
mars arm.
exhaust
Radiation
thru suit
Eva
Convection
to Atmosphere/
Section A--A
i |
Mars atmosphere
compressor
ouboard rover
Removeable
• ._ ., :/ outer layer
,_ ._I, :1 _ Pressure restraint
_r _ _ , Outer Bladder
.... Skin
•_; :_i
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mExtraVehicular Systems Branch
NASA
Ames Research Center
Thermal Control Systems (WBS 1.2.1)
ObiectJve
Invent, analyze, develop, and characterize new concepts for EVA thermal control and heat balance
ReducedEVA systemsizeandpowerrequinm_ntsalong withreducdon in mass expendedperEVA hour"
Technical Annroach
• Analyze envin_menud and meud>olicreq_ts for each EVA scenario to detmnine system req_ts
• Create and evaluate new concepts for:.
- _ ene'lff acquistion
- heat mmspon through the system
-heat zejecdonto the envin3nment
- heat stontgewithin the system
i Conduct proof-of-concept experiments and tests as n_luin_ to verify the conceptsDevelop most promising prototypes so that they c n be accurately analytically characterized in trade studies
Select and integrate best candidates into PLSS test beds
• Condnue in-house and university wogram
• R&D conuacas to develop and refine prototypes
_eat storage materials Fgg"2
• Report on prom/sing concepts for heat rejection - FY92
• Complete proof of concept test_tg of 0-g fusible heat sink prototype - FY93
Plans
• lnldate compeddve procurement of advancedheat sink - FY93
Principal Investigator: Curt Lemax (415) 604-3344
METABOLIC
HEAT GENERATION
I Direct interface fusible
heat sink
PUMP
VALVE
FLOW METER
THERMOCOUPLES
COMPUTER
DATA ACQUISITION
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HEAT-TRANSFER
RATE
BTU / HR
6000
5000
4000
3000
'2oQo
I000
-1000
i :i:-_ : .
/ Point of all ice melted.
I I I I
2.75 5.0 6.25 7.5
TIME, HR
Ftg1_ Ii
FOUgTH PROTOTYPE CONFIGURATION
( CONNECTORS/NO BAFFLES/TURBULENT )
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v
Atmosphere Control (WBS 1.2.2)
Obiective
[nven¢. a_nalyze, develop, and characterize new co_c_p[s for EVA am'tosphere control
Benefit
Reduced EVA system size and power rcquL,-cmen_ along with reduction m _ expended per EVA hour"
Technical Approach
• Analyze envu_nmcnud utd metabolic requirettle_u for each EVA scenario to detcrr_ne system r_lULrements
_te lu'ldevalullt£ new concepts tr(_. " "
- removal of contam/nan_ (CO2, humidity, trace gases) fr_n suit breathing gu
- oxygen rcplenishm¢nt, pressux¢ regulJtion, =rodgas circulation
• Conduct proof-of-concept experiments and tests as required to verify the concepts
• Develop most promising prototypes so tha! (hey can Ix =:curately analytically chaxacterized in ffllde studies
• Select and integrat= best c_ndidav,,s into PLSS t¢_! bed.s
Implementation
• Continue in-house and university program
• E&D contacts to develop _d ref'me pro(ocypes
• Ccu'rent S81R concn=ct
• Complete fabrication o( test stand for experu'nents on sortxnt bed optirrdzarion. F'Ygl
• Report on fcasibili_ of regeneration of LiOH sorbcnt from ptoducLs of sbsortxm r_action - FYg 1
• Report on experiments to improve sorbcnt cannister efliciency - FY92
Plans
• Ini_ate development of integrated pressure conmol module - F'Y92
• Initiate studies of useo[ membranes for CO2 and humidity conmoLon M=_- FY92
Principal [nves_gltor:. BcxTuLdetteLunl (4 [ :5) 604-52.50
Full-Size CO2 Cannister Test Stand
Preliminary Design
Intake from
lib air
vsCuurn
Dump
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uLiO-I Test Cannister PretiminaryDes i_ l
,..-_
.
plenum(Make 2)
/. adjustable polysulfone retainer ring \
....1tset screw
from6" teflon rod
5" nominalOO
polysultone tubing / j /
from 1/2" polysulfone sheet /
JI/2" NPT female
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ExtraVehicular Systems Branch Ames Research Center
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Electronic Systems and Components (WBS 1.2.3)
Objective ..........
Develop elecuonk subsystems tad components using state-of-the-an trchiuectm_ and packaging
Benefit
Gn=t iaa'eLse in EVA uu'onaut Ix_lucdvity and ud'ety along with n:ducdons in size and power requirements
=
Technical Anuroach
• Dctem-,Jz_onofdecmmksys_rnmctdl_u_m_dngrequJ._n'_nls _ : : :
• Designof EVA information simulator to allow hum'urnexperim_m on optimum display techniques
• Bn_adb_ decczonk: systemudJ_I Klvmced busm'himc'._ _ '., _, . .
• Conduct expe_rnems intelp_.. [ inputs _ system sensors and out, ringmsptay am conuot infomation
• Develop and test prototype mlid mine devices using designsr_sulung noraexpenmenu
• in-house analysis and expedncntal program to de/me requireme
• CoUabonuion with other gov_t labs to develop custom solid state devices
• Relx_ on advanced EVA elec_ _ n_ui_.rnenzs.:..F_.gl
• Complezep_liminm'y designof EVA dispmysu_umtor- rYv.,
• Report on ,,.ton.,,aticsym,m conceptsusing"human performancemap"- F'Y92
• Initiate PLSS controls experiments - FY92 :_
• Initiate fabrication of display simulator - F'_92
• Inidate human experiments using display simulator- F'Y94
Principal Lqvestigator: Joe Lavelle (415) 604-6676
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ExtraVehicular Systems Branch
ADVANCED
ELECTRONICS
ARCHITECTURE Ames Research Center
CPU _.
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Figure I - ConcePtual PLSS Controller
ExtraVehicular Systems Branch AI_s R(_lIrch Center
PLSS Integration and Test (WBS 1.2.4)
Obiective
C_ite =xl intelptte effortsin _ m_= to producem,-Iptted PISS pro_es
............. =
F'toof-of-coece{xf_ advLac,_:{_$ _ mre,duc,x{cost
Technical Aooroach
;Use analyticalduin_erizadonofsubsystemstoixoduceandanadyzeidcerrmdv¢PLSS designconcepu
•Producepereliminm'ydesik,nsofselecu_PISS _ys_t_ ....
•Decideon optimum app_ach tofabricac/pn:cm'erequiredsubsys_ms
•AssembleandevaluatePISS pro(oiypes
•Det-meSYstemsupportandintegn_ionrequirements
•In-houseandccctmctc_,malysisandfabricationofpmtypesysterm
_tatus/MilestoR_ ........
• Report on results of studies of advmced O-g PLSS concepts- FY92
Plans
- Inidatefabricationofintepl,tedadvancedH.SS -FY94
Completef,,br_adon and _d_u_ cv-luadoe tes_g -F'Y96
PrincipalInvestigator:Doug Smith(415)604-6728
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ExtraVehicular Systems Branch
Pressure Suit Technology (WBS 1.3.1)
Objective
Develop _uit matenals, mobiUty joint, aJ'_dfabrication technologies for Exploration missions
_enerJt
_cre_,as¢ human productivity and enable EVA to become = safe, routine resource for Exploration missions
Technical Approach
• Emphasize use of adv=mccd materials for suit weight reduction and inc'reascd durability
• Develop fatmlies of mobiliw, joints to provide minimum operating farces at any chosen suit pressure
• UtJJ.ize results from biomcchanics experin_nts and EVA scenarios to determine suit configmttion concepts
Im.=tun.cmali._
• In-house design and evaluation testing
• Fabrication and materials work done on contTact and gTlmt,/coopct'trive agl'eement
Status/Milestones
• Light _¢ight s,,it element completed - FY 92
• Planeutr7 suit configmt_on selection -FY 95
Pl=ns
• Initiate design of light weight suit element - F'Y91
• Begin fabrication of m:ivanced mobilh 7 joints- FY93
PrincipalInvestigator,Vic Yykukal (415)604-5386
N/LS/ 
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ExtraVehicular Systems Branch Ames Research Cenl
Glove & End Effector Technology (WBS 1.3.2)
Objective
Develop g_oveand end effc,c_ofconcepts,materials,and fabricationtechnologiestoenablehighlycapablehand
pcrforma.nceat_y desiredsuitpn_ssure
Benefit
Increased EVA pr_<lucdviv/at any desir_l suit pressure
Technical Annroach
• Gloves
-Initiallycoccenmue on materialsand fabricationtechniques
-Longer term,develop innovarlveconcepts forgloves
• End-effcctors
- Complete fabrication of exisdng de,-igns for 1,3, and 6 degree of fn_dom
- Evaluate current designs in underwater testing
Select bcs| approach for addifionaJ effort
lmattmmm_ian
• Materialstnd fabricationtechniques-TBD
• End-effect_ work in-house
Status/Milestones
• Complete cnd--effecmr evaluation and selcc_on - FY95
Plans
.TBD
PrincipalInves_gator:. Vic Vykuk_ (415) 604-5386
HS14-27
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EVA Ancillary Equipment (WBS 1.3.3)
Oblective
Develop new concepel for EVA suppon equipment such u pltnemry surface tirlocks, body reseraints, tools, etc
Benefit
tncr_.u_l EVA productivitywith reducedsupport costs
Technical Annroach
• Initial plan is tDcon_nmue on tidccks _d body restttints
•Fabricate md evaJuatemock'upsof innovadvea_rlockcom'epts
• Ftbriazte tad evzJuaze_.snint concepts in NBTF
lm uJemenatl_
• Ln-house
• Report on restraint concept evaluari_ - FY93
• Report on _urleck concq_t evaJuntim FY94
Plans
• Select planeutry surface _rlock concept(s) for mockup fabricauon - F'Y92
• Complete fabricaticmof mockups - FY93
Princil_ lnvesfiga_r: Phil Culbcr_on (d15) 60,1-3345
Vic Vyk-ui_ (415) 604-5386
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ExlraVehicular Systems Branch Ames Research Center
I
U
Suit System Integration & Test
Obiective
Assemble proof of concept protolype suits and evaluate agtLqfascenario rt_luLr_ments
Final proof of suit concept's ability to perform requited tasks
Technical ,Aaor9ach
• Fal3cicateprototype suit'= : ....
• Test performanceagainstrequiJrerncntsderivedfrom designscenarios
• Refinepromv/pesbe._edon lessonslearnedduring tesdng
tm_mal_taa
• TBD
• Pltneuu'y suit demomlrator completed - F'Y98
Plans
• Beipn fabricsdon of planetary suit prototype - F'Y95
Principal IJnvesdguor: Vic Vykukal (415) 604-5386
(_ BS 1.3.4)
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Hardware/Software Integration (WBS 1.4.1)
Objective
Coordinateallsu_bs_ dcmen_l to producein_lp"AuedEVA worksyste_nprototype
Benem
ProofofoveraU_ conceptinrealisucenvironment
Technical Annroach -- .....
• F_.m.ly_finidoo of subsystem and sysem r_q_dis "
• Definldon of Imxdwtn and mftwm_ inm,'faces
• Definition of nrliJbiJily and fault mudysis n_qutzmenu
• Creationof hstdwlxe and softwan_ interfaces
• Def'mition of test procedures and in=gnued system _.st becls _
ImlxmgalalLo_
TBD
No effort plmmedundl FY 94
Plans
TBD
Prmdpal lnvestigmocTBD
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W
m
Systems Test (WBS 1.4.2)
Qbiective
Dcmonsu'atethat prototype mtegn.ed EVA work sys(emsme_tthedesignreferencescenariorequi._men_
Benent
Cost effective pl_of of in_egrtteclsystemconcepts
Technical Aonroach
• Developintegratedsystemstestpffm ,
• Det'u_and dcvelo__.4t facilitiesandeqtupmen!
•Performintegratedsystem_sts
•Testandrefinepr_ov/_sdu_ughOAET TechnologyLev©l6-SystemVslidltedinRelevantEnvironment
_tatus/Milestones
No effcx'tphumeduntil FY 94
Plans
TBD
Principal Invesfiguac. TBD
m_
N
mmr
ExtraVehicular Systen_ Brunch Ames Research Center
System Logistics & Support (WBS 1.4.3)
Oblective
Considertnd developappropriatelolli,_ _! support lechnologiesfor_ EVA work systems
Benefit
Early c_sidenfim of lollisfl__ sysmn supportability may affectchoiceofsubsys_m u_chnoiol[yfordevelopment
Technical Annroach
• Def'meanddevelop_ mpl_hes for candidate sys_m
• Analyze maddefine mrvtciag andrnmn_nanceRClUiX_nm_m#ndsysmm
• Define and develop inve_tary managememand Rsupply, .
• Define and develop In _ to supportability inforn_uofl Immtgement
• Condda maddefine specialized¢tininS requiremm_ for candidate_zems
TBD
Plans
Appn_ch fo_developmem of logisticssnsly6cadtools will bedefinedsta_$ in F"Y92-93
Principallnvesdg_o_.TBD
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